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ABSTRACT

The names, uses and species of wild plants known tic

Saskatchewan Woods Cree today were investigated by means of

informal interviews, observation of use practices and plant collec

tion for the purposes of identification.

A total of 177 species were researched; of these 121 species

(representing 37 vascular and 11 non-vascular plant families) were

named and 99 used. Several species used have not previously been

identified in plant studies of other northern Algonkian speaking

groups; the most unusual of these are Alisma plantago-aguatica,

Myriosclerotinia caricis-ampullaceae and Inonotus obliguus. The

principal uses were healing agents (78 species), food and beverages

(37 species) and materials for craft and construction (10 species).

Wild plant materials were also used in hide tanning, fire starting,

and trapping, and as diapers, tobacco, masticatories, love medicine

and toys. Information on a small number of species used as indi

cators of recurring natural events (phenological indicators),

mentioned in Wisakechak stories or propagated in the study area

was also recorded.

The plant species used in healing differ considerably between

this group and other boreal forest Cree Indian groups studied,

suggesting that herbal remedies may be more regional and recent

than some of the other uses. The dietary significance of wild

plant foods as vitamin sources and an easily exploited seasonal

food is discussed in relation to the observation that the energy
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expended in plant collection and the energy contained in the food

plants were both small. Plants were classified according to form

(or other attribute of the plant) and function. The use of both

criteria for some species has led to an unusual arrangement of

taxa and plant name synonymy in which one name describes the
�

function and the other describes plant attributes used in identi-

fication.
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PREFACE

This report contains a portion of the plant knowledge of

a people who until recently did not feel threatened by serious

interruption of the flow of traditional knowledge between genera

tions. This appears to be changing now. The world in which the

children are growing up provides little incentive to assimilate

what the old people know about plants. This present study of

ethnobotany attempted to record as much as possible of the tradi

tional plant knowledge that the older people felt worth sharing

and having preserved for those who follow them.

Much of the information presented here is insufficiently

detailed to allow actual use by the reader. In this respect, a

report of this kind can never replace the Cree elders and their

unparalleled ability to teach others what they know. No attempt

should be made to use this report as a recipe book or a how-to

manual. As repeatedly cautioned by the Cree themselves, inexper

ienced persons trying to use plants are a danger to themselves

and to others.

I apologize for errors which may have been made while the

information was recorded and would be grateful to anyone willing

to bring errors to my attention.
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INTRODUCTION

Cree Indian people living in Canada's boreal forests relied

upon the land's resources for subsistence. Plants were used

extensively by boreal forest inhabitants because of their avail

ability and useful properties such as edibility, physiological

activity, combustibility and building qualities. In remote

regions of Canada, such as northern Saskatchewan, where the Cree

Indians pursuing traditional activities of hunting and trapping

have until recentlY,been left relatively undisturbed by outside

influences, much of the knowledge associated with traditional

plant uses has been retained by the older people.

At present, knowledge of traditional plant uses, names and

lore is in danger of being lost because transmission to the

younger generations is failing to occur. This is happening in

spite of the younger people's awareness of and respect for the

knowledge of their elders, and a desire on the part of the elders

to pass on their knowledge and experiences. It appears that

changes in lifestyle have removed young people from the contexts

in which learning traditional ways of using plants from the

elders might take place. Among the Cree there is no tradition of

recording information in writing (as far as has been determined)

and learning how to do things occurred in large part by being in

an environment where the activities took place and information

was put to use. Situations in which plants are used are becoming
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increasingly rare as store-bought goods repJace wild plant sources

of food, tea, tobacco, medicine, and building materials. This is

a trend likely to increase if for no other reason than people

living in communities have very limited access to wild plants.

The aim of the present study was to record the current know

ledge and recollections concerning plants of the older members of

the Cree community. It was undertaken in response to a suggestion

of a Cree woman who was concerned about the great loss of know

ledge occurring as the people of her parents' generation passed

away. The people to whom she referred were the "th" (-6:) dialect

speaking Cree of north-central Saskatchewan and they became the

focus of the study. Although the study did not encompass the

entire region inhabited by this group, it was carried out in sev

eral communities to collect a body of information representative

of the regj,on.

The "th" dialect speaking Cree, referred to here as

NihIthawak, have not previously been the focus of a study of

this kind. This made it necessary to investigate simultaneously

plant names, species identification and plant uses. The investi

gator was trained and experienced in vascular plant taxonomy and

had taken several courses in the Cree language, but had had lim

ited exposure to linguistic and ethnographic methods. Therefore

the breadth and accuracy of the information recorded varied; the

vascular plant identification was detailed.and accurate, but the

non-vascular plant identification, the collection and recording

of Cree plant names and the descriptions of uses were less accu

rate and remain incomplete.
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The scope of the study was broad. All wild plants named or

used by the Cree speaking residents of the area were included, ex

cept when the source of information was unquestionably Euro-Canadian

and the plant species in question had no Cree name. The extant know

ledge about plants proved to be larger than expected, and time which

might have been spent collecting detailed information on Cree plant

names and uses was devoted to the time-consuming job of making field

trips with respondents to identify plants known only by their Cree

name. This task of identification was seen as a priority because

of the particular expertise of the investigator in plant identifi

cation, and because of the need to identify the species named before

further ethnobotanically-oriented studies could be undertaken.

The study did not exhaustively investigate all the plant spe

cies present in the environment nor did all the Cree plant know

ledge come to the fore in the course of the study. It is felt how-

·ever that the information recorded represents the majority of plant

uses by this group. The plants investigated, while small in number

(177) represent those commonly encountered or those used by Cree

people, and information was collected from respondents until little

or no new information was forthcoming. There is a small number of

Cree plant names yet to be identified, and undoubtedly more infor

mation on wild plants could be recorded from certain individuals.

In this report, descriptions of plant uses are presented in

part one of the Results, the plant species used are listed in

Appendix 3 in alphabetical order by Latin name, and the Cree plant

names are listed in Appendix 4 in alphabetical order by Cree name.

Some non-use aspects of ethnobotany are presented in part two of

the Results.
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2. BACKGROUND

2.1 'Information on the People and
Place of the Present Study (Map, p. 13)

This study focused on the Cree Indians who speak the "th"

dialect and live in or near the Churchill River system in eastern

Saskatchewan. They refer to themselves as NihIthawak (pronounced

Ni-he-the-wuk). The terms SrucawIthinIwak (bush people) and

Asiniskawrtiniwak (abundance of rock people) also apply to resi

dents of this area. "Bush people" was a term used by the people

of Besnard Lake and La Ronge to refer to themselves. "Abundance

of rock people" was used by people in The Pas and Cumberland

House to refer to people in Pelican Narrows and north of there.

The Cree ,are an Algonkian-speaking tribe native to the

boreal forest of Canada, which they inhabit from central Quebec

to central Alberta. The NihIthawak belong to the group known

as Western Woods Cree, a term variously defined. Skinner (1911)

and Curtis (1928) place them west of Lake Winnipeg, Norway House

and York Factory; Smith (1976) west of the western shores of

Hudson and James Bays.

Smith (1976) subdivides the Western Woods Cree into four

groups: Swampy Cree, Lake Athabaska Cree, Strongwoods Cree of

northern Alberta and the Rocky Cree in northern Saskatchewan

and Manitoba. In this classification the NihIthawak are part

of the Rocky Cree group.
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As applied to Cree dialects, the term Woods (or Wood) Cree

has not been used consistently to designate a single dialect.

Ellis (1973) calls the "n" dialect Wood Cree. Goulet, in the

introduction to Colin Charles dictionary, uses Woods Cree as a

synonym for the "th" dialect. Smith's (1975) informants who

speak "th" dialect refer to the "1" dialect as Woods Cree.

The Woods Cree were aboriginally hunters and gatherers in

an environment that precluded agriculture. Fish and game were

central to subsistence providing food and clothing, and in recent

�imes the source of wage income through trapping and commercial

fishing. Plants were gathered for the construction of dwellings, for

vehicles of transportation, for baskets, for food (principally

berries, sap and wild teas), and for healing and functions such

as 'touchwood and diapers. Wild rice (Zizania aguatica) is not

native to northern boreal forest regions �nhabited by Cree, and

it was not a dietary staple. The fact that ,wild rice will not

propagate from dried gr� may have prevented its spread in

aboriginal times into northern regions where it has been success

fully planted recently.

A number of authors, e.g •. Mandelbaum (1979) and Ray (1974),

maintain that the Cree moved into northern Saskatchewan as recently

as the fur trade period in the late 1700's. Present archaeological

finds in Saskatchewan suggest that the Cree occupation of the

Churchill River region pre-dated that period. Radiocarbon dates

of material found with pottery from the Clearwater Lake phase

(which is identified with areas occupied by Cree) go back to the

.

17th century in Saskatchewan and to the 15th century in neighboring
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The Pas, Manitoba (Meyer 1978). This is a difficult question to

answer and the addition of archaeological evidence to the inter

pretation of historical documents, on which the theory of recent

movement into Saskatchewan is based, may prove very useful.

The region around the Churchill River in eastern Saskatchewan

is characterized by typical Precambrian Shield features such as

exposed rock, lakes, muskegs and other wetlands. The Saskatchewan

River drains the southern part of the study area and the Churchill

River drains the north. Frog Portage connects the two river

systems, allowing boat travel in a north-south direction between

them. The forest is classed as northern coniferous boreal forest

by Rowe (1977) who describes it as predominantly black spruce

(Picea mariana) associated with jack pine (Pinus banksiana) and

larch tamar�ck (Larix laricina). Mixed stands of white spruce

(Picea glauca), trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides), balsam

poplar (Populus balsamifera) and balsam fir (Abies balsamea) occur

along water bodies and south facing slopes. Paper birch (Betula

papyrifera) is scattered throughout.

The winters are long and cold, and the. summers cool and

short, but the climate tends to be dry, sunny and less harsh than

in the southern half of the province where there is less shelter

from the wind. The mean daily temperature drops below freezing

in ·mid-October and rises above freezing at the end of May. The

mean annual snowfall is 1.4 to 1.5 m. (55 to 60 inches) (Chakravarti

1969, Richards and Fung, 1969; map p. 56).

Moose (Alces alces) and woodland caribou (Rangifer

tarandus.sylvestris) occur in this area. Elk (Cervus canadensi�,

6
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mule deer (Dama hemionus) and white-tailed deer (Dama virginianus)

are found to the south. Bar�en ground caribou (Rangifer

tarandus arcticus) migrate south to Reindeer Lake but do not

extend into the study area. The most important commercial

fish'species are whitefish (Coregonus clupeaformis), pickerel

(Stizostedion vitre�), and northern pike (Esox lucius). Lake

trout (Salvelinus namaycush), tullibee (Coregonus artedii), and

lake sturgeon (Acipenser fulvescens) are less important but are

also fished commercially. Lake sturgeon are restricted to the

Saskatchewan River system and the easternmost section of the

Churchill River in this region (Richards and Fung 1969, maps

pages 81 and 144).

2.2 Literature Survey

Cree ethnobotany has been studied to a limited extent.

Marcel Raymond spent several days wit� the T�te de Boule Cree of

Manouane Quebec in 1940 and on the basis of this published a list

of 46 wild plant species used for food, medicine and crafts

(Raymond 1945). Meredith Jean Black collected information on

food, beverage, medicinal, smoking and utility plants used by the

two other bands of the T�te de Boule Cree of Quebec� the Obedjiwan

and Weymontaching, in the summer of 1966 (Black 1973). Very

recently results of field work done near Edmonton, Alberta, at.

the Paul Band Reserve, Wabamun Reserve, Keeheewin.Reserve and the

town of Entrance, have been incorporated into an annotated list

circulated by the Provincial Museum of Alberta (Kerik and Fisher,

n.d.). All of these studies were concerned primarily with listing

plant species and their uses with little detailed explanation of

the actual use.
r
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There are scattered references to wild plant use in the

ethnographical and historical literature pertaining to Cree

Indians. The most detailed description of plant foods used by any

group is by Honigmann (1961) but, as in most of the work done by

non-botanists, no Latin names are given. Both Rogers (1967)

and Honigmann (1956) give complete descriptions of the uses of

tree species (for which Latin names are not really needed for

identification) in their descriptions of material culture. Vegetal

foods are mentioned in a number of papers on Mistassini Cree

(Rogers 1973, Rogers and Rogers 1959), but this group of Cree

used plants very minimally for food and little is learned about

food plants in general from them •. Information on herbal remedies,

with the plants listed by .Latin names, is given by Holmes (1884),

Strath (1903) and Welsh (1968). Others euch as Skinner (1911) and

Honigmann (1956) list a few remedies using the Cree name only,

or in some cases a non-standardized English common name.

Beardsley's paper presenting information on plant medicines

gathered by I. Cowie (Beardsley 1941) is very complete in terms

of the information presented but probably refers to Cree near

Wetaskiwin Alberta, a Plains Cree group visited by Cowie in 1892

(cf. Cowie 1913).

The earliest accounts of Cree plant use are by employees of

the Hudson's Bay Company. James Isham, Andrew Graham and Samuel

Hearne all give accounts of local plants and occasionally mention

a Cree name or use of one of them (see E. E. Rich ed. 1949,

Glyndwr Williams ed. 1969, and Glover ed. 1958). Surprisingly

little reference is made to actual use by Indians in any of these

9



works, but a number of Cree names of plants are given by way of

interest. Because these authors often do not make cle� the

Indians or the plants referred to, this material is of limited

use as a reference. In some editions available, i.e. G. Williams

ed. (1969) and Glover ed , (1958), Latin names based on the descrip

tion given in the text have been added later in the footnotes,

some of which by E. A. Preble appear to be erroneous.

Recent ethnographic studies of Saskatchewan Woods Cree are

few. Smith (1975) and Rossignol (1938, 1939a, 1939b) provide

some descriptive information, but none on plant use. Two botani

cally able people have collected ethnobotanical information in the

province: John Richardson in the early 1800's (Richardson 1823,

1852) and M. A. Welsh in the 1960's (Welsh 1968, 1972, unpublished

notes). Neither did an extensive study, but both recorded use,

Latin names and on occasion Cree names. As was true of other

explorers, Richardson does not state the exact source of informa

tion in most cases. However, the Cree plant names are in "th"

dialect and many of the plants listed by Richardson (1823:730) were

collected in ''the wooded country from latitude 540 to 640 north"

which includes the study area.

Current linguistic studies on dialects of northern Saskatchewan

are few. The most often cited source is Michelson (1939). His

information on Pelican Narrows and Stanley Mission is either

outdated or was wrong from the beginning, being based as it was

on
"
••• correspondence with Hudson Bay Company post managers and

some missionaries ••• " (Michelson 1939 p. 69-70). He lists

both these communities as "y" dialect speaking areas. At present

10



the "th" (4) dialect is spoken in these locations,as was noted by

Smith (1975) far much of the area and Russell (Wolfart 1973) at

Sandy Bay, Saskatchewan. A number of Cree plant names are listed

in Cree-English dictionaries, such as those by Watkins (Faries ed.

1938) and Colin Charles (Charles n.d.). The.former work does not

encompass the "th" dialect (the latter is restricted to "th"·), and

nei ther includes Latin names of pLarrt s ,

11
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3. METHODS

3.1 Location and Season
of Field Work

The study area is located between the 55th and 56th parallels

in the eastern half of the province of Saskatchewan. Here there

is a concentration·of people who speak the "th" dialect of Cree

living in a fairly uniform environment. Stanley Mission and

Pelican Narrows, the two communities where much of the field work

was carried out, are centrally located in this area, as are most

of the routes of travel, traplines and plant collection sites used

by respondents. Respondents, however, are familiar with other.

communities outside the area, such as Southend, Brochet,

Pukatawagan, Brabant Lake and Beaver Lake where they have lived

or visited relatives.

During the summer of 1979, Stanley Mission and Pelican

Narrows were each visited at roughly one month intervals. In

June and mid-August to late September 1980, each community was

visited again. The La Ronge area and Grandmother's Bay were

also visited on several occasions during each summer to talk with

respondents who lived in these locations.

3.2 Data Collection

Single or repeated interviews, one to two hours in length,

were held with 16 people, referred to here as respondents. All

but one person was over 60 years of age and all, but possibly one

12
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person, spoke the nth" dialect of Cree. An interpreter was

employed during interviews and collecting trips with 12 of the 16

respondents who spoke Cree more fluently than English. Most (12/16)
of the respondents were women. Biographical notes on each respon

dent are given in Appendix 1.

Interviews were informal and unstructured. There was. a set

of questions to ask about each plant, but the opportunity to ask

them all did not arise in every interview. Consequently, inter

views were primarily useful for gaining exposure to plants known

to the respondent.

Plants referred to in interviews by respondents were identi

fied by collecting a sample of the living plant with a respondent.

This was done initially to learn the meaning of a Cree plant name

and was not repeated for every respondent, though an attempt was

made to determine name identification from respondents in each

community. Dried herbarium specimens and pictures of plants did

not prove useful tools for plant identification with respondents.

Toward the end of the first summer of field work and during

most of the second summer, considerable time was spent observing

or obtaining descriptions of plant uses. Observation of actual

practices afforded greater accuracy of description and under

standing of the processes involved than had been obtained during

interviews. Plant collecting trips were occasions for observing

collection procedures and the initial steps of preparation. Other

aspects, such as how a plant was used, were observed in demonstra

tions by respondents. Demonstrations also provided an opportunity

for participation by the investigator as well as for photographing

14



procedures to supplement field notes and the collected plant

materials with a visual record.

At the end of the second summer of field work, a series of

tapes on Cree plant names was recorded with a respondent and an

interpreter from Stanley Mission. This was done by asking them

to repeat over 100 Cree plant names which had been written down

in the course of the field work.

3.3 Plant Identification

After the field season was over, identifications of plants

collected with respondents were reviewed and finalized. The

keys in the Flora of Alberta (Moss 1959) and the Flora of Manitoba

(Scoggan 1957) were used to determine the species of the vascular

plants. In most cases the species identification was checked

against herbarium specimens at the Fraser Herbarium or the Li"chen

Herbarium.at the University of Saskatchewan. Finally a senior

taxonomist double checked the species identification and made

corrections where necessary. The voucher specimens of the vascu

lar plahts are housed at the Fraser Herbarium.

3.4 Estimate of the Number of Species
in the Study Area

There was not time to sample systematically the flora of

the study area in addition to the. other field work.
....

There-

fore, an estimate of the total number and different kinds of

plants in the study area was made from published species lists.

This was done by tallying the species listed as collected in

forest sections 20 and 22a (described in Forest Regions of Canada

by Rowe, 1977) in studies by Breitung (1957, 1959), Argus (1968),

15
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Harms (1974), Harms and Hudson (1974), Heilman-Ternier and Harms

(1975), and Abouguendia, Godwin and Richert (1979). Field collec-

tions made during the course of the present study add eleven

vascular plant species to this tally (listed in Appendix 2).

The numbers arrived at are: total vascular species 507, trees 10,

shrubs 61, forbs 288, graminoids (grasses, sedges and rushes) 117,

ferns and fern allies 31. These numbers are probably underesti

mates, but the proportions of the kinds of plants may be fairly

representative. An estimate of the number of non-vascular plant

species was not undertaken.

3.5 Orthography

The system of writing Cree words in this report follows

Ellis' proposed standard Roman orthography (Ellis 1973). The

following modifications should be noted: long vowels are written

with a bar over the letter, no� as a double letter and the symbol
v

a has been introduced to represent a mid-open central vowel (u

in l�ck). This vowel sound is reported by Longacre (1957) but

is not included in Ellis' list of Cree vowel sounds.

A guide to pronunciation of Cree words is given at the

beginning of Appendix 4.

16



RESULTS - PART ONE

Plant Uses

4.1 Food and beverage

Before people came to rely on purchased food, the diet con-

sisted principally of meat and fish:

"People a long time ago ate in a different way. ·They ate
moose, deer (caribou), jumping deer (deer), .bear, rabbits,
muskrats, beaver, otter, and they ate everything that flies.
They also ate fish. • • They ate everything inside the fish,
like fish eggs. They used to make oil out of pickerel and
other kinds of fish, like whitefish, to store. They uSid to
make oil out of sturgeon and they stored it all summer."

Berries and wild tea plants were also important in the traditional

diet:

"People used to pick lots of berries to store for winter.
A hardworking person would accumulate plenty by picking
berries and storing them away."

• •

"Our grandfathers used to eat fish and meat, nothing else
••• no bread, potatoes, bannock, tea ••• just tim�skik
(Ledum groenlandicum, labrador tea) ••• no sugar."

Concerning the use of plant foods in general the following

quotation seems applicable; it implies that the Cree were resource

ful, had little in the way of food prejudices and would not over

look plants as a source of nourishment:

"There was nothing such as an Indian thinking he was very
poor. As far as eating is concerned, they took everything-
animals, plants, fish, and prepared (them) for themselves-
dried these things up and so on."

1Quotations are from respondent's accounts unless otherwise noted.
Most are translations made by an interpreter. Words in parentheses
were added by the investigator.
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4.1.1 Species Used

Table 1 shows the species which were eaten or made into tea

beverage, the uses for each species, and the season of availability.

The plants are grouped according to the part used.

Although the plants used for food and beverage form a hetero-
..

geneous group including trees, lichens and. the sterile form of the

fu�gus Inonotus obliguus, roughly one-half (17/37) are shrubs with

edible berries (Table 2). All of the species are native except for

Carum carvi (wild caraway) whose seeds were used to flavor bannock.

A little over half (20/37) of the food and beverage species

were also used in healing. In six cases the plant part used is the

same, and in four of these the preparation for both beverage and

healing is by infusion to make a tea.

Some edible wild plants not eaten in the study area are

Chenopodium album (lamb's quarters), Urtica dioica (common nettle),

Shepherdia canadensis (Canadian buffalo berry), Sorbus decora

(mountain ash), Matteuccia struthiopteris (ostrich fern), Ribes

triste (red currant), Taraxacum officinale (dandelion), Gaultheria

hispidula (creeping snowberry), and Sagittaria cuneata (arrowhead).

The first five of these were used in the study area for healing,

the next two were named but not used in any capacity, and the last

two were neither named nor used. Red currant, and two other species,

Geocaulon lividum (bastard toadflax) and Maianthemum canadense (wild

lily of the valley) whose berries were considered inedible, have

animals' names. It was said that the berries were eaten by the

animal whose name they bear, i.e. the frog, the squirrel and the

gray jay, respectively.

18



Table 1. Plant species used for food or beverage.
Double asterisk: species occur-r-ing in more

than one plant part category. Numerals within
table: number of communities where the information
was collected.

Berry or Fleshy Fruit

Amelanchier alnifolia
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi
Cornus canadensis
Empetrum nigrum
Fragaria virginiana
Oxycoccus--2 species
o. microcarpus
� Quadripetalus

Prunus pensylvanica
.f.t.. virginiana

** Ribes glandulosum
..&. hudsonianum
..&. oxycanthoides
.B..Q.sa acicularis
Rubus arcticus ssp. acaulis
R. chamaemorus

** R. idaeus
L pubescens
Vaccinium myrtilloides
V. vitis-idaea
VIburn um edule

Leaves

Agastache foeniculum
Allium schoenoprasum

�* Heracleum lanatum
Ledum groenlandicum
Mentha arvensis

.* H�racleum �a�atum.* R1bes glan u osum
"* Rubus idaeus

1

1
.1
1
2

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
2
1
1

1
1

2
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2

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1 July
Aug.
July
Aug.
July
Sept.

1
1

July-Aug.
2 Sept •

July
Aug. -Sept.
July
July-Aug.
Aug.
July

1 Aug.
Aug.

2 Aug. -Sept.

1
1 July

July
Year-round
July-Sept.

1
3

1
June



Table 1 (continued)
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Stem (continued)

Scirpus--2 species 2 July
Scirpus acutus
S. validus

** Typha latifolia 1 July

Root

Lilium �hiladel�hiQum 1
Sium suave 1 1 Early spring.

** Typha latifolia 1 1
late fall

Bark

** Betula papyrifera 1
Pinus banksiana 2 July

Cambium

** Betula papyrifera 2 July
Populus tremuloides 2 June-July

Sap
.* Betula papyrifera 1 Early spring

Nut

Corylus cornuta 1 Fall

Seed

Carum carvi 2

Lichen

Actino�ra mJJb.lenbe;r:gii 2

Fungus

Inonotus; Q�;J:!:!:ItU�5 '\ 1
�

.11
.. i."
......

i',.1

20�11
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Table 2. Number of species of different life forms in
each major use section.

Food and
Healing Craft and Total*

Beverage Construction

Tree 3
'0

9 6 9

Shrub 17 23 4 28

Forb 13 36 0 4.5

Graminoid 2 0 0 2

Fern and fern ally 0 2 0 2

Moss 0 2 0 2

Lichen 1 2 0 3

Fungus 1 4 0 4

Total 37 78 10 9.5

*On the basis of a search of the literature (see p. 1� the minimum

number of vascular species that exist in the study area is estimated

to be: trees--10, shrubs--61, forbs -- 288, graminoids--117, ferns

and fern allies--31, total vascular species--507.
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4.1.2 Uses

The use categories in Table 1 are based on the kind of pre

paration and the function of the food in the diet rather than on

the plant material used. Most of the uses are self-explanatory,

but it may be useful to point out that the cooked fruit and vege

table category includes fruit cooked without sugar, while jam,

jelly and fruit syrup includes those cooked with sugar, and that

berry and fish mixtures contain cooked berries but are distin

guished by the addition of fish.

Berries appear in five of the eight categories attesting that

they were versatile and important in the diet. Some uses are re

cent, e.g. jams, jellies and fruit syrups; others are traditional,

e.g. berry and fish mixtures. More species of berries are eaten as

fresh fruit than in any other way, but most fresh berries are con

sumed only in small quantities as a refreshing snack or nibble. Like

many of the raw vegetables, raw berries are eaten in greater quan

tity by children than adults. (Roots are a major exception to this,

because the existence of the poisonous species, Cicuta maculata

(water hemlock), makes collection of roots by children hazardous.)

Mixtures of fish and berries, and the use of rock tripe to

thicken fish broth have not been described elsewhere for Cree

Indians and therefore details will be given here. The first two

mixtures were described by respondents and the other two were pre

pared for the investigator by a respondent.

1) Vaccinium vitis-idaea berries (mountain cranberries) were

mixed with boiled fish eggs, livers, air bladders and fat. A vari

ety of ingredients was used in this mixture: whitefish eggs, liver,
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and air bladder, sucker liver and fat, and pickerel fat. The use of

different fish species may reflect seasonal availability.

2) Rubus idaeus berries (raspberries) were mixed with dried

fish and fish oil.

) Arctostaphylos uva-ursi berries (bearberries) cooked in

grease were mixed with raw whitefish eggs. The approximate propor

tions were 15 ml of ·grease, )60 ml of berries,

and 30 ml of whitefish eggs separated from the adhering

membranes. A little sugar could also be added. After the berries

were lightly cooked in the grease, they were pounded in a heavy cloth

folded to make a sack. Pounding reduced the berries to a crumbly

mass, apparently affecting the seeds little, and the eggs were added

to moisten the berry mass. This mixture was called asiskakwanakahikan

in Cree. A similar food was prepared from the fruit of Prunus

virginiana (c�oke cherries).

4) Actinogyra muhlenbergii (rock tripe) was added to fish

broth to thicken it. Several handfuls were used for a medium sized

pot of broth. The plants were cleaned by hand, then broken into

pieces the size of a dime, discarding the central point of attach

ment. Very hot water was poured over the plant pieces and discarded

before they were added to the fish broth. After cooking five to ten

minutes, the broth thickened noticeably Qn cooling. This soup was

also considered good nourishment for a person with an upset stomach.

In addition to plants consumed in the diet listed in Table 1,

several plant species were used to prepare meat or fish.

Amelanchier alnifolia (Saskatoon-berry) sticks were barked, split

and boiled in the sturgeon oil to keep it fresh during storage and
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the leaves of Mentha arvensis(wild mint) were added to the oil to

improve its aroma. "Willow" wood, and dry rotting wood of Betula

papyrifera (birch) and Populus tremuloides (aspen poplar) were

pr�erred burning materials for smoke curing meat or fish. Several

respondents described a method of separating fish eggs from adhering
..

membranes using Lycopodium species (club moss). The eggs were

forced through the stiff leaves by wringing the egg mass and the

plants together in the hands. The eggs used to make fish egg bread

were prepared in this way. The species Lycopodium annotinum (stiff

club moss) was preferred because it has long trailing stems. The

leaves of this species are stiff and bristly which may have added

to its usefulness.

4.1.3 Preservation

Plant foods were preserved by drying, freezing or storing in

a muskeg. Mentha arvensis (wild mint) was dried in bunches in the

fall. and, according to one respondent, Typha latifolia (cattail)

roots were roasted over a fire for winter storage. Berries, however,

were the principal food stored.

All three methods of preservation were used for berries.

Amelanchier alnifolia berries (Saskatoon-berries) were sun dried by

spreading the uncooked berries on a sheet of some kind on the ground.

Dried berries appear to have been a minor item in the diet. Accord

ing to a respondent from Stanley Mission, who ate dried berries

when he was a child, people "didn' t keep them for long because they

weren't plentiful. Maybe they just preserved them for a little while

and then cooked them up in water. They didn't have any sugar in

campi the berries were sweet ...
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The berries of several fall ripening species, e.g. Vaccinium

myrtilloides (blueberry), and � vitis-idaea (mountain cranberry)
were stored over winter. Today these berries are often canned,

made into jam or put into a home freezer •. In the past they may

have been stored by freezing outside. Oxycoccus spp. (bog cran

berries) were stored by one respondent all winter in a storage shed.

In spite of a long period of storage, bog cranberries did not

spoil or become unpalatable.

The muskeg provided a cool place to store food in the summer.

One respondent gave an account which suggests that the muskeg was

• • • in the ground where it is cool inused to reftigerate food: "

the muskeg, they used to make a dug out hole (watikwan), said my

late grandmother, and place there whatever was going to be eaten

or what they wanted to store for a long time." Reference to berries

stored in a muskeg comes from a story told by the same respondent

in which the women "used to take some birch bark where they put

the berries to store them in a muskeg." It seems likely that i"n

the past, berries such as Rubus idaeus (raspberry) and Rubus

chamaemorus (cloudberry) which ripened in summer but were too soft

to dry could have been stored in a muskeg until they were used up.

4.2 Healing

In healing, the use of plants outweighs the use of animals

considerably. A few animal products were used, for example skunk

fat and scent glands, sturgeon oil, bear gall bladder, freshwater

clam shells, meat and beaver castoreum. Minerals and ground spices

(ginger and cinnamon) were also used; the latter which were store-

bought were added to powdered herb mixtures.
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.In addition to their curative function, medicines were impor

tant because people feared and respected "bad medicine", which was

the malicious use of the knowledge of powerful medicines. Love

medicine (section 4.4.7) is an example. The dual.role of medicines,

many of them herbal, is shown in the following translation of an

account given by a respondent:

"The way she (the respondent's grandmother) told it, they
(Cree, before the introduction of Christianity) knew lots
of medicine for any kind of sickness. When somebody cut
their foot, they used wakanakan (Larix laricina) to heal
the foot. It was very good. They knew all kinds of
medicine, even bad medicine. Bad medicines were dangerous
because if somebody got mad they could kill the person
they were mad at."

4.2.1 Species Used

The 78 plant species used in healing are listed in Table 3.

Th€y'are grouped according to the part used and 26 species (those

marked ** in the taple) which have. more 'than one useful part

are listed more than once.

Roughly one-half (36/78) of the species used in healing are

forbs (Table 2). Most of the tree species and about one-third

of the shrub species occurring in the study area were also used.

Nan-vascular plants receive greater representation in healing than

in other use categories. All the species used are native except for

Chenopodium album (lamb's quarters) and Achillea millefolium

(yarrow), which have nearly identical native relatives.

Of all the species listed, Acorus calamus (calamus) appears

in the greatest numoorof ailment groups (9). Following, in decreas

ing order of the number of uses ( one plant part/ailment group

constitutes one use) are Betula papyrifera (paper birch),
,

26
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Table J. Plant species used in healing. pouble asteriskl

species occurring in more than one plant part category.

l\)
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:>-P-t E-t 0 I'll < fr.t < � 0 :>- p::j 0 a

Root and Rhizome

* Achillea species i*,a
Acorus calamus i i,a i,a i* i* i a i* i*,a
Actaea rubra a

* Amelanchier alnifolia i i i

* Aralia nudicaulis i*,a i

* Arctosta�h�los uva-ursi i

Aster �uniceus i ,a a* i i a

Astragalus americanus a

Campanula rotundifolia a

Cicuta maculata x

* Diervilla lonicera a i,a
* Epilobium angustifolium a

Geum species i*,a* a i i

Heracleum lana tum i i* i

Heuchera richardsonii a a*

*

*

*

*

*

*



Table). (Continued)

*

til .

� z 0
8 0 Il:1 ::r:
p H � 8

� � 0 til � � � 0
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S�
0 H < til � �i
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�
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>P-t 8 0 til < IZ-4 Q � > � 0

Root and Rhizome (con't.)

Nuphar variegatum i a* i* i

Polygala senega a i

POlygonum amphibium a i

Rosa acicularis a i

* Rubus chamaemorus i,a
* Sarracenia purpurea i,a i

* Shepherdia canadensis i

Valeriana septentrionalis a i i i i,a
* Viburnum eduie i

Leafless Stem or Branch

Alisma Elanta�o-a�uatica i i ',a*
* Amelanchier alnifolia i

* Betula papyrifera i

Calla palustris a

* Diervilla lonicera a

Juniperus communis i i i a i i a

1
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*
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Table J. (Continued)

*

rJl .
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..

Leafless StemLBranch (con' t.)

* Lonicera dioica i i

Ribes glandulosum i,�
h hudsonianum i,a

h o�canthoides i

Rubus idaeus i i i*
* Shepherdia canadensis i

Sorbus decora a

* Symphoricarpos albus i i

Bark

* Abies balsamea a

Alnus ru�osa a a

* Betula papyrifera ita i
* Larix lari cina a*

* Lonicera dioica a*
* Picea glauca i

Pinus banksiana a

I *
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Table). (Continued)-

*
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� � Il:; 0
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I

Bark (con't.)
,

* Populus tremuloides a a

Prunus pensylvanica a

Salix bebbiana (7) a a*

a, discolor (7) a

* Shepherdia canadensis a*

Whole Plant! Leafy Stem
or Leafy Branch

Agastache foeniculum i
* Aralia nudicaulis i
* Arctostaphylos uva-ursi i i

Artemisia frigida a a

Chenopodium album a

* Chimaphila umbellata i i,a
Empetrum ni.gr-um i,a

* Ledum groenlandicum a a a,i
* Mentha arvensis a a* a i
* Pyrola asarifolia a

*
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Table J. (Continued)

rIl .

::x:: z �8 0 ::x::
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Whole Plant. Leaf� Stem
or Leafy Branch (con't.)

Rubus chamaemorus a

Rumex speci es i

Shepherdia canadensis a a*

Symphoricar�os albus a

Thuja occidentalis a i i

Urtica dioica a

Vaccinium myrtilloides i f* i

Viburnum edule i ,8.*

�af

Epilobium angustifolium a

Ledum gEoenlandicum i,a

Mitella nuda a

Petasites sagittatus a a

Polypodium vulgare a

Populus balsamifera a

*

*

*

*

*
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Table.]. (Continued)
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Leaf (con1t.)
* Populus tremuloides a

* Pyrola asarifolia a

* Sarracenia purpurea a

Flower

* Achillea, species a i a

* Mentha arvensis i

Monotropa uniflora a

..

Berry

* Aralia nudicaulis a

* Arctostaphylos uva-ursi a

* Cornus stolonifera a

* Symphoricarpos albus a*

*

*

*
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Table). (Continued)
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Bud

* Populus balsamifera a

* Shepherdia canadensis a

* Viburnum edule a a

Conifer Pitch

* Abies balsamea i* i

* Picea glauca i*

* P. mariana 'i

Conifer Cone

* Picea mariana a a* a a

Fern Stipe Base
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Wood

** Betula papyrifera a i i i i

** Cornus stolonifera pi th a

** Larix laricina a

** Picea glauca rotten wood a*

Part Used Unspecified

Alnus crispa i

A�oc�num androsaemifolium x a

** Chimaphila umbellata i

** Larix laricina i

** Sarracenia purpurea i
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Moss

Sphagnum species' a

Lichen

Cladina alpestris a

Usnea speci es a

Fungus

Fornes fomentarius a

Inonotus obliguus a

(the sterile form
of' the fungus)

Lycoperdon sp�cies a*

Myriosclerotinia caricis- a i ,ret
am:gullac�ae

a--used alone.

x--unspecified.
..

*--use reported from more than one locality. Not all information was included in this
tally; that from four respondents was omitted since these people had lived in more than
one community.

.

i--ingredient in remedy containing more than one plant.



Juniperus communis (ground juniper), Shepherdia canadensis (Canadian

buffalo-berry), Aster puniceus (purple stemmed aster), Valeriana

septentrionalis WBlerian), Mentha arvenms (wild mint) and

Picea mariana (black spruce). The remaining species, which have

fewer than five uses, can be split into two groups: 22 species

which have more than 1 useful part and a mean of 3 uses per

species, and 48 species with only 1 useful part and mean number

of uses of 1.6. This last group contains plants whose use was

investigated to a limited extent as well as plants such as

Alisma plantago-aguatica (water plantain) and Geum spp. (yellow

avens) which on thorough investigation were found to be used

widely for specific purposes.

Roots and rhizomes are used more extensively than other parts

of plants. More species were collected for the root or rhizome

than other parts, and more than half of the plants whose root or

rhizome were used, were collected for these parts exclusively.

4.2.2 Uses

A great many ailments were treated with plant remedies. In

order to tabulate data concerning which plant species were used

for each ailment, the ailments were grouped under 15 headings

listed in Table 3. The first 14 groups contain related ailments.

The last group contains miscellaneous ailments which either

used fewer species than the ailments in the previous 14 groups

or, in some cases, were difficult to put into one of the other

groups and were therefore lumped together to facilitate tabulation.

The ailments included in each group are listed by headings at

the end of this section.
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Whereas the ailment groups and the headings used to designate

them are the invention of the investigator, the ailments themselves

are given as described by the respondent (or interpreter) in English,

and terms such as "scabies" and "whooping cough" are the ones used

by them. Because the Cree name of the ailment was not recorded

in most cases , it is not known how much duplication exists due to

different translations or descriptions in English of the same ail

ment.

Roughly one-half ( 99/205) of the letters appearing within

Table 3 are "i"s� indicating that the plant was used as an ingre

dient in a healing remedy. Most mixtures contained plant material

only, but ten were ointments made from plant material (most often

pitch) and grease. The latter were used to treat skin lesions

primarily. Of 51 mixtures containing more than one plant species.

29 contained 2 species. 14 contained 3 species. 5 contained 4 species.

1 contained 5 species. 1 contained 9 species and 1 contained over

11 "ingredients. 2 of which are ground store-bought spices.

The number of species used as ingredients does not necessarily

reflect the number of herbal mixtures in each group. except for

Eyes. Bleeding and Diarrhea; no plants are listed as ingredients

in these groups and no mixtures are used. Because most mixtures

contain a small number of plants, a large number of species used

as ingredients usually does mean a number of herbal remedies were

used. However. a small number of ingredients can be combined to

make many mixtures. as in the case of Aches. where five species

listed as ingredients were combined to make nine different herbal

remedies.
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Several birch bark items, used in treatment, were not included

in Table) and will be described here. A tissue-thin piece of

papery birch bark was used to bandage a burn after grease or pitch

and grease ointment had been applied to the wound. Several people

specified that the light colored side of the bark was placed next

to the skin. One respondent recalled the use of a large birch

bark tub in which a person bathed in an infusion of Shepherdia

canadensis. Blood removed by bloodletting was collected into a

small birch bark bowl. The process of bloodletting, called

Spithkokwisiw in Cree was described by a respondent as follows:

"They used to find a sharp stone. It was a thin smooth
stone which was found in the water, and it was sharp like
a knife•••• This is what they used when somebody had a

headache. They used to use that to cut the head in the
region of the temple to make the blood come out. They made
a little birch bark cup to catch the blood. This cup was

just a little bowl. When the blood starts coming out it is
dark. When it turns light, that is when they stop it.
This takes just a few minutes, and then the person rests

. maybe one day. After that he or she is all right. To stop
.

the bleeding they put on some kind of medicine."

Listed here are the ailments included under each heading in

Table ), along with the preparations and the total number of

species used in each group.

1. Headache includes a) headache associated with a fever,

b) severe headache which may be associated with unconsciousness.

Preparation: poultice, steam inhalation and direct application.

Total: 6 species.

2. Eyes includes a) sore eyes (8 species), b) snowblindness

(2 species), c) opaque eye surface (1 species), d) cataracts (1

species). Preparation: decoction or infusion applied to the eye

in most cases. Total: 9 species.
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3. Teeth and Mouth includes a) sickness in the stomach and

elsewhere at the time of teething (10 species, decoction--imbibed),

b) infected,gums often associated with teething (3 species, direct

application), c) sore mouth or sores in 'mouth (2 species, direct

application), d) toothache (7 species, direct application). Total:

18 species.

4. Colds includes.a) prevention, cure and amelioration of

colds (3 species, infusion--imbibed, smoke, extract juice by chew

ing plant, direct application), b) sore throat (4 species, extract

juice by chewing, deeoction or infusion--imbibed), c) cough

medicine (3 species). Total: 9 species.

5. Skin Lesions includes a) chapped skin (3 species,

decoction--applied externally), b) baby rash or skin rashes of

adults (6 species, ointment, infusion--imbibed and applied exte�n

ally, direct application of powders or sphagnum moss diapers),
c) sores (4 species, direct application, decoction--applied extern

ally, ointment), d) scabies (3 species, ointment), e) itchy skin,

unspecified as to cause (2 species, decoction--applied externally),

f) burns (2 species, ointment, decoction--applied externall�,

g) boils and abscesses (3 species, ointment, direct application),

h) prevention of infection of deep cuts (4 species, direct appli

cation), i) treatment of infected cuts (3 species, direct applica

tion), j) frostbite (1 species, direct application mixed with

grease). Total: 17 species.

6. Aches includes aching bones, joints and muscles, rheuma

tism, arthritis and swollen limbs. Preparation: poultice, decoc

tion applied externally, counter-irritation. Total: 11 species.
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7. Fever. The treatment involves making thepatient sweat

and is used for fever unspecified as to cause and also fever asso

ciated with other conditions such as teething sickness. Therefore,

some of the plants in this category appear as ingredients in

remedies in other categories. Preparation: decoction--imbibed.

Total: 8 species.

8. Diarrhea.· Decoction--imbibed, ingestion. Total:

5 species.

90 Anuria is the inability to urinate. Some of the plants

used to remedy this ailment are ingredients in other categories,

e.g. venereal disease. Preparation: ingestion, extract juice by

chewing plant, infusion or decoction--imbibed. Total: 4 species.

10. Menses and. Pregnancy includes a) excess blood flow during

menstruation, (5 .species, infusion or decoction--imbibed, ingestion),

b) lack of blood flow associated with sickness at the time of

menstruation (11 species, infusion--imbibed), c) prevention of

miscarriage (3 species, infusion--imbibed), d) barrenness (treat

ment of) (1 species, infusion--imbibed). Total: 14 species.

11. Childbirth includes a) difficult labor (3 species,

ingestion, decoction or infusion--imbibed), b) weakness or sick

ness after childbirth associated with irregularities in blood

flow, expulsion of the afterbirth, and other conditions (14 species,

decoction· or infusion--imbibed), c) lack of milk flow (4 species,

decoction--imbibed). Total: 19 species.

12. V.D. (venereal disease) includes syphilis.

Preparation: decoction--imbibed·and applied externally.

Total: 7 species.
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1). Bleeding includes a) nosebleeding (4 species, direct

application), b) bleeding from deep cuts (4 species, direct appli

cation). Total: 7 species.

14. Chest includes a) lung infection (8 species, decoction

or infusion--imbibed), b) whooping cough (2 species, decoction-

imbibed), c) stabbing pain in the chest () species, decoction or

infusion--imbibed). Total: 10 specieso

15. Other includes a) stomach ache, stomach flu, or stomach

cramps (3 species, ingestion), b) constipation () species, infusion-

imbibed, ingestion), c) earache (4 species, direct application),

d) coughing up blood (6 species, decoction or infusion--imbibed),

e) back pain (6 species, decoction--imbibed), f) to make a person

vomit (2 species, application unspecified), g) "heart" ailments

including heart burn, heartache, weak heart (2 species, ingestion),

h) pain caused by a burn (1 species, direct application), i) intes

tinal worms (1 species, infusion--imbibed), j) vomiting (1 species

in a multi-herb remedy, application unspecified), k) any kind of

disease (9 species as part of a multi-herb mixture, ingestion),

1) "manchosak" meaning germs or worms (the worms appear on the

surface of the skin) (4 species, direct application), m) "twisted

face", a facial paralysis (2 species, application unspecified),

n) seizures in babies (1 species, direct application), 0) bruises

(1 species, direct application), p) bee sting (1 species, direct

application). Total: 30 species.

4.2,3 Methods of Preparation

One respondent referred to the handling and preparation of

plant materials for healings as follows: "Everything has to be
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precise with these plants and these medicines." Important details

were the number and size of plant materials to be used, the amount

of water used in a decoction, the numbe� of times plant material

might be reused, the proper storage of plarit material between uses

and the proper disposal of it afterwards, as well as the number of
,

treatments required, frequency of dose and other aspects which

related more to the treatment than to the plant m�terial itself.

Precise procedural details such as these were part of speci

fic recipes, known to individual practitioners. What will be given

here is a description of the types of preparation widely used in

the study area, i.e. poultice, decoction, infusion, ointment,

direct application, ingestion, and counter-irritation. The prepara

tion of decoctions, infusions and ointments involved cooking or

heating the plant material; preparation of a poultice and direct

application or ingestion of plant material did not. Decoctions,

infusions and direct application could be applied externally or

taken internally and in some cases both applications were necessary

for effective treatment. The poultice, ointment and counter-

irritation were external treatments.

A poultice was made from plant material either grated on a

metal lid with holes punched in it or pounded inside a piece of

canvas. The pulverized plant material was mixed with water and

placed between layers of cloth before it was applied to the patient.

To make a decoction, the plant material was folded or broken

into sections to fit into the pot, which 'in the past was a 3-pound

lard pail. In some cases the plant. material was tied together

with string or thread. It was boiled in water for a specified
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time. Sufficient cooking time was often judged by a change in

color of the water. The liquid was called maskikiwapoy, meaning

medicine liquid, often translated as "tea". The plant material was

removed and stored in a safe place to be boiled for a second

treatment or was disposed of in a proper way, such as by burning,

if it was not to be used again.

An infusion differed from a decoction primarily in that it

was made by simply putting the plant material into hot water with

out boiling it.

An ointment was made by heating grease in a can or metal cup

and adding plant substances such as conifer pitch. The mixture

was stirred continuously as it cooked. According to one respon

dent, the ointment was ready when the pitch sank to the bottom.

The ointment was cooled before it was applied.

Direct application refers to various ways of applying plant

material without first cooking it. Roots were macerated or

powdered as described above for the preparation of a poultice, and

applied directly to the lesion, or ·first mixed with lard and then

applied. Plant material was inserted in the nostril for nosebleed,

placed in a cloth and inserted in the ear for earache, broken up

and placed, moistened, in a cloth to be rubbed over infected gums,

or simply crushed and applied to a bee sting or aching tooth.

Ingestion was by means of chewing and swallowing plant mater

ial, extracting juice by chewing plant· material or drinking a

solution of a powder made from the plant.

Counter-irritation was by means of placing a match stick

sized piece of plant with good burning properties onto the skin
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at the point of greatest arthritic pain. This was then burned

down to the skin, searing the tissues on the surface.

Smoking and steaming plant material are mentioned in the above

list so will be briefly described here, even though they do not

appear to have been widespread. Steaming refers to boiling

plant material in water to make a steam which is inhaled or applied

externally. One instance of smoking plant material in a pipe was

recorded as a treatment for cold symptoms. Whether the smoke was

inhaled or not was not determined.

4.2.4 Preservation

In all' cases observed, plant material to be used in healing

was removed from the plant, cleaned thoroughly, and dried. Stems

of whole plants were broken or folded into useable lengths before

drying. Roots and rhizomes were often hung on a string to air

dry before storing. Leaves, leafy branches, stems and roots were

often fragment.ed beyond recognition or powdered after they were

dried.

Each kind of dried plant material was wrapped in a piece of

plastic, cloth or paper. Several people mentioned a past practice

of storing plant medicines or powders in a piece of "white deer"

hide, which according to one person is a caribou hide tanned

without smoking. Medicinal plant materials were kept together in

a basket or similar container.

4.3 Craft and construction

Although wood and other products of woody plants were tremen

dously important building materials, hides and other parts of
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animals were also used to a considerable extent. For instance,

within the memory of respondents, rawhide thongs, sinew, rabbit

skin blankets, moccasins and other footwear, bone needles, bone

hide fleshers and fish skin containers and rattles were made. Often

plant and animal materials contributed to the same item, e.g.

snowshoes and toboggans.

4.3.1 Species Used

Table 4 shows the species used in craft and construction, and

the items made entirely or in part from these species.

Over one-half (6/10) of the species used are trees; the rest

are shrubs. All of the species are native, all were also used in

healing, and three, i.e. Amelanchier alnifolia (saskatoon-berry),

Betula papyrifera (paper birch), and Populus tremuloides (aspen

poplar) were food or beverage plants.

The four species used most extensively are Picea mariana

(black spruce), paper birch, Salix spp. (willow) and Picea glauca

(white spruce). Black and white spruce are the sources of roots

and pitch, and the principal sources of boughs. Bark comes pri

marily from paper birch and willow. All the species listed in

Table 3 are sources of wood in the form of stems, poles or sections

of trunk. Note that when the same plant material from more than

one species is listed as used for one item or part of an item, e.g.

the basket rim, it can mean that the species are used interchange

ably or together. The former is the case for all but two items,

the moose call and canoe seam sealant. The birch bark moose call

'was tied with a strip of willow bark, and seam sealant,made from a

mixture of two kinds of pitch,was used by one respondent.
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Table 4. Plant species used in craft and construction.
Items marked with an asterisk are described in
the text.

Item Cree Name

Basket*
rim
stitching and
design

body
edging

Bead weaving
loom*

Kakwew'a':t

Bow and arrows

Cabin roofing

Canoe Ciman
body
stitching
ribs and gun-
wale

seam sealant

Deadfall trap MistikowanihIkan

Bark utensils;
dish*, dipper,
funnel, cup

Dog feeding dish Atimothakan

Fish roasting
stick* Apawnask

Fish net floats Athapahtihk

Fish net

ro
Q)
S
ro
UJ
rl
ro
,.0

UJ
Q)
.r-(
,.0
c:x:

UJ
ro Q)
H "0
Q) .r-(
G-t 0
.r-( ro rl
s:: s:: ro �

UJ � 0
� >< ro rorl >< Q)

E .� � � � ;::: �
o

. tS1 ;._r-( .r-( 0 ro EOI"'1 ..... P-tP-tIZl .....

st

rt rt

bk
wd

st

st

bk

bk
rt rt

wd

pi pi

po po

st st

wd
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Table 4. (continued)
cO
.r-i
....., ro
0 cO Q)
Crt cO � '0
.r-i � Q) .r-i

s:: Q) Crt 0
cO ....., Crt .r-i cO .....,
Q) cO .r-i s:: s:: cO ::s
s

�
� 0 .r-i

J
s:: s

cO � ....., o cO Q) '0
ro Q) 0 .r-i .r-i � . Q)
....., .r-i .p � � .p PI .r-i
cO � ro cO cO

J
PI Crt

,Q o ....., s u.I .r-i
s:: cO in o

u.I ro cO ....., ::s � cO cO � Q)
Q) ::s ....., ::s s:: .r-i Q) Q) .r-i PI
.r-i s:: Q) .p � � o o ....., u.I
,0 r-I S Q) 0 cO .r-i .r-i cO s::

Item Cree Name c:x: c:x: c:x: rx:l 0 H p.. p.. rn :::::>

Fish trap* Picipothakan po

Moose call Kitow�sowakan bk bk

Moose hide
MiskiStoy postretcher*

Net for pre- Pikiwath�pis bk
paring pitch*

Paddles wd wd wd wd

Shelter made
Sitokiwap

bo bo
of brush tr tr

Shelter for
Askiwikamihk

bo
storing moss* tr

Smoke-curing Akwawan porack

Snowshoe frames wd

Stick and
Sic isis .nawacfh Ikan

bo
bundle game2 st

String, lashing, rt bk
rope

Tent flooring bk bo

Tipi* Mikiwap
frame po po po
cover bk
sti tching for rt
sheets of bark

flooring bo
poles to secure

pobark sheets
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Table 4. (continued)
as
.r-i
....-I til
0 as <1>
If-! as � '0
.r-i � <1> • ..-1
s:: <1> If-! 0

as r-I If-! • ..-1 as r-I
<1> as .r-i s:: s:: as ;=j
s

�
� 0 .r-i

�
s:: S

as � � r-I 0 as <1> '0
til <1> � 0 .r-i • ..-1 � . <1>
r-I .r-i as +' � � +' Po! .r-i
as ..c: til as as

j
Po! If-!

,c 0 rl S til .r-i
s:: as til 0

til til as rl ;=j >< as as >< <1>
<1> ;=j rl ::s s:: .r-i <1> <1> • ..-1 Po!

• ..-1 !:! <1> +' � � 0 0 r-I til

Item Cree Name
,c r-I S <1>. 0 as • ..-1 • ..-1 as s::
< < < � (.) H P-t P-t U2 p

Tipi made of
Mitikiwappoles*

structure po
cover bo

poles to secure
pothe boughs

flooring bo

Toboggan Otapanask
body wd wd
seats Mitaskocicikan wd

lNhistle (toy)3 Potacikan st st

Wooden utensils
spoon Mistikwimikwan wd
hammer to pound wd
fish eggs

stopper for
sturgeon skin wd wd

jar

lSalix species CQuld not be identified in most cases.

2The stick and bundle game is described in the section on Toys,
and is illustrated in fig. 11.

.3The whistle is described in the secton on Toys. Also see fig. 9.

Abbreviations: st = stick or stem; rt = root; bk == bark; wd·=
wood; pi == pitch; po = pole; tr = tree.
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Table 4 lists only those plants incorporated into manufactured

items, making no mention of those used in the course of construc

tion, a few of which were recorded and will be listed here. White

spruce pegs were used, as shown in fig. 1. to tack down the tabs

on the base and lid of a birch bark basket before the tabs were

secured with spruce roots.

r l

Figure 1. The tabs along the edge of the basket bottom
are tacked to the sides with Picea glauca
(white spruce) pegs.

A decoction of Alnus rugosa (river alder) bark was applied to birch

toboggan boards during steaming to increase their pliability; the

bark "softens that just like it softens moccasins." The two birch

pieces. which form the frame of the snowshoe. are bound at the

ends with willow bark. before they are bent to shape the snowshoe

frame.
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4 . .3.2 Uses

Items listed in Table 4 which were observed in use were:

birch bark baskets, a bead weaving loom, fish roasting sticks, a

birch bark dish, a moose call, moose hide stretchers, paddles,

smoking racks, snowshoe frames, roots and bark for lashing, and

tent flooring made from boughs. Respondents who described the

other items had either seen or made them, except for the bark

fish net, birch bark covering for a tipi, and the bow and arrows.

Several items, designated by an asterisk in Table 4, are

described below. The descriptions of the fish trap, the net for

preparing spruce pitch and tipi dwellings are based on accounts

given by respondents; the rest are based on observation.

Birch bark baskets (fig. 2 and .3)

The two types of birch bark baskets made in the study area

are a round lidded sewing basket (fig. 2), and a rectangular

storage basket with a round opening and no lid (fig • .3). The

construction of the sewing basket required considerable workman

ship. The basket had a number of components as shown in figure 2

and there were several aspects. of the construction that required

careful working: the bottom and top were joined to the sides by

means of overlapping tabbed edges, and the white spruce edging

on the lid and base were dried one inside the other to ensure a

snug fit in the fini'shed basket. In addition, the basket shown

in figure 2a has a double wall of birch bark on the sides and top,

to strengthen these areas where the spruce root design was sewn.
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Figure ,2.

2A 28

Birch bark sewing baskets. 2A was made in
Pelican Narrows, 2B in Stanley Mission. The
basket body is birch bark, indicated here by
lines (lenticles) on the surface. a--tabbed
edge of the bark top of the basket, fastened to
the underlying white spruce wood edging with
spruce root stitches passing over a spruce root
laid across the tabs. b--spruce wood edging on

the lid. This fits over an identical piece of
wood attached to the bottom. In·2A the outer
piece of spruce wood is covered by a layer of
birch bark. c--a stick rim attached to the
basket bottom with decorative spruce roots.
d--spruce root design. e�-tabbed edges of the
bark bottom of the basket, fastened to the bark
side with spruce roots as described under a.

f--thong handle.

The rectangular storage basket is simpler in construction

(fig. 3). It is made from a single piece of birch bark, folded and

stitched with spruce roots along the seams. A stick is attached to

the rim of the opening, also using spruce roots. T�is was used for

storage of food, e.g. dried meat, fish and berries, moose grease,
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and pemmican and for collecting berries. A cloth was attached to

the rim and drawn together with a drawstring to protect stored

food.

"

..

..... "
.. ....
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-. .......

"
... �

II

- - - ---

Figure 3. Storage and berry picking baskets. The basket
is a folded rectangle of birch bark fastened
at each end with spruce root stitches (a).
b--stick rim attached to the opening with
decorative spruce roots •. The handle is leather.

Baskets were assembled in a sequence similar to that for a

canoe. First the woody components, Le. rim and edging, used to

frame the basket. were gathered, shaped and dried. Then the birch

bark was collected and cut to fit the framing. Spruce roots could

be collected anytime, but had to be split (fig. 4) before they

dried out. Dried split roots were soaked in water before use to

make them pliable.
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Figure 4. Splitting a spruce root. One half of the root,
held in the left hand, is gently parted from
the other half, held in the mouth. The right
hand manipulates the root to keep the split in
the center of the root.

Spruce roots were used for stitching on all the baskets

observed. However, older respondents knew of another kind of root

used in addition to spruce roots in the past. The root was des

cribed as about one-half meter long, thin and purple or black.

The plant, which wasn't seen by the investigator, is an aquatic

plant called wacaskwac�pis (muskrat root, diminutive) in Cree.

Bead weaving loom (fig. 5)

Warp threads were attached to the ends of a bowed fresh willow

stick. The stick kept the warp taut while beads strung on a thread

(the woof) were placed between the warp threads. In figure 5 the

woman is making a headband.
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Figure .5.- Bead weaving loom. a--Salix sp. (willow)
stick, b--warp, c--leather strap.

Birch bark dish (fig. 6)

This dish is a water-tight container made by folding a

rectangle of birch bark and securing the ends with split spruce

roots. Quickly �ashioned from readily available materials,

these were made to collect birch sap and other fluids.

Fish roasting stick (fig. 7)

Fish were cooked over an open fire by placing them in a

willow stick which was suspended over the fire. The fish was

inserted into a split down the center of the stick and several

sticks were placed along side the fish to keep it from drooping

into the fire. The fish and support sticks were secured by lashing

the willow stick with willow bark at either end of the split, as

\ \
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Figure 6. Birch bark dish.

Figure 7. Fish roasting stick. a--Salix sp. (willow)

;-.----�s�tr=":��j,
b--willow

b;;k' c--support sticks.-



Fish trap

The fish trap, as described by respondents in Pelican Narrows,

was a pole platform placed between two permanently erected wings

of rocks and sticks extending to shore. The plant species used to

build the platform were not specified; one example given was un

peeled spruce poles about eight cm. in diameter. The trap was

placed below shallow falls in a rapid stream to catch spawning

whitefish in autumn. The water passed through the pole platform

leaving whitefish, which were swimming with the current, stranded

on the poles. The fish were then picked up by hand. When the

season's catch had been made, the pole platform was removed. This

trap was very efficient; one respondent recalled a catch of 1200

whitefish made in two days. Fish were caught in large numbers to

feed dog teams during the winter, but people also occasionally ate

the dried. whitefish, as well as their eggs.

Moose hide stretcher

A respondent described the method of constructing a moose hide

stretcher as follows:

"First take four dry spruce poles. These shouldn't be too

big--about three to four inches in diameter. These poles
are about 12 feet long for the sides of the frame, and about
10 feet long for the bottom and top of the frame. Put
notches in the corners about one foot from the end of the
pole. The poles. are nailed together. When this is done the
stretcher is finished. The inside dimensions of the stretcher
are 10� feet along the sides and 8i feet across the bottom
and top. These are approximate measurements. It doesn't
have to be exact, but it must be the right size for the hide
to fit inside."

.

The stretcher had to hold the weight of one or more persons

working on the hide, as well as the weight of the hide itself.
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And yet it had to be light enough to be flipped over so that both

sides of the hide could be worked.

Net for preparing spruce pitch

Spruce pitch was boiled in a pail of water to prepare it for

use as a seam sealant. A hoop with Salix spp. (willow) bark netting

was placed inside the pail part way down. The pitch surfaced above

the net as the water boiled, and was removed with a wooden ladel to

another container. A present day canoe maker said that it is more

convenient to use a hoop with twine netting because the willow bark

dries out and becomes brittle unless kept in water.

Shelter for storing moss

This shelter was built in fall to store the winter supply of

dried sphagnum moss for diapers. Built in the muskeg where the

moss was collected and dried, it was constructed from Picea

mariana (black spruce) trees and boughs. As demonstrated by a

respondent, several black spruce trees were bent to form a domed

roof and tied in place with black spruce roots. The walls were

filled in with cut black spruce trees placed upright in the moss

substrate and fitted together to form a dense wall. Boughs were

placed on the ground inside the shelter before the dried moss was

placed inside and spruce trees placed across the opening.

The tipi in which people lived was framed with 20 to 24 poles

and covered with canvas or, in the past, with birch bark. Peeled

Picea mariana (black spruce) poles were often used and one respon

dent mentioned the use of Populus tremuloides (aspen poplar) and
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Betula papyrifera (birch). According to one respondent the reason

for peeling the spruce poles was to prevent rain from dripping off

the bark into the living space. The poles were placed eight

inches apart at the base and the tips were supported on a frame

of three poles tied together at the top. The birch bark covering,

made by stitching sheets of bark together with spruce roots, was

placed on top of the poles and held down by smooth poles, such as

peeled aspen poles placed on top of it. Black spruce boughs,

about one-half meter long, were placed overlapping like shingles

on the ground inside the tipio Boughs were also placed outside

in front of the door as a door mat.

The tipi made of poles was a winter dwelling constructed of

poles placed side by side, chinked with moss and covered with

boughs held in place by black spruce poles.

4.3.3. Preservation

Wood, roots and bark dry out quickly after they are collected.

Consequently these materials were used right away in the case of

bark, or were worked soon after they were collected and then dried

until needed. Objects made of willow bark, e.g. bark fish net and

the net for preparing spruce pitch, were fragile and brittle when

the bark dried out and were difficult to store. One respondent,

whose parents were familiar with the bark fish net, said that it

was stored in a birch bark basket. This would have facilitated

soaking the net in water before it was used.

4.4 Miscellaneous uses

4.4.1 Tanning agents, stains and dyes

One of the last steps in moose hide tanning was to hang the
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hide over a smoky fire until it darkened. Plant materials used to

make the fire were the rotten wood of Picea glauca (white spruce),

Betula papyrifera (paper birch) and Larix laricina (larch), and the

dry cones of Pinus banksiana (jack pine) and Picea mariana (black

spruce). Some of these materials imparted a specific color to the

hide. Larch wood gave the hide a yellow color. Birch wood was

added to white spruce wood and jack pine cones to give the hide a

reddish color. The addition of black spruce cones to white spruce

wood produced a golden brown hide.

Another plant used to darken hides or leather was Alnus rugosa

(river alder). The inner bark was boiled in water and after the

water turned brown the hide was washed in it. Done before pr after

smoking the hide, this shortened the smoking time. Old moccasins

were also washed in an infusion or decoction of alder bark to

recondition them and restore their brown color.

An alder bark infusion was used by a basket maker in Stanley

Mission to stain birch bark. Before the stain was applied, the

brown coating was scraped from the inner surface of the bark.

No information was obtained on plant dyes. Commercial dyes

were used for spruce roots. Two specie.s, Galium boreale (northern

bedstraw) and Myrica gale (sweet gale), reported in the literature1
to have been used to dye porcupine quills, were· not known to

respondents to be dye plants.

4.4.2. Fire starting materials

Both touchwood and kindling were obtained from plants.

Touchwood was ignited by a ·spark made by striking a piece of steel

1J• Richardson 18236 Yarnell 1964; Williams ed. 1969.
r �
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against flint or by using a stone termed wIhtinaw'pisk in Cree.

To start a fire using these materials, the touchwood was placed

on the ground and a spark was directed toward it, or it was held

beside the flint as the flint was struck with a piece of steel.

After repeated striking of flint against steel, a spark would

land on the touchwood and ignite it. Then it was gently blown

upon and kindling was added.

The touchwood most widely known in the study area was Betula

papyrifera (birch) wood penetrated by Inonotus obliguus, a para

sitic wood fungus. The infected wood is a black, often resinous,

cracked swelling on the birch trunk (fig. 8). A piece of this wood

was chopped from the trunk, the black surface was trimmed away and
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Figure 8. Betula papyrifera (paper birch) tree trunk with
the black swelling {shaded portion) used as touch
wood and caused by the fungus Inonotus obliguus.
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the inner, orange colored wood was used for starting fires. A

large piece of touchwood could be reused if the burning ember was

removed in order to prevent the entire piece from being consumed.

As one respondent said, the touchwood "wouldn't go out until it was.

all gone."

Fomes fomentarius fruit body (tinder fungus) was also used as

touchwood according to the two oldest respondents. The parts used

were possibly the dry spore producing tissue in addition to the

velvety layer directly beneath the rind at the top of the fruit body.

Posakan seems to be a Cree generic term· for touchwood; both

species were referred to by this term. Most people, however, used

the term, only for the sterile form of Inonotus obliguus. This

may be because they were unaware that other plant materials such as

tinder fungus were used for this purpose. Another reason may be

that a well known episode of a Wisakechak story about posakan
describes it as resembling dried meat which is an apt description

of sterile coriks:.of Inonotus obliguus, but not of tinder fungus.

Thin layers of birch bark, dry spruce twigs covered with

Usnea lichen, and dry grass were used to kindle a fire from smould

ering touchwood. Unlike sources of touchwood, which were often

difficult to locate, these materials were very common in the boreal

forest and easy to collect as needed.

4.4.3 Diapers

In the past, women diapered their babies with sphagnum moss.

This is no longer done but was highly recommended by women who used

moss diapers:

"They are really nice and comfortable and warm, especially
in wintertime. You don't have to get up in the middle of
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the cold night to change a diaper. • • They never used to
have a rash because we used that stuff (sphagnum moss)."

The moss was placed around the child's bottom and between its

legs to absorb moisture. Also it was placed in the moss bag to

cushion the child. Most recently the moss was used like a diaper

liner placed between two pieces of flannel, but when cloth was less

avai.Labl e the moss was simply placed next to the baby's skin.

The moss was thoroughly dried and picked clean of irritating

plant material before it was used. The stiff, bristly shoots of

Polytrichum strictum were removed as the moss was collected •

•

Further cleaning took place after the sphagnum moss was dry. Drying

was accomplished by placing clumps of moss on the lower branches of

trees in the muskeg where the moss was collected. It was air dried

for about a week of good weather and then stored in a moss shelter

made of spruce boughs (see Craft and construction section) which

kept it dry and protected from snow throughout the winter.

The winter's supply of sphagnum moss was collected in fall or

late. summer before the muskeg froze. Moss could be collected in

winter by digging up the frozen plants and drying them beside the

stove, but this was a great deal more work.

The number of species of sphagnum moss used for diapers was
.

not determined. On one trip to a muskeg, a respondent collected

two species which were common there, Sphagnum nemoreum and � fuscum.

A red form of � nemoreum, called red moss in Cree (miskwaskamikwa

or i-mithkwaki askIya) was avoided because it irritated the baby's

skin. � warnstorfii, a light gr-een species found in the wet

depressions of the muskeg, was avoided because it was not very

absorbent.
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4.4.4 Trapping lures

The following plant materials were used in lures for animals,

especially lynx: Achillea sp. (yarrow), Artemisia frigida (pasture

sagewort) leaves, Myrica gale (sweet gale) pistillate catkins,

Populus balsamifera (balsam poplar) buds, and grass. Sweet gale

catkins were gathered in the fall when they were large and fragrant.

Several people mixed pasture sagewort and sweet gale catkins with

beaver castor glands (called wisinaw in Cree) or with beaver castor

glands and the scent glands (called witoy, singular, in Cree) of

beaver, muskrat, otter, mink or weasel. The grass was mixed with

rum and'beaver castor glands.

To make a lure from these ingredien�s, the glands were dried,

chopped up and mixed with the other ingredients. The mixture was

aged in an air-tight container. until it was' needed.

4.4.5 Smoking materials

Dried leaves of Arctostaphylos uva-ursi (bearberry) were crum

bled and mixed with store bought tobacco to make a pipe tobacco

mixture. The oldest respondent interviewed still used this smoking

mixture. Another mixture, which respondents remembered their parents

using, was the inner bark of Cornus stolonifera (red osier dogwood)

and store-bought tobacco. The inner bark was scraped from the stem

after the outer bark had been removed, and then it was air dried

and pulverized.

A pipestem for both a corncob pipe and a toy rosehip pipe was

fashioned from the hollow section of stem (betweenihe nodes) of

Lonicera dioica (twining honeysuckle). The corncob pipe was made
I

from corn planted in the Stanley Mission area.
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Touchwood, either Fomes fomentarius or the sterile form of

Inonotus obliguus, was put in the pipe bowl to help light the pipe

and keep the tobacco burning.

4.4.6 Masticatory

The pitch of Picea glauca (white spruce) or Picea mariana

(black spruce), the latter being preferred. was chewed for pleasure.

Spruce pitch was also chewed to clean the teeth.

4.4.7 Love medicine

Love medicine, love potion�or sakihitowask as it was called in

Cree, was a kind of "bad medicine" used to attract a person whose

affections were desired. In general, respondents were reluctant to

discuss the ingredients because the use of such medicine was con

sidered dangerous and unwise. Several people suggested that

Valeriana septentrionalis (valerian) root was used as an ingredient;

others denied this. A strong, penetrating odor emanates from the

fresh or dried root of this plant.

4.4.8 Toys

Rosehip pipes, miniature kettles, and a stick and bundle
1

game were toys enjoyed by several women respondents when they were

children. They also made red berry necklaces from rose hips or

Vaccinium vitis-idaea berries (mountain cranberries). One toy used

today by children in the study area is a whistle (fig. 9) made from

Populus tremuloides (aspen poplar) or Salix discolor (pussy willow)

lThe term "stick and bundle" for this kind of game is borrowed
from Rogers (1967) who describes a similar game played by the
Mistassini Indians.
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branches. The first three toys, known to have been used by respon

dents will be described here.

Toy whistle made from a carved Salix discolor
(pussy willow) or Populus tremuloides (aspen
poplar) branch. Shaded portion is the bark;
the light underneath is the wood. a--cylinder
of bark which was removed to cut a groove and
notch in the wood, and then replaced.

The rose hip pipe, called okinfwospwakanis (okini - rosehip,

Figure 9.

Qspwakanis - pipe, diminutive) consisted of a rose hip, halved and

hollowed out, as the bowl and a hollow stem of dry grass or Lonicera

dioica (twining honeysuckle), as the pipestem.

The miniature kettle was a leaf of Sarracenia purpurea

(pitcher plant) in which a small piece of meat was boiled. The leaf

(fig. 10) is hollow and contains a fluid which was removed before

the water and meat were added. The leaf was suspended over a fire

by a stick inserted through the upper fused portion of the leaf.

)
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Although the leaf might· start to burn as it was held over the fire,

the part with the water in it stayed green until the meat was cooked.

Figure 10. Leaf of Sarracenia purpurea (pitcher plant).
side view showing the location of the openi�
in relation to the inflated (b) and fused (c)
portions of the leaf. B shows the opening in
face view.

A-
(a)

The children's stick and bundle game (fig. 11) was made from

parts of a Picea mariana (black spruce) tree and was called sicisis

nawacihikan, meaning nawacihikan made of spruce needles. A

nawacihlkan is a similar game made of hide and bones (fig. 12) and

has an elaborate scoring system whereby each hole pierced by the

stick gains the player a different number of points. The object

of the children's game was simply to catch the spruce branch bundle

on the tip of the attached stick. �he game was easy to make; even

children made them, unlike the nawacihikan which required careful

carving of the bones.
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Figure 11. Stick and bundle game made from Picea mariana
(black spruce) branchlets (a), spruce root (b),
and stick (c).
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Figure 12. NawacihIkan. The materials used are moose hide
(a), proximal and middle phalangeal bones of
white tailed deer (caribou bones can also be
used) (b), string (c), and metal (d).

�-----�--------��
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RESULTS--PART TWO

Other Aspects of Ethnobotany

4.5 Phenological indicators

The term phenological indicator is used here to mean plants

which indicate the occurrence of a recurring natural event. Two

examples were recorded and both involve seasonal. a,.spects of animal.

life. The first example involves Epilobium angustifolium (fireweed)

and moose. The moose are said to fatten on the fireweed flowers

and the appearance of the conspicuous flower spikes is a reminder

that the moose are fattening. As summer progresses, the flowering

spikes turn white with silky hairs; this serves as a reminder that

the moose mating season is approaching and the moose are going �o

begin to loose weight. The second example is that trout move to

ward shore to spawn v�en tree leaves turn color in the fall.

4.6 Wisakechak stories
1

The adventures of Wisakechak involved animals, birds, people

and occasionally plants. In some episodes plants or plant materials

are only briefly mentioned, such as eyes made from pitch for the

fox. In others plants are a central part of the story. Not all

of the plant episodes of Wisakechak stories were recorded in the

course of this study, but a few which respondents recounted when

talking about Inonotus obliguus, Actinogyra muhlenbergii (rock

tripe) and rose hips were.

lWisakechak was the mischievous hero of many well know Cree tales.
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The episode about Inonotus obliguus touchwood, called posakan
in Cree, provides a humorous explanation of the origin of this

unusual looking structure. The story is 'widely known and this may

account for the widespread knowledge among young and old that

Inonotus obliguus (the sterile form) was used for touchwood, and

thai'the term posak�n applies to this structure; it is only the

older people who knew of the use of Fornes fomentarius for the same

purpose and with the same name. In the story, posak�n originated

when Wisakechak threw a scab, which he had mistaken for dried meat,

against a birch tree where it has stayed to this day. It is

Inonotus obliguus (sterile form) that resembles dried meat, not

Fornes fomentarius. Because it was Wisakechak's own scab that he

threw against the tree, Inonotus obliguus is also called Wisakechak's

scab in Cree, i.e. WIsakecak omikih.

Both the rock tripe and rose hip episodes tell the consequences

of eating these plants. The rock tripe, which Wisakechak talks

with to find out how the plant will affect him if he eats it,

caused him severe intestinal gas. From the rose hip episode it is

learned that eating rose hips in quantity without spitting out the

seeds makes the behind itch.

4.7 Plant names

The plants investigated are listed in Table 5 in taxonomic

order. All the plants for which a use was recorded, except

Lycopodium species (club mosses), had a Cree name known to respon

dents and 22 had more than one name. Names were recorded for an

additional 22 species not used by respondents (Table 6). In this

section all the plant names are dealt with as a group, without
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Table 5. Taxa whose names were investigated.

Family Genus Species Vocabulary Use
Listing1 Status2

Sclerotiniaceae Mlriosclerotinia caricis- 100 +

amEullaceae
Pol�Eoraceae Fornes fomentarius 142,166 +

H�menochaetaceae Inonotus obliguus 142,184 +

L;,£coEerdaceae L;ycoI2erdon 43,55,170 +

Peltigeraceae Peltigera aEhthosa 179
canina 179

Stereocaulaceae Stereocaulon tomentosum 21

Cladoniaceae Cladina alJ2estris 28,164 +

Umbilicariaceae Actinog;'lra muhlenbergii 13 +

Umbilicaria vellea 13
Usneaceae Usnea 87 +

Entodontaceae Pleurozium schr�beri 21 +

SEhagnaceae SJ2hagnum fuscum 19 +

nemoreum 19 +

OEhioglossaceae Botrichium virginianum no name

PollI2odiaceae Matteucia struthioJ2teris 36 +

Pol;YJ2odium vulgare .34,37,51 +

Woodsia ilvensis no name

G�mnocar12ium d�o12teri§ no name ...

Dr:loJ2teris fragrans no name

Cr;YJ2togramma crisJ2a no name

Eg,uisetaceae Eguisetum fluviatile 117,118
s;ylvaticum 117

L�co12odiaceae L;yco:Qodium annotinum no name +

obscurum no name +

Pinaceae Abies balsamea 103 +

Juni12erus communis 35 +

Larix laricina 161 +

Picea glauca 76 +

mariana 32 +

Pinus banksiana 121 +

Thuja occidentalis 63 +

.
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Table 5--Continued

Family Genus Species Vocabul�y Use
Listing Status2

T;Y:12haceae Typha latifolia 127 +

SEar�aniaceae Sparganium chlorocarEum 158

eurycarpum no name

multiEedunculatum no name

Alismaceae Alisma Elantago-aguatica 92 +

Sagittaria cuneata no name

Gramineae Calamagfostis canadensis 69 +

Hordeum jUbatum 126

Phragmites communis 10,20

Cyperaceae Eriophorum brach;yantherum no name

ScirEus acutus 102,115 +

c;yperinus no name

validus 102,115 +

Araceae Acorus calamus 157,178 +

Calla Ealustris 110 +

Liliaceae Allium schoenoErasum 137 +

Lilium I2hiladelI2hicum 160 +

Maianthemum canadense 186

Smilacina trifolia no name

Orchidaceae Cal;ypso bulbosa no name

C;Y}2riI2edium acaule 64

Habenaria h;Y12erborea no name

Good;yera reEens no name

Salicaceae Populus balsamifera 71 +

tremuloides 94 +

Salix bebbiana 107 +

discolor 107 +

interior 107 +

M�icaceae M;yrica gale 101 +
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Table 5--Continued

Family Genus Species Vocabulary Use
Listing1 Status2

Betulaceae Alnus rugosa 29,91 +

crispa 72 +

Betula 12a12�rifera 169 +

glandulosa no name

Corylus cornuta 131 +

Urticaceae Urtica dioica 62 +

Santalaceae Comandra pallida no name

Geocaulon lividum 9

Pol�gonaceae Pol�gonum amphibium 41,53 +

lapathifolium no name

Rumex mexicanus 138 +

orbiculatus 138 +

Cheno�odiaceae Cheno�odium album 187 +

N�mEhaeaceae Nuphar variegatum 168 +

Ranunculaceae Actaea rubra 68 +

Anemone patens 98
Caltha palustris 97,110

natans no name

Co�tis trifolia no name

Fumariaceae Cor�dalis sem:Qervirens 17,162,170
Sarraceniaceae Sarracenia purpurea 22 +

Saxifragaceae Heuchera richardsonii 139 +

Mitella nuda 4,109 +

Ribes glandulosum 88 +

hudsonianum 45 +

o�canthoide§ 144 +

triste 23

Saxifraga tricuspidata no name
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Table 5--Continued

Family . Genus Species Vocabulary Use
Listing Status2

Rosaceae Agrimonia striata no name

Amelanchier alnifolia 79 +

:E:ragaria virginiana 128 +

Geum allepicum 40 +

macrop�llYm 40 +

Potentilla norvegica no name

palustris 110

pens;ylvanica no name

tridentata no name

Prunus pens;ylvanica 132 +

virginiana 152 +

Rosa acicularis 116 +

Rubus arcti cus spp. 124 +

acaulis

chamaemorus 57,84 +

idaeus 26 +

pubescens 124 +

S�rbus decora 68 +

Spiraea alba no name

Leguminosae Astragalus americanus 44 +

canadensis no name

Lath:y:rus ochroleucus no name

Vicia americana no name

Pol�galaceag Pol;ygala senega 147,183 +

Ern12etraceae EmEetrum nigrum 16 +

Aceraceae � negundo 151
Balsaminaceae Impatiens nOli-tangere no name

Rhamnaceae Rhamnus alnifolia no name

Elaeagnaceae SheEherdia canadensis 50 +

Onagraceae Circaea alEina no name

EEilobium angustifolia 25 +

glandulosum no name
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Table 5--Continued

Family Genus Species Vocabul5_'Y Use
Listing Status2

HiEEuridaceae Hippuris vulgaris no name

Araliaceae Aralia hispida no name

nudicaulis 165 +

Umbelliferae Carum carvi 146 +

Cicuta bulbifera no name

maculata 59 +

Heracleum lanatum 18.123 +

Siwn suave 122 +

Cornaceae Cornus canadensis 49.145 +

stolonifer12, 80.89 +

P�rolaceae Chima12hila umbellata 7 +

Pyrola asarifolia 5.80.175 +

secunda 141

Monotropaceae Monotropa uniflora 78 +.

Ericaceae Andromeda polifolia no name

Arctosta12h�los uva-ursi 140 +

Chamaeda12hne cal�culat§. 101

Gaultheria his12idula no name

Ledum groenl§.nQ.i�:wn 39.153 +

O�coccus mi�rocarpy.lil 65 +

Q.]Jad.t:il2�::tallJs 65 +

Vaccinium m�rtilloides 33,149 +

�iti§-id§.�a 185 +

Primulaceae L�simachia th�rsiflora no name

Trientalis 'borealis no name

Gentianaceae Me�anthes :t:r:i!olia:ta no name

a120c�naceae Apocynum androsa�mifoliY.m 156 +

Bora�inaceae Mertensia paniculata no name

Labiatae Agastache foeniculwn 48 +

Mentha arvensis 6,180 +

Scutellaria galericulata no name
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Table 5--Continued

Family Genus Species Vocabulary Use
Listing1 Status2

ScroEhulariaceae MelamE�rum lineare no name

Lentibulariaceae Utricularia vulgaris no .name

Plantaginaceae Plantago major no name

Rubiaceae Galium boreale no name

triflorum 141

Ca:Qrifoliaceae Linnaea borealis no name

Diervilla lonicera 66

Lonicere: dioica 148

villosa no name

S�mI2horicarI2os albus 60

Yiburnum edule 96
Valerianaceae Valeriana se]2tentrionalis 12

Cam]2anulaceae Cam12anula rotundifolia 92,93

Com12ositae Achillea lanulosa 47,177
millefolium 47
sibirica 8,47,177

Artemisia frigida 99
Aster hes]2erius no name

junciformis no name

puniceus 8,85,134
Bidens cernua no name

Erigeron philadelphicum no name

Hieracium umbellatum no name

L�godesmia juncea no name

Petasites palmatus no name

sagittatus 97

sp. flower 162

Solidago
. canadensis no name

hispida no name

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

1
Numbers correspond

2+, U!?-A J j sted ; n
I

to those in Appendix 4.

-, no use known to respondents.
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Table 6� Plant species named but not used.

Acer negundo L. var. interius
----

(Britt� Sarg.
Anemone patens L. var.

wolfgangiana (Bess.) Koch

Caltha palustris L.

mostosomici

mosotawakayipak, ocicakokatask
Chamaedaphne calyculata L.

-..., -.

Moench mwakopakwatlk
Corydalis sempervirens (L.) Pers. wathaman,askIwichipihk,wipathaman
Cypripedium acaule Ait.

Equisetum fluviatile L.

Eguisetum sylvaticum L.

Galium triflorum Michx.

Geocaulon lividum (Richards)
Fern.

Hordeum jUbatum L.

Maianthemum canadense Desf.
var interius Fern.

Peltigera aphthosa (L.) Willd.

Peltigera canina (L.) Willd.

Petasites sp. flower

Phragmites communis Trin.

Potentilla palustris (L.) Scop.
Pyrola secunda L.

Ribes triste Pall.

Sparganium chlorocarpum Engelm.
Stereocaulon tomentosum Fr.

Umbilicaria vellea (L.) Ach.

maskisina
okocakanaskos, okotaka�sk

okocakanaskos

pith!wipak

anikwacasimin

osowask

mskacanimin
mhtikowakon
mhtikowakon

wapathaman
anskawask, astakanask
ocicakokatask

pithIwipak
athIkiminatik
wacaskop!wiscikanis
astaskamihk

,

as in!wakon
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separation into used and unused species. The total number of

named plants identified to the genus or species level is 121 (3

to genus: Lycoperdon, Usnea, and Petasites flower; 118 to species).

The total number of Cree names recorded is 136. Only one-half

(61/121) of the plants have a one-to-one correspondence with a

Cree name; 24 have more than one Cree name and 46 share a Cree

name with another plant.

Plants with more than one Cree name are listed in Table 7

where they are grouped into two categories according to the kinds

of names applied. Category lA includes those with two or more

synonymous names; lB those with two or more names, but at least

one name is a general one applied to more than one species. Sub

category lAi includes seven species whose synonyms, although known

to respondents th�oughout the region, showed some regionality in

their use. The details are given in Appendix 3 under the name of

each species. Caltha palustris and Aster puniceus have more than

one name, but are not listed because it is probable that the re

cording of one of the two names was an error. Aster puniceus is

omitted from Table 8 for the same reason. See the appendix for

details.

Plants which share a Cree name with other species are listed

in Table 8, where they are grouped into five categories according

to the taxonomic relationship of the plants. The plants in cate

gory 2A are co�neric species; 2B morphologically similar species

of different genera; 2C morphologically dissimilar species or genera

which share an important attribute encoded in the Cree name--

(i) function, (ii) growth form, (iii) habitat, (iv) toxicity;

2D dissimilar and unrelated species given the same name by different·
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Table 7. Taxa with more than one Cree name.

Category . Latin Name

lA Cladina alpestris
Ledum groenlandicum
Phragmites communis

Polygala senega

Polygonum amphibium
Polypodium vulgare
Scirpus acutus

Scirpus validus

Vaccinium myrtilloides
Achillea lanulosa

Achillea sibirica

Acorus calamus

Cornus canadensis

Heracleum lanatum

Mentha arvensis

Rubus chamaemorus

Corydalis sempervirens
Cornus stolonifera

Fomes fomentarius

Inonotus obliguus
Lycoperdon spp.

Pyrola asarifolia

lA(i)

lB
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Table 8. Taxa which share one Cree name

Category Latin name Translation of Cree name

2A Achillea lanulosa, A. mille
follum, � slblrlca--
Achillea lanulosa, A. sibirica

Eguisetum fluviatile, E.
sylvaticum

--

Peltigera aphthosa, P. canina,

White head standing

Chipewyan head

Throat grass

Wihtiko wakon

Oxycoccus microcarpus, � guad-
ripetalus Muskeg berry
Rubus arcticus spp. acaulis,
� pubescens Eye berry
Rumex mexicanus, � orbiculatus

Salix bebbiana, S. discolor,
h interior

--

Willo'w

Scirpus acutus, � validus

Scirpus acutus, � validus

Sphagnum nemoreum, � fus cum

Actinogyra muhlenbergii,
Umbilicaria vellea

Caltha palustris, Petasites
sagittatus
Alisma plantago-aguatica,
Campanula rotundifolia

Cornus stolonifera, Pyrola
asarifolia

Fomes fomentarius, Inonotus
obliguus

2C(ii) Pleurozium schreberi,
Stereocaulon tomentosum

2C(iii) Chamaedaphne calyculata,
Myrica �

Grass which is eaten

Ocean plant
Moss

2B
Rock wakon

Moose ear leaf

2C(i)
Heart medicine

Eye medicine

Stuck to the ground

Loon leaf plant
2C(iv) Calla palustris, Caltha

palustris, Potentilla palustris

CO�dalis sempervirens,
Fe asites sp. flower

,

Corydalis sempervirens,
Lycoperdon sp.

2D Actaea rubra, Sorbus decora Bear berry bush

2E Galium triflorum, Pyrola secunda Partridge leaf
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respondents in different communities; 2E species named for the same

animal by different respondents. A rough translation of the Cree

names, is given in Table 8 to indicate distinctive characteristics

of the pair or trio of species grouped under one name.

Meanings of Cree plant names are given in the vocabulary of

plant names and botanical terms. Most describe an attribute of the

plant, as can be seen in the small sample of Cree name translations

listed in Table 8.

About one-fourth (31/13�) of all plant names recorded make

reference to an animal or part of an animal. English translations

of these are given in Table 9. The majority are words consisting

of the name of a plant or plant structure (leaf, berry, etc.) with

an animal name prefix. A few are simply names of animal structures

which bear a close resemblance to the plant part named, e.g. loon's

beak, raven's beak, or are named for the principal animal which

feeds upon them, i.e. caribou food (Cladina alpestris) and muskrat

food (Acorus calamus).

A small number of Cree plant names consist of a plant name

root, and a modifying prefix. These are listed in Table 10, with

the word meaning and the Latin name. The root word a) names a

distinct species (mitos, oskatask), b) is a synonym for the modi

fied root word naming a distinct species (atospi, wIkask), or c) is

a general term designating a life form typical of many species

(astaskamik for mosses and moss-like plants, and m�skosI for

grasses and grass-like plants). Those with a common plant name

root are a) congeneric species (atospI, mItos), b) species of

distinct genera which bear a resemblance of form (oskatask) or

pleasant-fragrance (wlkask), or c) species with a distinct life

n_(
'" - ....

)for�astaskamik. ��kOSl •
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Table 9. Animal names incorpo�ated into Cree names of plants.

Animal name prefixes to a plant, or plant part name root.

Leaf

Beaver, squirrel, frog, raven, snake, wolf,
bear, moose, goose, gray jay.

Beaver ear, beaver tail, snake tongue, moose

ear, loon, partridge.

Word root: Berry

Root Bear, muskrat, rabbit.

-Wask Bee

Plant name Beaver Wikask, pig wathaman, cow wikask.

Animal-related names without reference to plant material.

Caribou food, Muskrat food.

Frog's stomach, loon's beak, raven's beak, cow's navel, dog's nose,
muskrat's head.
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Table 10. Cree plant name roots (underlined) arid plant

names consisting of these roots and a modifying prefix.

Cree Name _ Latin Name Translation of
Cree Name

Astaskamik Pleurozium schreberi, Stuck-to-the-ground
Stereocaulon tomentosum

Cladina alpestris White Stuck-to-the-groundWapiskastaskamik

AtospI
MithkwatospI
MathatospI

Alnus rugosa

Alnus rugosa

Alnus crispa

Red AtospI
Bad or useless AtospI

MaskosI Calamagrostis �
densis

PikwacIwlcikaskosI Allium schoenoprasum

Grass

Wild stinking grass

MItos Populus tremuloides

MathamItos Populus balsamifera

Poplar
Bad or ugly poplar

Oskatask Sium suave

AskIwfskatask Heracleum lanatum

Oskataskwistikwan Heracleum lanatum

Maciskatask Cicuta maculata

Carrot

Earth carrot

Carrot head

Bad or poisonous carrot

WIkask Mentha arvensis

Amiskowfkask Mentha arvensis

Pleasant-tasting plant
Beaver Pleasan�tasting
plant
Cow Pleasant-tasting
plant

MostosowIkask Artemisia frigida
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Respondents knew Cree names for plant structures used, as well

as some little used .ones, e.g. flower. Respondents did not know

English equivalents for most of the Cree terms. Therefore a rough

equivalent has been assigned by the investigator and details of

usage are given here to clarify the meaning of each term.

BARK: There were three terms for bark: ·waskw�y--the papery bark

of Betula spp. (birch), and also the name for trees with this kind
-

of bark; wlkopl--the bark of shrubs called nipisi in Cree (Salix

spp. and perhaps other willow-like shrubs) used for tying, binding

and making netting; wathakisk--"any kind of bark, but not birch

bark which is called waskway and willow bark (which is called)
- -
.

korii "
W1 Opl. • • • wathakisk was applied to tree bark, the inner bark

of shrubs, e.g. Cornus stolonifera (red osier dogwood), root bark

of trees and the inner corky bark of birch.

BERRIES and other types of fleshy fruit: minsa. The endings

-min, -mins and -minan were translated as berry. Plural ending

of -min: -a or -ak.

BOUGH: sIta, k. Sltah was also heard. The word ending -siht was

translated as bough, e.g. na-pakahsiht, asklminasIht, and ltinasiht.

BRANCH: \�ti(h)kwan. This term was applied to birch branches,

Picea spp. (spruce) branches and the leaf petiole of Heracleum

lanatum (cow parsnip).

BUD, BRANCH TIP: osImisk, ..,

wa. This term was applied to shrub

flower buds, the sticky buds of Populus balsamifera (balsam poplar),

birch and Myrica gale (sweet gale) catkins, and dried seed heads of

Chimaphila umbellata (prince's pine) and grass.

CAMBIUM of Populus tremuloides (poplar) and birch: mistan. "Cambium"

here refers to the edible layers of cells between the bark and the
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wood. Mistan was also used by one person to mean the dark coating

on the inner surface of sheets of birch bark.

CONIFER CONE: wasaskwftoy. ak •. Diminutive:
- v --

wasaskwicos. The

term was applied to cones of Picea spp. and Pinus 'banksiana (jack

pine). It also was used to mean mushroom.

FLOWER: wapikwani •

v

va.

LEAF: nIPI, va. This term did not apply to conifer needles,

although one person said the needles of Larix laricina (larch) were

like nIplya because they falloff in winter. The plant ending,

-pak, was translated as "leaf"(pakwa--Ieaves).
CONIFER NEEDLE: slcisis, ak. This was also applied to the fruits

of Carum carvi (wild caraway) which resemble conifer needles.

PIT, SEED: waskacamin, ak. Oskacamin was also heard. The term

was applied to Prunus sp. pits and, in plural form, to the achene

head of Sparganium sp. (bur-reed).

CONIFER PITCH: piko, a. The prefix mistiko- was used to distin

guish tree pitch from chewing gum also called piko. Refers to pitch

of Picea spp. and Abies balsamea.

ROOT: There were two terms for root: ocipihk applied to fleshy

roots, e.g. Typha latifolia (cattail) roots, roots of shrubs, e.g.

willow and Rosa spp. (rose), the corm-like stem base of Alisma

,J-

plantago-aguatica (water plantain) and the roots of herbs; watapi,
" --" -- --

�, applied to spruce roots and wacaskwatapi used for stitching,

and in one case a large. birch root (waskwaywatapi).
ROTTEN WOOD: thoskftak. This was applied to the soft, spongy

rotten wood of birch, larch, white spruce and popl�. It was on

occasion translated as "softwood".
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TREE, TREE TRUNK, mistik, wak or ok. In addition to trees and

tree trunks this term was applied to shrub stems, Prunus virginiana

(choke cherry) twigs, and the dry seed stalk of Geum spp. Dimin-

'utive: mistikosis. As a word ending -atik was transJated as "tree"

"stem'� "stick' or "plant'!

No Cree equivalent to the English "plant" was heard; there

was a tendency, however, to interpret an interest in plants to be

an interest in masklki meaning healing plants or medicines. Weed,

useless plant or in some usages, harmful plant was expressed by the

word macipakwa, and garden plants as kiscikansa. Plants with flower

stalks were on some occasmns refered to as napewatik (man plant),

while plants of the same species without stalks were iskwiwatik

(woman plant), though one person maintained that a plant with

berries was iskwiwatik. For instance basal rosettes of Sarracenia

purpurea (pitcher plant), Achillea Spa (yarrow), and Rubus

chamaemorus (cloudberry) were called iskwiwatik and the same species

with flower stalks were termed napewatik.

4.8 Plant collection

4.8.10 Season

Spring and fall were the principal seasons for plant collect

ing; very little was done in mid-summer. There are several reasons

for this. Vaccinium myrtilloides (blueberrie�, Vaccinium vitis

idaea (mountain cranberries), and other important berries ripened

in the fall. Roots and root-like structures used for medicine or

for food were considered to be in the best condition in early spring

or fall. Medicines, in general, were sought in the fall rather

than in summer. One respondent explained that: "At the time of
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mistaniskaw (in summer when there is an abundance of sap or mistan

in the trees) the medici�e is not strong; it has no color when you

boil it. Only one month after that it becomes strong. After mistan-

iskaw the medicines become full grown."

Most of the food plants collected in mid-summer were eaten as

a refreshing snack or nibble while traveling. Only a few such as

Ribes glandulosum berries (skunk currants), Amelanchier alnifolia

berries (Saskatoo"n-berries) and Mentha arvensis (wild mint) were

collected in a large enough quantity to take home. These plants

were eaten fresh and not prepared by cooking.

There were some unusual times of collection of food and bever-

age plants. Typha latifolia (cattail) roots were eaten in winter,

as well as spring and were sweeter in wintertime. Ledum groenlandicum

(labrador tea) leaves, which persisted on the bmhes year-round,

could be collected and used for tea anytime. The few berries

preserved on the bushes throughout winter could be used in spring

or winter if not covered by snow. One of these is Oxycoccus spp.

(bog cranberry). This low lying bog plant was easy to collect in

early spring when the muskeg was frozen and the other vegetation

matted down revealing the berries lying on the sphagnum moss.

Salix spp. (willow) and Betula papyrifera (paper birch) bark

were collected primarily in spring and summer, when the sap was

flowing and the bark easy to peel from the wood. In August, the

birch bark began to stick to the tree. One person recalled seeing

willow bark collected in winter to lash birch frames together in

snowshoe making. For this purpose, willow sticks were taken inside

to thaw in order to peel the bark from them.
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4.8.2 Location

Most of the plant species used grow in the study area. The

few that do not, i.e. Thuja occidentalis (white cedar), Sorbus

decora (mountain ash), Agastache foeniculum (giant hyssop),

Polygala senega (seneca snake root), and Valeriana septentrionalis

(valerian), were procured fro� friends or relatives living in

other'communities or were collected by persons traveling outside

the area.

The distances traveled by respondents to collect plants with

in the study area were variable. The most immediately available
•

plants were found in backyards and other areas of human distur

bance, e.g. Achillea spp. (yarrow), Chenopodium album (lamb's

quarters), Epilobium angustifolium (fireweed), Geum spp. (yellow

avens), Rubus idaeus (raspberry), and Urtica dioica (nettle).

Plants with a limited distribution, i.e. Artemisia frigida (pas

ture sagewort); Astragalus americanus (milk vetch), Diervilla

lonicera (bush honeysuckle), Heracleum lanatum (cow parsnip),

Sarracenia purpurea (pitcher plant), Alisma plantago-aguatica

(water plantain), necessitated boat travel 5 to 29 km. distant

from Stanley Mission to reach collection sites. Plants growing

along the Churchill River, portages and other travel routes could

be collected in passing and did not require a special collection

trip in many cases. Aquatic plants (Acorus calamus, calamus),

plants common on river banks (Mentha arvensis, wild mint), and plants

found on moist stream banks along portages (Aster puniceus, purple

stemmed aster) are of this type. When travel routes changed, this

method of collection was no longer practical. One respondent re

marked on this problem: "In one of those rapids there was lots
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of pawistikomaskikT (purple stemmed aster), but they don't go by

canoe anymore; they just fly to their trapline."

Habitat was a characteristic used by respondents to describe

some plant species. Alnus rugosa (river alder), purple stemmed

aster, and ostrich fern were described as plants that grow near

water. In the case of river alder, habitat preference was used

to distinguish it from a nearly identical species, Alnus crispa

(green alder), which grows in drier places. Preference for muskeg

habitat was mentioned as a distinguishing feature of Rubus

chamaemorus (cloudberry), pitcher plant, larch and Myriosclerotinia

caricis-ampullaceae. A few plants were named for the habitat

where they were found, ·e.g. purple stemmed aster called "rapid

water medicine", or for an animal typical of that habitat, e.g.

calamus, called "muskrat food".

Collection location was an important factor in the edibility

of Sium suave (water parsnip) roots. Roots collected from the

Churchill River were considered edible; those collected around

La Ronge were not. This kind of information was not given for any

other plant species.

4.8.3 Methods

The tool most often taken on collecting trips was a kitchen

knife. It was used to remove bark and cambium, to chop down shrubs

and tree branches, and to clean roots and other plant material.

A small knife was used to make a vertical cut in birch bark in

order to peel the sheet of bark from the tree. An axe was used to

cut sections of tree trunks or roots.

Collection of healing plants differed in several respects from

collection of food or craft and construction plants. Healing plants
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were collected in quantity, either for the use of the collector or

to give to someone unable to collect his or her own. Usually plastic

bags or other store-bought containers were brought along to carry

the plants, but in one instance when these were not available a

roll of birch bark was used; the roots, with the lower portion of

stem attached, were placed side by side in the roll which was left

open at both ends. A gift, such as tobacco, was left at the collec

tion site when plants were collected for healingo Reasons given

for leaving a gift were that the medicines would not work if no

gift was left, that the plants would become scarce at the collect

ing site and that the collector would become sick. Some plant

materials had to be collected in a precise manner to be effective

in healing. For instance, bark to be used as a laxative was col

lected by scraping the trunk with a downward motion and plant

material of several species, e.g. Juniperus communis (juniper) and

Betula papyrifera (paper birch), was taken from the side of the plant

facing the midday sun for maximum strength.

4.9 Propagation of wild plants

Propagation of Heracleum lanatum (cow parsnip) and Alisma

.plantago-aguatica (water plantain) from seeds and Sorbus decora

(mountain ash) from a transplant, was reported by respondents.

Respondents doubted that Acorus calamus (calamus) was planted inten

tionally by Cree people in the study area.

None of the species planted are widely distributed in the study

area and mountain ash does not normally grow there. This suggests

that the species were planted to make them more accessible to the

collectors.
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How many plants of these species were propagated in the study

area by its residents is unknown to the investigator. However,

the apparently discontinuous distribution of water plantain and

cow parsnip in the study area, and the proven ability of these

species to thrive in certain locations there, suggests that their

present distribution in the study area may result in part at

least from planting in the past� .

.

r

•
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DISCUSSION

Comparison with other groups

The boreal forest is a relatively uniform band of vegetation.

Species differences do exist between the eastern and western re

gions as well as between the north and south, but because ·there

is a core of important plant species with widespread distribution

in this forest type, it forms a useful background for comparison

of plant use by widely separated Cree groups. Unfortunately so

little comprehensive ethnobotanical work has been done on Cree

Indians that a comparison can be neither detailed nor extensive.

The Saskatchewan Woods Cree used a greater number of 'wild

plant species than Cree gr�lpS studied previously by ethnobotan

ists (Table 11). The large number of species reported from

Saskatchewan, however, may be a function of the intensive nature

of the et.hnobotanical study carried out there, although other

factors such as persistence of traditional lifestyles and borrow

ing from neighboring groups may also be involved. The uses for

wild plants (healing, food, utility, etc.) as well as the empha

sis on healing were similar for all groups studied.

The plant species used for food and utility differ little

between Saskatchewan Woods Cree and other groups of Cree in the

boreal forest. Differences that do exist often are attributable

to species distribution. For instance Picea spp. (spruce) were

used for canoe ribs, gunwales and the stick and bundle game in
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Table 11. Number of plant species used by different Cree groups.

Name of Group Food Healing utilityl Beverage Other Total

Weymontaching and

Obedjiwan2 20 20 13 2 1 35

Manouanj T�te de
Boule 6 35 8 2 46

Alberta Cree
4

7 23 3 1 5 29

Saskatghewan Woods
33 78 19 6 12 99Cree

lutility includes craft and construction, fire starting, diapers, and
toys.

2Black 1973, Tables 6-8, 10 and 11.

3Raymond 1945.

4Kerik and Fisher n.d.

5Data from the present study.
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Saskatchewan; all of these functions were filled by Thuja

occidentalis (white cedar) east of the Saskatchewan-Manitoba

b�� which is the western limit of the white cedar's natural

distribution.

In contrast, plant species used for healing do differ con

siderably between all groups of Woods Cree studied, in spite of

widespread distribution of many of the species. The overlap

between Saskatchewan Woods Cree and other groups is small. About

one-half of the 78 plant species used in healing reported in this

study were used by Alberta Cree, the Tete de Boule of Manouane,

or the Obedjiwan and Weymontaching of Quebec as reported by

Kerik and Fisher (n.d.), Raymond (1945) and Black (1973). Very

few of the plants used by more than one group were used in-the

same way. Only Acorus calamus, Abies balsamea, Picea spp.,

Ledum groenlandicum and Sarracenia purpurea were used to treat

the same ailment by this and another group.

There are 25 species whose use appears to be unique to this

group among other Cree groups and related Algonkian tribes such

as the Ojibwa and Menomini (Densmore 1974, Gilmore 1933, Yarnell

1964); over one-half (15/25) of these have a close relative which

was used. The remainder, with no close relatives reported as

used, are Alisma plantago-aquatica, Myriosclerotinia caricis

ampullaceae, Matteucia struthiopteris, Sium suave and Inonotus

obliquus of widespread use, and Mitella nuda, Monotropa uniflora,

Sorbus decora, Pleurozium schreberi and Usnea spp. of relatively

minor use.
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The recency of herbal remedies

The variability in species used for healing seen among the

groups of Cree studied who have access to similar floras is

striking and could be interpreted as evidence of modernity and

individual invention as suggested by Speck (1915). He observed

a simiiar phenomenon among the Mohigan, Penobscot and Montagnais.

In the case of the Cree, further study might reveal similarities

not noted in the information collected to date. However, there

are several reasons to view some of the 'herbal lore collected in

this report as relatively recent.

Recency is suggested by the paucity of herbal remedies men

tioned in early accounts concerning the Indians trading at

Hudson's Bay Company posts. James Isham and Andrew Graham (who

both spent time at Churchill, Manitoba, in the 18th century) and

Samuel Hearne (who traveled inland from Churchill and later

established an inland post at Cumberland House in 1774) mention

plants used for food, utility, touchwood and diapers more fre

quently and with greater consistency with present accounts than

plants used in healing. This could mean that early travelers

and traders did not have access to Indian herbal lore, but in

view of the reputed good health of the Indians at that time

compared to the subsequent periods of time (Young 1979) this

suggests an increase in the number of herbal remedies has taken

place since the 18th century.

It should not be assumed that all the herbal remedies are

of recent origin. Those used in prevention or used to treat

diseases which might be expected to have existed in pre-contact
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times, are likely to be more traditional and time-tested than

remedies used for tuberculosis and toothaches, for instance.

Problems associated with childbirth, menstruation and pregnancy,

traumatic lesions such as deep cuts and burns, post-natal care

of the mother and infant, and child care presumably existed to

some degree in pre-contact times.

The need for pharmacological investigation

Some of the plants mentioned in this report deserve pharma

cological investigation, for instance those species most widely

used to treat ailments which may have presented serious medical

problems in pre-contact times. Myriosclerotinia caricis

ampullaceae, a fungal sclerotium used to shorten labor, might be

expected to have oxytocic action similar to that described for the

well-known fungal parasite, Claviceps purpurea (ergot) (Siegmund

1973: 1001). As far as can be determined the pharmacological

properties of this plant have not been studied. Alisma plantago

aguatica, used to �reat heartburn (as well as faintness and

aches in the regian of the "heart) , might deserve further inves

tigation. � plantago-aguatica has not been reported as used by
-

other Algonkian speaking tribes but was important in Chinese folk

medicine:

"Alisma plantago-aguatica is famous in Chinese medicine
as a remedy for hypertension, diabetes and nephritis,
although these are not all indicated in the prescrip-
tions being considered. A large amount of work has been
centered around the investigation of the serum cholesterol
lowering constituents of this plant, and the active consti
"tuent has been identified as a novel triterpene, alisol A •

• • •

" (American Herbal Pharmacology Delegation, 1975:
95).
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A large number of teas used traditionally to help the mother

recover quickly from childbirth are very likely efficaceous in

such a situation. Such herbal remedies may have use at the local

level, if in the future certain kinds of care, such as post

partum care of the mother, are done at home in the community.

An investigation of the ingredients might be done to ensure that

undesirable compounds are not administered with the beneficial

ones.

The significance of wild plants in the diet

The literature on Cree Indians is unclear about the dietary

significance of plant foods. Although there is general agreement

that the most important vegetal foods are fall ripening berries

such as blueberries (Vaccinium spp.) and mountain cranberries

(Vaccinium vitis-idaea), the use of other plant foods has been

insufficiently documented. Honigmann is one researcher who

received specific information about these non-berry foods. He

describes them as: ". _ •• not classed as food by the Indians but

appear to be classifiable as delicacies which people utilize in

slight frequency when they encounter them during the course of

travel" (Honigmann, 1948: 142). In the present study a number

of plants were observed to be used in the manner described by

Honigmann, and often these were not mentioned as food plants

during interviews. The possible significance of these and the

more widely reported wild food plants will be discussed here in

light of some of the results of the present field work. Because

the field work was conducted in summer and fall, plants available

during these seasons will receive greatest attention.
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Fall ripening berries were the most important vegetal foods

in terms of quantities gathered and the time and energy expended

to gather them. However, their greatest value probably lay in

their abundance at a time of year favorable to preservation by

freezing or to mixing with fall catches of fish and game. Blue

berries and mountain cranberries�are relatively poor sources of

vitamin C compared to the. other wild fruits eaten by Creeo They

contain 12 mg%l and 15-16 mg% respectively, according to analysis

by Tuba et al. (1944).

Many species of edible berries (including fleshy fruits not

of the berry type as defined by botanists), for instance summer

ripening berries and berries preserved on bushes throughout

winter, were too scarce or scattered to be collected in quantity

or used as a major food source. These were eaten as a snack or

nibble when encountered during trjps and because they were common

along travel routes on land and water, including paths through

areas of human settlement (e.g. Rubus idaeus), the consumption of

these foods was fairly regular. This use pattern of regular con

sumption of fresh fruits with negligible energy expenditure would'

tend to maximize the use of these foods, which have little or no

food energy value, as sources of vitamins.

A number of the berries used in this way have been found to

contain levels of vitamin C equivalent to or greaterZthan that

found in orange juice (10-60 mg% according to Pett and Cantor

1939, cited in Tuba et al. 1944). The list includes the following

lmg% refer� to mg per 100 gm.

2Ribes glandulosUID, 30-80 mg%; and Rubus chamaemorus, 98-114 mg%.
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summer-ripening species: Amelanchier alnifolia (Saskatoon-berry),

Cornus canadensis (bunchberry), Fragaria virginiana (wild straw

berry), Prunus virginiana (pin cherry), Ribes glandulosum (skunk

currant), Rubus idaeus (raspberry), and Rubus pubescens (dewberry)

(Tuba et all 1944). Vitamins may have been needed in summer

because of a shift in dietary emphasis from fresh meat (trapped

or hunted from fall through spring) to other foods less vitamin

rich, such as flour, sugar and other store-bought foods consumed

in large quantities in recent times.

Fresh shoots, stem bases and tree cambium were used in a

manner similar to summer berries. The shoots and stems of several

of the species used (or their near relatives) have been analysed

and found to contain considerable amounts of vitamin C:

Heracleum lanatum 60 mg%, Rubus spectabilis 29.58 mg%, Rubus

parviflorus 21.72 mg% (Keely et all 1980, cited in Norton 1980).

Most of those used in the study area were early summer foods

(June and early July) whereas the summer berries began to ripen

in mid-July.

Plant sources of carbohydrate were not extensively exploited

except at certain seasons when they were convenient and accessible

relative to other food sources. For instance birch sap and Sium

suave (water parsnip) roots were used in early spring, and

Actinogyra muhlenbergii and probably other edible species of

rock tripe were eaten in winter.

Considering that collection, drying and storage of roots

were demonstrably a part of the people's knowledge, in that a

great variety of dried roots and root-like structures were used
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in healing, it is strange that dried roots played such a minor

role in the diet. Only one instance of drying rootstocks for

food, i.e. Typha latifolia (cattail), was mentioned by a respon

dent, in spite of the availability of edible starchy rhizomes

including Nuphar variegatum (yellow pond lilyf collected and dried

for healing purposes. One reason roots were minimally used as a

stored winter food supply may have been that the time and energy

required to collect, dry, store and transport them until needed

was greater than the food value contained in them, and they were

not worth the effort. It may not have been until flour was

available and people began to grow their own potatoes that plant

starch became a dietary staple.

In summary, the collection of plants for food was done in

ways that required little expenditure of energy. This may be

related to the low energy content of the plant foods available

(there were no abundant oil rich seeds or nuts, for instance)

compared to certain mammal and fish species. However, summer

berries, other fresh foods and plant carbohydrate sources, which

were collected in small quantities to supplement staples of meat

and fish, were essential in enough ways that knowledge of edibil

ity, availability and use was an important part of sUbsistence in

the boreal forest.

Plant classification

Cree names were recorded primarily for plants used by respon

dents and therefore this discussion is biased in favor of useful

species. In addition, the number of species included in each

lThis species was eaten in the study area according to M. A. Welsh

(un��bliSbed notes)�
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name was not determined in all cases, which adds to the diffi

culty in assessing the extent of the Cree plant classification

system. On initial examination of the data at hand, however, it

appears that at least two principles of classification are opera

tive, one based on plant form (morphology) and other attributes

of the plant itself, and the other on plant use. There also

appears to be some overlap between these two systems giving rise

to an unusual arrangement of Cree plant taxa and a large amount

of synonymy of plant names.

An example of classification based on plant use is seen in

the grouping of plants used in healing. Medicinal plants were

referred to as maskIkiya, translated as "medicines", and plants _

used in healing were named after the part of the body treated,

e.g. eye medicine, tooth medicine, heart medicine, etc. One

name was applied to species which bore no resemblance to each

other but were used for the same purpose; Alisma plantago

aguatica and Campanula rotundifolia were both called "heart

medicine" •

Morphology is the basis for grouping moss-like plants of the

forest floor under the name astaskamik (loosely translated by one

person as "stuck-to-the-ground") and naming Cladina alpestris

"white" astaskamik. Another example is the grouping of several

species of the genus Eguisetum under the name "throat grass"

suggestive of the appearance of the hollow stem characteristic of

the whole genus. The general term for grass and grass-like

plants, mask5s1, is also apparently based on form.
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Overlap between functional and morphological classification

systems appears to occur in the genera Alnus and Populus, and in

the group of three conspicuously similar genera of the family

Umbelliferae (Sium, Cicuta and Heracleum). Recognition of the

morphological similarity is apparent in the recurrence of one

plant name for all members of each group, atospi, mitos and

oskatask respectively. Subdivision of these morphologically

similar groups is based on aspects of plant function. The most

widely used plant in each group is given the name in unmodified

form: Alnus rugosa, atospi; Populus tremuloides, mitos; and

Sium suave, oskatask. The other members are given a modified

form of the name describing some aspect of their use: Alnus

crispa, matha. atospT, matha being translated variously as "bad",

"ugly" or "useless"; Populus balsamifera, matha mItos, matha

having the same meaning as in the previous example; and Cicuta

maculata (which is poisonous), maci oskatask, maci meaning bad in

the sense of dangerous.

In the above instances, the taxa are not arranged in a

hierarchy with the unmodified monomial plant name more inclusive

than the binomial name; the former being the form of generic

names, the latter of specific names, as described by Raven,

Berlin and Breedlove (1971). In this case the monomial and bi

nomial names appear to be on the same level, but on occasion the

monomial term is used in addition to include both. For instance,

atospI was used to include Alnus rugosa (called atospT or red

atospT) and Alnus crispa (called useless atospr). The intersec

tion of functional and morphological criteria in classification
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may result in the naming pattern observed here. Another interpre

tation might be·that the above instances are examples of the use

of different classificatory principles at different levels within

one taxonomy. This phenomenon has been described by Perchonock

and Werner (1969) as a feature of Navaho food taxonomies. In the

examples given here, it appears that form is used at the generic

level (or in the case of Sium, Cicuta and Heracleum, to group

three genera) and qualities of usefulness are used to distinguish

between the members of each genus, or to distinguish between the

genera in the case of Sium, Cicuta and Heracleum.

The large amount of synonymy of plant names may result from

the use of more than one system of classification. Many of the

species with synonymous names have one describing function and

the other describing. an aspect of form, habitat or other feature

used in plant identification. Some .examples are Scirpus spp.,

Inonotus obliguus, and Cornus stolonifera.

Other characteristics of the identification and naming of

plants are 1) the degree of specificity correlates with the

extent of use, and 2) the smell of the plant or a part of the

plant is used in identification. Looking at groups of plants

used, i.e. trees, shrubs, forbs, graminoids, fern and fern allies,

mosses, lichens and fungi, the species in the groups most exten

sively used, i.e. the trees and berry-bearing shrubs, are all

named whether they are used or not. The least exploited group,

the fleshy fungi commonly referred to as "mushrooms" by English

speaking people, are lumped under one name without distinction of

any of the individual species in spite of obvious distinguishing

characteristics which exist for many taxa.
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The use of smell in plant identification creates problems

for the taxonomist since most keys to plant species do not men

tion characteristics such as odor. For the respondents, smell

and sometimes taste were important features considered more

reliable than visual characteristics for some species such as

Valeriana septentrionalis and Thuja occidentalis. The use of

smell as a key characteristic allowed respondents to use plant

materials they did not collect themselves and were brought into

the study area in the form of dried plant roots, leaves, etc.
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Appendix L

Biographical Notes on Respondents

1. A man in his 70's I would judge, living in Pelican Narrows.
He had a local reputation for healing with herbs. His spoken
English was understandable but not precise.

2. A woman born in La Ronge in 1913. She and her family moved
to Pelican Narrows when she was a girl. As an adult she
lived on Reindeer Lake, the Churchill River and in Pelican
Narrows. Her mother, who was from Stanley Mission, had
considerable knowledge of plants and healing, and probably
was the source of most of the respondent's information. The
respondent could speak and write both English and Cree.

3. A woman born in 1901. She lived part of her childhood in
Pukatawagan, Manitoba. As an adult she lived in the Pelican
Narrows area including on the Churchill River. She learned
herbal remedies from her mother-in-law from Stanley Mission.
She v�s a midwife also. She recalled stories of how people
lived in the past which her "grandmother" had told her. Her
grandmother lived in the Pelican Narrows area too, I judge,
and was said to be over one hundred years old when she died
in 1937 in a flu epidemic. The respondent could understand
but not speak English.

4. A woman born around 1885 north of Stanley Mission; the precise
date and location is not known. She lived in the Stanley
Mission area, but also spent some time at Montreal Lake. She
learned herbal remedies and plant knowledge by helping and
watching her mother-in-law. The respondent neither spoke
nor understood English.

5. A woman born in 1910, a resident of Stanley Mission and a

midwife. She spoke no English.

6. A man born in 1899, a resident of Pelican Narrows and locally
known for a knowledge of plants and healing. He could under
stand and speak a little English.

7. A woman in her 70's I judge, a resident of Stanley Mission,
(but raised near Potato Lake), and known locally for her
basket work •. She understood, but did not speak English ..
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8. A man in his 50's I judge, a resident of Pelican Narrows but

originally from Stanley Mission, and a maker of canoe paddles,
snowshoe frames and, with his wife, birch bark baskets. His
wife and several members of her family, in particular her
father, were well known for skill in birch bark basketry in
the Pelican Narrows area where they resided. The respondent
could speak both English and Cree; his wife only Cree.

9. A woman in her 70's I judge, a resident of La Ronge and
locally known for .knowledge of plants and their healing
properties. She did not spe�k English.

10. A woman in her 60's I judge, and a resident of La Ronge
since 1917. She learned some herbal remedies from her grand
mother who was a medicine woman from the Fort a la Corne
area. The respondent could speak English fluently, and all
interviews were in English. On occasion she used "y" dialect

.

r words J e. g. ayoskan (vs , athoskan).

11. A woman born in 191� on Besnard Lake, a resident of Besnard
Lake and La Ronge, and generally knowledgeable about plants
and plant names. Her father was knowledgeable about healing
properties of plants. The respondent could speak and write
English and Cree.

12. A woman in her 70's I judge, who was a resident on the
Churchill River, near Stanley Mission. She was a midwife,
who as a girl.was present when her mother acted as midwife.
She did not speak English.

13. A woman in her 70's I judge, who was a resident of Grand
mother's Bay and a widow of a canoe maker. She did not speak
English.

14. A woman in her 70's I judge, who was a resident of La Ronge
and known locally for a knowledge of medicinal plants and
herbal remedies which she learned from her grandfather. She
did not speak English.

15. A woman in her 70's I judge, who was a resident of Stanley
Mission (but raised near Dead Lake) and a midwife. She did
not speak English.

16. A man born in 1905, raised in Grandmother's Bay and now a

resident of Stanley Mission. His late father was a canoe
and toboggan builder. He understood and spoke some English.
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Appendix 2.

A list of vascular plant species and fungi not

previously collected in forest sections 20 and 22al
(includes study area). Collection numbers are

given for all but Inonotus obliguus.

Acer negundo L.t 240

Artemisia frigida Wllld., 111

Astragalus canadensis L., 50, 191,445

Athyrium filix-femina (L.) Roth, 367

Diervilla lonicera Mill., 8, 74, 166, 188

Heracleum lanatum Michx., 90, 148

Inonotus obliguus (Pers. ex Fr.) Pilat

Matteuccia struthiopteris (L.) Todaro var. pensylvanica (Willd.)
Morton, 6, 14, 73, 96

Myriosclerotinia caricis-ampullaceae (Nyberg) Buchw., 127, 242

Polygala senega L., 213

Rhamnus alnifolia L'Her., 425

Sorbus decora (Sarg.) Schneid.j 431

Zizania aguatica L., 457

lForest sections 20 and 22a refers to the numbering system of
J. S. Rowe in The Forest Regions of Canada (1977).
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Appendix J.

Annotated List of Plant Species

This is a compilation of information on the plant species

used by the Cree Indians in this study. Fungi., lichens, mosses

and vascular plants are grouped in separate lists and within each

group the plants apPear in alphabetical order by genus name.

Data from this study are presented in brief form. A list of

uses from Results section 1, other aspects from Results section 2

and the singular of one (or occasionally more) form of the Cree

plant name from Appendix 4 are presented. In addition, the number

of respondents who corroborated use data is given in parentheses

after each use listed.

Other works were consulted for information on common names

(Moss 1959), plant distribution (principally Heilman-Ternier and

Harms 1975 whose information appears in quotes with no reference)

and other reports of Cree uses of these species. References con

sulted on the latter topic did not include works specific to

Plains Cree or works referring to plants by common name only.

Information on Cree Indians of Manouane, Quebec, presented in

this section was translated from the French original (Raymond

1945) by the investigator.

A large ,contribution to the section on other reports was made

by M. A. Welsh who kindly made his unpublished notes available to

the investigator. These notes result from inquiries made by
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Mr. Welsh in the course of travels in northern Saskatchewan in

the 1960's and constitute an informal ethnobotanical survey of

common northern plants. Of the 21 men and women of Cree extrac

tion who contributed to Mr. Welsh's survey, only one is known to

be related to a respondent consulted in the present study.
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Fungi

Fomes fomentarius (Fr.) Kickx, tinder fungus.

Common on trees of the genus Betula.

Cree name: wasaskwftoy, posakan

Uses: Healing--The dry, spore producing layers, cut into match
stick shaped pieces were placed on the skin and burned to

produce counter-irritation to treat arthritis (1).
Fire starting--The velvety layer above the spore producing
layers, and possibly the spore producing layers themselves,
were used as touchwood (2).
Smoking materials--A small amount of the fruit body which was

used for touchw00d, was crumbled and added to a smoking mixture
of Cornus stolonifera bark and plug tobacco to help light the
pipe and keep it burning (1).

Inonotus obligu.us (Pers. ex Fr.)- Pilat.

Occurs sporadically on Betula papyrifera (and other Betula spp·.?)
throughout the region. No previous records of its occurance

in the province have been noted.

Cree name:
'" '1'"-- -

••

posakan, �sakecak omlklh.

Uses: Beverage--A piece of the sterile growth of this species
was put into boiling water to make a tea substitute (2).
Healing--A matchstick shaped piece was placed on the skin
and burned to produce a counter-irritation in the treatment
of arthritis (1).
Fire starting--A piece of Inonotus obliguus conk was used as
touchwood. One of the older respondents stated that it was

the soft orange part of the conk that was used (7).
Smoking materials--Touchwood was put in the pipe bowl with
tobacco to keep the tobacco burning (1).

Other aspects: Wisakechak story--The origin of the sterile form
of Inonotus obliguus is explained in a Wisakechak story about
posakan. The name WIsakecak omikih, meaning Wisakechak's
scab, comes from the story of the origin of this plant
material.
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Lycoperdon (species unidentified), puffball.

Common in woods throughout the region.

Cree name: kokoslwathaman, kapwlpoclpathisit, wathaman.

Uses: Healing--The spore producing tissue and the spores of the
ripe puffball were applied directly to the nose to stop a

nosebleedo Either the spores were puffed into the nostril or

the puffball was broken open and the inner surface placed in
contact with the nose (6).

Other reports of Cree use:

Montreal Lake, Saskatchewan; "The spore mass of puffballs were

squirted on wounds to stop bleeding." (M. A. Welsh, unpublished
notes, n.d.)
La Ronge, Sask.; "The spore mass was snuffed up the nose to

stop nosebleeds." (Ibid., 1966)

Myriosclerotinia caricis-ampullaceae (Nyberg) Buchw ••

Respondents reported collecting this plant in wetlands, especially
muskegs in the La Ronge area and in locations along the
Churchill River system. There are no previous records of
collection of this plant in Saskatchewan.

Cree name: mwakokot.

Uses: Healing--A small piece of the dried sclerotium was eaten or

was ground up and taken in water to speed a difficult labor
during childbirth (9). The sclerotium was mixed with other
herbs and taken as an infusion or decoction to aid in the
expulsion of the afterbirth (2). The sclerotium was used to

remedy menstrual irregularity (1).
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Lichens

Actinogyra muhlenbergii (Ach.) Schol., rock tripe

Occurs commonly throughout the region on exposed rock outcrops.

Cree name: asinIwakon.

Uses: Food--The plants were cleaned, broken into small pieces
and added to fish broth to make a thick soup (5).

Other aspects: Wisakechak story--Wisakechak talks with and eats
rock tripe.

Other reports of Cree use:

Western Canada; This report mayor may not relate ·to Cree
Indians; Richardson does not specify. However, he states that
this lichen was not found on the barren grounds, which in
creases the likelihood that boreal forest Indians such as the
Cree introduced its use to him. "The Indians use the li.
Muhlenbergii, rejecting the others, and when boiled along
with fish-roe or other animal matter, it is agreeable and
nutri tious." (Richardson's Botanical Appendix, Richardson
182J, p. 759). � muhlenbergii refers to Gyrophora muhlenbergii,
a synonym for Actinogyra muhlenbergii.
Stoney Rapids, Sask.; ·"The black foliose lichen that grows on

the rocks was made into soup and eaten." (Listed as "rock
tripe�" M. A. Welsh, unpublished notes, 1966).

Similar s�e2ies: Umbilicaria vellea (L.) Ach. was also called
asinlwakon by one respondent, but it was not determined if it
was used in the same way as A. muhlenbergii. Of this species
Richardson states; "This is more agreeable to eat than any of
the p�eeding species, but we met with it very sparingly on

the Barren Grounds." (Ibid., p. 759). "Preceeding species"
includes Actinogyra muhlenbergii.

Cladina alpestris (L.) ·Harm., reindeer moss.

Widespread and common throughout the region.

Cree name: wapiskastaskamihk, atikomiciwin.

Uses: Healing--A decoction made from the plant was imbibed to

expel intestinal worms (2), or the dried �lant was powdered
and taken in water for the same purpose (1).
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Usnea (species unidentified), usnea lichen, old man's beard.

Widespread and common.

Cree name:
-u �

mithapakwan.

Uses: Healing--The fresh plant was inserted into the nostril to
stop a nose bleed (1).
Fire starting--The lichen-covered branches of conifer trees
made �xcellent kindling (2).
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Mosses

Pleurozium schreberi (Brid.) Mitt., feather moss.

Widespread throughout the region.

Cree name: astaskamihk.

Uses: This plant· was used to chink log cabins (1). A handful of .

moss placed at eye level marked the location of a rabbit snare

or trail through the woods (2).

Sphagnum fuscum (Scrimp) Klinggr., sphagnum moss.

Common in muskegs.

Cree name: asklya.
Uses: Healing--Sphagnum moss diapers were used to treat diaper

rash (1).
Diapers--Dry sphagnum moss was used for diapers in a moss

bag (7). Moss was also used for wiping, as a paper tow�l
would be today, and for cleaning babies at birth (1).

Other reports of Cree use:

Manouane, Que.; Fresh plants were applied to the thighs of
children overheated by walking and also to deformed legs.
(Raymond, 1945, listed as Sphagnum spp.).
Western Woods Cree; In reference to treatment of the newborn,
"After bathing it they lay it on a bed of dried bog-moss
(sphagnum) on a piece of cloth (formerly tanned skin), tuck in
the bottom, fold over the sides, and lace the edges tightly
together with a thong passing through looped eyeletsm" (Curtis
1928, p , 75).
Wabamun Indian Reserve, Alberta; "a moss bag was partially
filled with sphagnum or other soft mosses, which served as a

disposable diaper" (Kerik and Fisher n.d., p. 33).

Similar species: A red form £f Sphagnum nemoreum, called miskwas
kamikwa or i-mithkwakiaskiya in Cree was avoided because it
caused irritation to the skin. Sphagnum warnstorfii, collected
from wet depressions in the muskeg was also avoided because,
the respondents claimed, it was less absorbent than the other
mosseS collected. Sphagnum nemoreum, without the reddish
color was used in the same way as � fuscum and is listed
below. The choice of Sphagnum species collected for diapers
is more likely based on gross morphological differences such
as growth habit, rather than on microscopic species distinc
tions. This was suggested by Dr.R. E. Andrus (pers. comm.) who
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pointed out that � warnstorfii occurs in hummocks as well
as wet depressions, and in hummocks it is difficult to dis
tinguish from S. fuscum. Women collecting moss did take it
by handfuls from hummocks, and although there was no �
warnstorfii in the samples collected it seems unlikely that
they would separate this species from other hummock' formers
while collecting moss for diapers.

Sphagnum nemoreum Scop., (synonym--Sphagnum capillaceum (Weiss)
Schrank), sphagnum moss.

Common in muskegs.

Cree name: askIya.

Uses: see � fuscum.
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Vascular Plants

Abies balsamea (L.) Mill.,Balsam fir.

"Occasional, scattered, usually small-sized, in fresh to moist
aspen, mixed or coniferous forests."

Cree name: n�paka(h)siht. .0

Uses: Healing--An infusion of the bark was drunk for tuberculosis
(1). The pitch was an ingredient in a remedy to treat menstrual
irregularity (1). The pitch was combined with grease to make
an ointment to treat skin problems, e.g. scabies and boils (2).
Craft and construction--The boughs or small trees were used to
make a brush shelter (1). Paddles were made from the wood (1).

Other reports of Cree use:

Manouane, Que.; The resin was chewed for colds and application
to wounds. The branches supplied matting and flooring in tents.
(Raymond 1945).
Cumberland House, Sask.; "The raw pitch is boiled up with
Sturgeon oil and is used as a cure for Tuberculosis." (M. A.
Welsh, unpublished notes, n.d.).
Montreal Lake, Sask.; "The entire bark and sometimes wood as .

well were boiled and this infusion consumed for coughs and
colds. The pitch extracted from the blisters on the stem was

smeared on cuts to promote healing." (Ibid., 1966).
Obedjiwan and Weymontaching, Que.; "The gum is applied to

open sores, insect bites, boils and infections." (Black 1973,
p. 195).

Achillea lanulosa Nutt., (�millefolium L. spp. lanulosa (Nutt.)
Piper), yarrow. ..

"Frequent in open, fairly dry sites which often have been disturbed
by erosion along shores or by beaver· or human activities."

Cree nam�: wrcipo�anrwistikwan, kawapistikwanIkapawik. The name

kawapistikwanika�awik was used in Pelican Narrows and La Ronge
predominantly; w�chipowanrwistikwan in Stanley Mission.

Uses: Healing--The root, mixed with other herbs, was made into a

decoction taken internally to treat teething related sickness
(2). The flowers, mixed with Mentha arvens�flowers (wild
mint), were crushed, wrapped in a cloth and dipped in water to
clean pus.from the gums of a teething child (1).

Similar species: Achillea millefolium and A. sibirica--Cree names

are the same and probably all uses can-Se applied to all three
species.
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Achillea millefolium L., common yarrow.

"Eurasian: widely naturalized in North America. Fields and road
sides throughout the province (of Manitoba) except in the
extreme north." (Scoggan 1957, p. 546).

Cree name: kawapistikwanIkap�t. This name sounds like a contrac
tion of kawapistikwanikap�wik. It was used by two respon
dents in Pelican Narrows.

Uses: No specific uses were noted for this- species as distinct
from the other Achillea species. It is probable that the
similarity of name corresponds with a similarity of use.

Other reports of Cree use:

Manouane, Que.; The leaves and flowers were boiled to treat
headache. (Raymond 1945).
Muriel Lake, Alta; "Small amount added to mint tea for
stomach disorders and extra flavor 0 Yarrow is also used
with wild strawberry to cure insanity." (Kerik and Fisher,
n, d., p • .31).
Cumberland House, Sask.; "

••• boil the heads of the plant,
cool the infusion and use as a compress for headaches and
fevers. Roots were boiled, strained and cooled to be used as

a drink in cases of fever." (M. A. Welsh, unpublished riot es.ri.d.),
La Ronge, Sask.; "he powders dried yarrow flowers and mixes
them in his scent for-Iynx·baits." "Yarrow roots were chewed
for easing the pain of a toothache." "The root of this plant
was boiled in water and the decoction given for toothache.
Also used as a general tonic. Cree name mistukwikusk."
(Ibid., nld., 1967).
Timber Bay, Saskl; "The leaves were chewed to stop bleeding
anywhere." (Ibid., 1966).

Similar species: It may be misleading to list this species separ
ately from � lanulosa which it so closely resembles that
identification based on morphology alone must remain in
doubt. � millefolium was introduced into the eastern part
of the country and is not to be expected in our area.

(Breitung, 1957, Pi 59).

Achillea sibirica Ledeb., yarrow.

"Quite frequent in moist, relatively open sites, especially
along shores, and increasingly in abundance with disturbance."

Cree name: wIcipowanIwistikwan, kawapistikwanIkapawik, amowask.
The name kawapistikwanikapawik was used in Pelican Narrows
and La Ronge predominantly; wIchipowanIwistikwan in Stanley
Mission.

Uses: Healing--The root, mixed with other herbs, was made into
a decoction taken internally for sickness related to teething

(
,."S) :l:A9

el>8\d
root was appli ed to sores on the gums (1).
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Achillea (species not noted, but pertains to one of the three species
in the area, listed above).

Uses: Healing--The chewed root was applied to a tooth to remedy
toothache (1). The fresh crushed flower was inserted into
the nostril to remedy a headache (1). The flower was applied
to burns to lessen the pain (1).
Trapping lure--The plant was used to make lures for traps (1).

Acorus calamus L., calamus.

"A rather sporadically occurring species, but often locally abun
dant and even a monodominant of shallow water marshes or in
wet meadows along shores."

Cree name: wacaskomicowin, wI(h)kIs. The name wacaskomlcQwin was

used in Stanley Mission and La Ronge predominantly; wi(h)kis
in Pelican Narrows.

Uses: Healing--The rootstock was an ingredient in decoctions used
to treat the following: sore throat (1), whooping cough (1),
coughing up blood (1), stabbing pains in the chest (1), lower
back pain (2), sickness associated with teething (1), rash
from touching nettles or other irritating plants (1), and
venereal disease (1). The rootstock was powdered and mixed
with other powdered roots, especially Nuphar variegatum or

Heracleum lana tum , and applied externally to treat the follow

ing: headache (1), swelling of limbs (2), painful joints (2),
muscle pain (2), rheumatism (1), and worms (mancos) in the
flesh (1). The application of powders externally was in some

cases accompanied by drinking a decoction of the same species.
A piece of the rootstock was chewed to:treat a cough from a

cold (), prevent getting a cold after sweating in winter (1),
soften it before applying directly as styptic and healing
aid to cuts (2), and apply to an aching tooth (1). '

A piece
of the rootstock was a) softened in water and applied to the
ear for earache (1), b) smoked in a pipe to ameliorate cold

symptoms (1), c) added to any decoction to improve its
medicinal action (). The grated rootstock was an'ingredient
in a many-herb remedy to treat various ailments (1), and was

taken in water to treat bellyache (2). The rootstock was used
in the treatment of facial paralysis (1).

Other reports of Cree use:
Western Canada; A piece of the root was ingested for colic.
A drop of juice was put into the eye to reduce inflammation.
Name--llwatchuske mitsu-in, that which the muskrat eats."
(Richardson 1852, p. 8).
Hudson's Bay Territory; The rhizome was used in coughs.
Name--"pow-e-men-artic." (Holmes 1884, p. )02).
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Norway House, Manitoba; The rhizome was chewed and applied as

a poultice to the neck and throat for pharyngitis. A small
piece of the rhizome was chewed to restore energy. A tea is
taken for dysmenorrhea. Name--"Weekas". (Strath 1903, p. 738).
Obedjiwan and Weymontaching, Que.; "This medicine is known to
and used by everybody in the study." (Black 1973, p. 214).
Wabamun Indian Reserve, Alberta; The rhizome was a "cure for
colds, toothaches, headaches and stomach troubles." Name-
"wehkes" • (Kerik and Fisher, n , d., p. 27).
Cumberland House, Sask.; "The dried root is chewed as a cure

for coughs and colds or ground and mixed with camphorated oil
and used as a rub for coughs, colds and sore muscles." "The
dried root is chewed for a sore throat or colds. It is used
also after a severe chill." (M. A. Welsh, unpublished notes,
n.d.).
LaRonge, Sask.; "The root is dried and used in that condition
for stomach ache." "The dried root is used for cold and upset
stomach, the root being either chewed or ground and taken in
water. It is powdered and used as a rub for rheumatic pains
and muscular stiffness. Cree name watuskmetsowi." (Ibid.,
1966, 1967).

Actaea rubra (Ait� Willd., baneberry a

"Quite frequent but scattered, especially in fresh aspen or mixed
forests, often near streams."

Cree name: maskominanatik. In Stanley Mission the name maskomin
anatik was applied to Actaea rubra; in Pelican Narrows to
Sorbus decora. The latter species was unfamiliar to respon
dents in Stanley Mission, and the former was not named in
Pelican Narrows.

Uses: Healing--An infusion of a small piece of root was imbibed
to slow heavy menstrual flow (1).

Other reports of Cree use:

Western Canada; A decoction of its roots and the tops of spruce
fir were used as a drink in stomachic complaints. Name-
"musqua-rni, tsu-in (bear's food)" (Richardson 1852, p. 82).
Hudson's Bay Territory; The plant was used as a purgative.
(Listed as Actaea spicata L., Holmes 1884, p. 303.)
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Agastache foeniculum (Pursh) Ktze. " giant hyssop.

According to respondents and personal observation, this plant does
not grow in the study area. In Manitoba it is found in
"thickets, prairie and sandhills in the southern third of the
province." (Scoggan 1957, p. 466).

Cree name:
r r OJ

ka-mklpakahk.

Uses: Beverage--The leaves •.were added to store-bought tea to

improve the flavor (2).
Healing--The stem and leaves were mixed with other plants to
make an infusion or decoction imbibed in the treatment of
coughing up blood (1).

Alisma plantago-aguatica L., broad-leaved water plantain.

Plants of this species were collected by respondents at �wo loca-
tions near Pelican Narrows and two locations near Stanley
Mission. Respondents and other residents of the study area

report that this species is not found near La Ronge or Tweedsmuir.
The distribution of the species is therefore discontinuous
since it is common in the south of the province.

Cree name: mitlhimasklhklh.

Uses: Healing--The dried corm-like stem base was eaten directly or

grated and taken in water for heart "troubles", including heart
burn (5). The stem base was also taken ·for stomach ache,
cramps and stomach flu (2), and constipation (1). The stem
base was given to prevent fainting during childbirth (1).
The powdered stem base was an ingredient in a many-herb remedy
to treat various ailments (1).

other aspects: Propagation--Reported by a respondent to have been
planted in the Pelican Narrows area.

Allium schoenoprasum L. var. schoenoprasum, wild chives.

This plant is not common in the study area and was collected only
at one location, i.e. Sucker River settlement.

Cree name: pikwaclwlcikaskosI.

Uses: Food--The leaves were added to boiled fish for flavor (1).
The fresh leaves were eaten {i).
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Alnus crispa (AitJ Pursh, green alder.

"Very common and abundant, usually representing the predominant
tall shrub in all dry to moist forests except black spruce,
but often found in that as well."

Cree name: mathato(h)spi.
Uses: Healing--Ingredient in a decoction used in a steam treat

ment to bring about menstruation (1).

Alnus rugosa (Du Roi) Spreng., (including fu tenuifolia Nutt •. ;
A. incana auct., not L.), river alder.

"Common, often representing a dominant or co-dominant tall shrub
or small tree along well drained streams and lake shores."

Cree name: mithkwato(h)spI (miskwato(h)spI, mihkwatospI), atospi.

Uses: Healing--A decoction was made from the inner bark to wash
sore eyes (1). The bark removed by scraping downwards was

used as a laxative (1).
Craft and construction--The wood was burned to make charcoal
to mix with pitch for sealing canoe seams (1). A decoction,
made from the bark, was applied to toboggan boards to soften
them for bending (1).
Tanning agents, stains and dyes--An infusion of the bark was

applied to birch bark used in baskets, to darken the bark (1).
A decoction of the' inner bark was applied to hides to give
them a brown color, and to old moccasins to recondition them

� 3) •

Other reports of Cree use:

Manouane, Que.; This was the only dye plant known to a parti
cular informant. The inner bark gives a yellow color. (Listed
as Alnus incana, Raymond 1945).
Beaver Lake, Sask.; "

••• Alder bark is shaved from the tree
and soaked in water overnight or until the water is highly
colored. Hides are then dipped in the water and will be dyed
a red-brown. II (M. A. Welsh, unpublished notes, 1967).
La Ronge, Sask.; "Scrape whole bark off the branches • • •

place in warm water and simmer until the color is extracted.
Put quills in this infusion and leave until color is as
wanted. This treatment produces a reddish or reddish-orange
color. Take the bloom or catkin at the stage where it is
releasing pollen. The same type of treatment as above gives
a yellow color." Name--"miskwatospe". liThe inner bark is
soaked in water and used to dye hides. II Name--"mepatouski".
(Ibid., 1967).
Cumberland House, Sask.; "A four foot stick of this plant will
yield sufficient bark that when boiled and cooled will dye a

pair of mocassins. II Name--"Atuspi". (Ibid., 1967).
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Obedjiwan and Weymontaching, Que.; The Obedjiwan and

Weymontaching Bands of Cr'ee knew of medicinal value (unspe
cified) of this plant. (Black 1973, p. 240).

Amelanchier alnifolia Nutt., Saskatoon-berry.

"A common shrub in open, fresh to moist, deciduous or mixed forests,
and in moist treeless area especially near shores."

Cree name:
. oJ-.-.

m1saskwatom1nat1k.

Uses: Food--The berries were eaten fresh or were dried by spread
ing outside in the sun (2). The dried berries were called
pastIwiminisaskwatomina. They were cooked in water or were

eaten raw as a sweet snack. Four or five barked split sticks
about 4 inches long were boiled in sturgeon oil for about
10 minutes to keep the oil fresh during storage (1).
Healing--The root was an ingredient in decoctions imbibed for
sickness associated with teething (2), chest pain (1),
cough (1), lung infection (1). A decoction made from the
stem of this plant and Symphoricarpos al�taken internally
caused sweating and was used to treat fever (1).
Craft and construction--The rims of birch bark baskets were

made from the stem (1).
-

Other reports of Cree use:
Western Canada; "Its wood, named by the Crees meesassquat
ahtick, is prized for making arrows and pipe stems, •••
Its berries ••• are used by the Crees under the name of
meesasscootoom-meena, both in a fresh and dried state."
(Listed as #179 Aronia ovalis Pers.Ench., in Richardson's
Botanical Appendix, Richardson 1823, p. 739.)
La Ronge, Sask.; "four sticks of the root about 4 inches long
and split lengthwise are boiled in a three pound lard pail
with water. The decoction is taken for flu and bad colds.
Cree name misaskatum." (M. A. Welsh, unpublished notes, 1967).
Pelican Narrows, Sask.; "His grandmother used to dry these
berries in the hot sun and store them for winter use in Birch
Bark Baskets. They were prepared for use by boiling or being
pounded into pemican." (Ib"id.) •

Obedjiwan, �ue.; The fruit of Amelanchier spp. was used for

food by the Obedjiwan Cree. (Black 1973, p. 147) .
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Apocynum androsaemifolium L., spreading dogbane.

"Occasional on exposed beaches, rock outcrops, open dry to mesic
forests, and open disturbed usually sandy places."

Cree name:
- - ...,

totosapowask.

Uses: Healing--A decoction was made from this plant to increase
lactation. The plant was also used to treat sore eyes (1).

e.

Aralia nudicaulis L., wild �arsaparilla.

"Common and abundant often representing the predominant forb in
all dry to moist forests except black spruce."

Cree name: waposocIpihk.
Uses: Healing--A decoc�ion taken internally was made from the root

mixed wi th other p l.arrts .
to treat sickness associated with

teething (2). A decoction of the root was used to wash the
teething child's infected gums'to prevent spread of the infec
tion (1). A decoction of the plant, excluding the berries,
was used to treat pneumonia in a child (1). A decoction of the
fruiting stalk was used to stimUlate lactation (1). The pow
dered root was an ingredient in many-herb remedy used to treat
various ailments (1).

Other reports of Cree use:

Western Canada; "The Crees use the root of this plant as a

remedy against venereal disease, under the name wawpoos
oootchepeh (rabbit root), and also apply the bruised bark of
its root to recent wounds." (Listed as Azalea nudicaulis
Willd •. #97 in Richardson's Botanical Appendix, Richardson' '1823,
p. 735).
Manouane, Que.; The chewed root was used to treat ear 'mala-,
dies (Raymond 1945, p. 119).
Pelican Narrows, Sask.; "The root of this plant was peeled
and the white woody portion chewed' to a pulp. This pulp was

applied to wounds as a dressing to promote healing and draw
out infection. Cree name--Wabusochepek." (M. A. Welsh,
unpublished notes, 1967).
Wabamun Indian Reserve , Alta.; Roots--" compress for cuts and
wounds." Cree name "Wa-pus-wo-tcha-pek". (Kerik and Fisher,
n, d., p , 24).

Similar species: Aralia hispida Vent. "Dry sandy pine woods and

grani te outcrops northward" (Brei tung 1957, p. 47). Two res
pondents, one from Pelican Narrows and one from Stanley Mission,
identified this species tentatively as waposocipihk on the
basis of

'

its resemblance to Aralia nudicaulis.
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No information on use was given for Aralia hispida by reSpon
dents.

Arctostaphylos uva-ursi (L.) Spreng., common bearberry.

"Common and abundant, found in various non-peaty habitats, but
especially characteristic of well-drained sandy or rocky
ground under dry jack pine forests where it may often form
extensive ground carpets."

Cree name: pithIkomin.

Uses: Food--The berry, cooked in grease, was pounded and mixed
with raw fish eggs to, make a dish called asiskakwanakahlkan
(3) •

Healing--A decoction of the stems of this plant and Vaccinium
myrtilloides was taken to prevent miscarriage without causing
damage to the baby (2) and to speed a woman's recovery after
childbirth (1). A tea of the whole plant and Vaccinium
myrtilloides was taken to bring menstruation (1). The root,
along with several other herbs, was used to slow excessive
menstrual bleeding (1). The raw berries were believed to
cause constipation if eaten in quantity. The berries mixed
with grease were given to cure diarrhea in one child (1).
Smoking materials--The dried leaves were mixed with tobacco
and smoked in a pipe (2).

Other reports of Cree use:
Western Canada; "

••• used, either by the Indians or English
to mix with tobacco." Name--"Jackashey-puck". (Hearne in
Glover 1958, po 293). "It is used for the same purpose (the
dried leaves are mixed with tobacco) by the Crees, who call
it Tchakashe-pukk." (Richardson �852, p. 303). The leaves are

used for smoking. Name--"atsakasl-puqa". (Curtis 1928).
Pelican Narrows, Sask.; "

••• the leaves dried in the sun

were USed for smoking when mixed with tobacco." (M. A. Welsh,
unpublished notes, 1970).
Entrance, Alta.; Part used was the
"About 15" boiled in water and the
diarrhea, especially in children.
edible. " (Kerik and Fisher, n , d. ,

underground stems and roots.

liquid drunk to treat
Leaves--smoking. Fruit--
p , 2).
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Artemisia frigida Willd., pasture sagewort.

This species is not common in the study area.

Respondents knew of several locations, one near Pelican
Narrows and one near Stanley Mission, where this plant grows.

Cree name:
- - W'" v

mostosomkask.

Uses: Healing--The leaves were used to
ache associated with a fever (1).
the leaves was drunk.

Trappijy lures--Ingredient in trap
lynx {3 •

treat fever (1) and head
For fever a decoction of

lures, especially for

Aster puniceus L., purple stemmed aster.

"In wet fen along creek. Apparently not common."

Cree name: pawistiko(h)maskIh�Ih� mistahIsakwI�sk, amo�sk.
The name pawistiko(h)maskihkih tended to be used in Pelican
Narrows in preference to mistahIsakwlwask. Several respon
dents in Stanley Mission considered pawistikom�skIhkIh and
mistahIsakwIwask to be separate entities distinguishable from
each other on the basis of rQo1 color and healing properties.
The application of the name amowask to this species may be
erroneous. The name amowask was applied by two respondents
to Achillea sp., and by only one respondent to Aster puniceus.

Uses: Healing--A root decoction was imbibed to make a person sweat
and reduce fever (8). The root was an ingredient in a decoc
tion imbibed to make a woman well after childbirth (2). The
root was an ingredient in decoctions taken for sickness
associated with teething (2) and failure to menstruate (1).
The root was chewed and put on a tooth for a toothache (1).
The root was used in the treatment of a condition known as

"twisted face" (epImikwIpathit) (1).

Astragalus americanus (Hook� Jones, American rattle-pod.

"Occasional on peaty banks, -boggy areas, fens and moist forest
clearings."

Cree name: kaslsIkwanIpathisihk. The plant is named for distinc
tive seed pods which rattle when ripe (rattle = sisikwan) •

Uses: Healing--The root was chewed and the juice swallowed to treat
stomach ache, cramp� or stomach flu (1).
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Similar species: In t�e flowering stage Astragalus canadensis L.
resembles � amerlcanus. Respondents identified A. americanus
by the seed pods unique to this species and by the taste of
the root. A. canadensis was neither named nor used.

Betula papyrifera Marshall (probably includes other tree species
with peeling white bark, i.e. � neoalaskana (Sarg.) Raup,
and hybrids between B. neoalaskana and � papyrifera), paper
birch.

papyrifera Marshall: "Common, but much le�s so than �
neoalaskana, occurring characteristically in mesic aspen,
spruce or mixed forests, especially common near shore."
B. neoalaskana (Sarg.) Raup: "A common tree species occurring
in a wide range of habitats from dry pine or aspen forests to
wet black spruce forests and the drier ridges of very wet
fens and bogs, but most· characteristically is mixed with
other tree species in fresh to moist forests. It is also

quite common along well drained shores."

Cree name: w�skway.

Uses: Food and beverage--Birch sap was collected and made into
syrup (3). The syrup was thickened with flour and eaten on

bannock. Birch cambium was eaten fresh from the tree trunk
(4). It was eaten as refreshment on portages, according to
one person. Large tree� have. the sweetest cambium. The
bark of the root (watapl) was used as a tea SUbstitute (2).
soft .rotting wood of birch (or poplar) was preferred for
smoke curing fish or meat (1).
Healing--Birch wood was an ingredient in a decoction taken
to treat back pain (1), to make a person sweat (1), and to
ensure an adequate supply of milk for breast feeding (1).
In the latter instance the wood used was taken from the base
of the tree, where the roots arise underground, and consisted
of a burl covered with woody spines. Dried, finely powdered
rotten birch wood was considered the best rotten wood to use
for baby powder--to put in folds of skin where rash is likely
to occur (1). Birch wood and inner bark were ingredients in
a decoction to treat "women's troubles" (1). The stem or

branch of a young birch tree was used in a decoction taken
for sickness associated with teething (1). The inner bark
was dried, ground and added to ointment made from pitch and

grease to treat persistent scabs and rashes (2), and was boiled
to make a wash to treat skin rashes and other skin sores (1).
A very thin layer of papery outer bark was used to bandage a

burn (4). A tub of birch bark was used to bathe a person in
an infusion of Shepherdia canadensis (1).
Craft and construction--Birch bark was used a) to cover a

tipi and b) to make baskets for food storage and collection
of berries (4), canoes (4), dishes to collect birch sap and
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fresh cambium (2), moOSe calls, dippers for water, funnels,
and cups. Toboggans, snowshoes, canoe paddles, wooden
spoons, stoppers for a sturgeon skin jar and hammers to pound
fish eggs were all made of birch wood. Birch poles were used
to frame a tipi (1) and were used for upright supports and
cross bars of the smoke-curing rack (2).
Tanning agents, stains and dyes--Rotten birch wood was

mixed with other kinds of rotten wood and cones to smoke tan
hides. The birch gave the hide a reddish color (1).
Fire starting--Birch bark was used for kindling (1).

Other reports of Cree use:

Hudson's Bay Territory; liThe white rotten wood of this tree
is boiled in a decoction of LedUm latifolium for an hour.
The wood is afterwards dried, rubbed to powder, and sifted.
In this state it is used for chafed surfaces, the flesh being
washed with cold water and the powder then sifted on ••••

It is also used as a dusting powder for children. II (Listed
as Betula . alba , Holmes 1884, p. 303).
Norway House, Manitoba; "

••• the buds are used in gonorrhea.
• • • The bark is infused and mixed with hemlock and other
pine barks in the treatment of consumption and other lung
troubles." (Listed as Betula alba, Strath, 1903, p , 738).
Cree name--Wuskwi.

Manouane, Que.; Birch bark was used in shelters, canoes,
baskets for collecting berries and to mould maple sugar.
(Raymond 1945).
La Ronge, Sask.; "In spring the trees used to be tapped and the
sap caught in birch bark cup and later boiled down to syrup.
Used as a sauce on fish and bannock." (M. A. Welsh, unpub
lished notes, 1967).
Buffalo Narrows, Sask.; "The Cree use the wood along with
other materials as a cure for Gonorrhea." (M. A. Welsh 1972,
p. 9).
Pelican Narrows, Sask.; "Birch bark baskets were used to store
dried berries· for winter by his grandmother. In the spring the
material next to the wood but under the bark was scraped in
masses and eaten in the spring. In the spring the trees were

tapped ••• " (M. A. Welsh, unpublished notes, 1967).
Wabamun Indian Reserve, Alberta; The bark was used for canoes,

baskets, and the innermost bark produces a dye. (Kerik and
Fisher, n, d.) •

Duffield, Alberta; sap was collected for syrup. (Kerik and

Fisher, n, d. ) •

Obedjiwan and Weymontaching, Que.; The sap was used to make

syrup. (Black 1973).
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Calamagrostis canadensis (Michx.) Beauv., marsh reed grass,
bluejo�nt.

"Common in woods, widely distributed." (Breitung 1957).

Cree name: maskosI.

Uses: The plants were made into a mattress when nothing else was

available (1). Winter storage pits for potatoes were lined
with this grass and the potatoes in the pit were covered
with plenty of grass to insulate them from frost (2).

Calla palustris L., water arum.

"Common in shallow water marshes, wet meadows, and fens."

Cree name: ocicakokat�sk.

Uses: Healing--The aerial stem was used to treat a sore leg (1).
Other--The plant was believed to be poisonous to touch, like
poison ivy, and poisonous to eat. It was said that bears
could eat it without being poisoned.

Campanula rotundifolia L., harebell.

"Frequent in dry open places, especially on rock outcrops in
pine forests, exposed beaches and disturbance clearings."

Cree name: mitIhimaskIhklh, mitlhimasklhklocIpihk.
Uses: Healing--The root was chewed for heart ailments (1).

Other reports of Cree use:

Muriel Lake, Alberta; "dried, chopped root made into a

compress to be placed on a cut or other wound to stop bleed
ing, reduce swelling and speed healing." (Kerik and Fisher,
n.d.).
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Carum carvi L., caraway.

"An escaped cultivar, rare in boreal Saskatchewan except near

settlements; its interesting and rather abundant occurrence
here is likely due to an accidental past human introduction
along Steephill Rapids Portage."

Cree name:
'I" • •

S1.C1.S1.S.

Uses: Food--The seeds were added as a flavoring to bannock (4).
Other=-The seeds were given to a crying child to quiet him
or her (1). ("Seeds" refers to the mericarp fruits.)

other reports of Cree use:

Norway House, Manitoba;. The rhizome and seeds were used.
"Physiological action: corrective and adjuvant, also singly
to relieve colic, etc. Infusion form is the vehicle of
administration•••• " Cree name--Iskotawatupe. (Listed as

Carum, Strath 1903, p. 738).
Stanley Mission, Sask.; liThe seeds of this plant were formerly
ground for flour. Cree name si tisuk. II· (M. A. Welsh, unpub
lished notes, 1967).

Chenopodium album L., lamb's quarters.

"An introduced weed in area of human disturbance."

Cree name: mthiniwp'akwatik.
Uses: Healing--A decoction of the plant was taken internally or

applied externally as a wash to treat painful limbs (1).

Similar species: Chenopodium berlandieri, native to the study
area, is very similar to C. album and the two species are
often grouped together by�axonomists (Dr. V. L. Harms,
pers. comm.).

Chimaphila umbellata (L.) Bart., prince's pine.

"Rare in mesic mixed forest. Apparently quite rare in Saskatchewan,
being known from rather few locations."

Cree name:
-. - - ... "

am1.skwathoWl.pak.

Uses: Healing--The plant was an ingredient in a decoction to treat
stabbing pain in the chest (1) and back ache (1). This species
(part unspecified) was used to make a tea or· decoction to
treat coughing up· blood (1). A decoction of the plant was

imbibed to stop coughing up blood (1).
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Other reports of Cree use:

Saskatchewan; Chimaphila umbellata was used to relieve pain
or fever caused by chest ailments due to heart conditions such
as angina pectoris. Cree name--amisk muskiki, "beaver tail
medicine", which is an allusion to the leaf shape which
resembles a beaver's tail. (M. A. Welsh, 1968).

Cicuta maculata L., (� douglasii (DC.) Coulter and Rose), water
hemlock.

"Occasional in shallow ponds, marshes, wet shores, and wet spo'ts
in forests."

Cree name: maciskatask.

Uses: Healing--The root was dried, powdered and made into a lina
ment applied externally (1).

Similar species: Cicuta bulbifera L. was identified by one respon
dent as resembling Cicuta maculata but she knew no name or

use for Cicuta bulbifera. Sium suave Walt., with edible
roots, resembles the poisonous � maculata and consequently
great care is taken in the collection of the former for food.

Cornus canadensis L., bunchberry.

"A common and abundant forb in fresh to moist forests of all
types. "

Cree name: sasakominan, kawiscowimin. Sasakominan was the name

used in La Ronge. The name kawiscowimin (or kithakiscowimin)
meaning roughly "itchy chin berry" signifies the bristly
feeling of the rough surface of the leaves on the skin.

Uses: Food--The berries were eaten as a fresh nibble (1).

Other reports of Cree use:

Manouane, Que.; Boiled with Gaultheria procumbens it is used
in a cold remedy. Mixed with branches of Taxus canadensis
it heals stomach troubles of women. (Raymond 1945).
Obedjiwan and Weymontaching, Que.; "This berry is known as a

food resource." "I t is us ed as a nibble however." "I t is
also a medicine at Obedjiwan but its use was not learned."
(Black 1973, p. 164, p. 327).
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Cornus stolonifera Michx., red osier, dogwood.

"Common shrub in moist woods, especially near shores."

Cree name: mithkwapIm�k (miskwapImak, mihkwapImak),
miskisikomaski{h)ki(h).

Uses: Healing--The berries or the pith (in spring when the
berries weren't available) were used to make a wash to treat
snow blindness (1). The pith was used to treat cataracts (1).
Craft and construction--The stem was used as a birch bark
basket rim (2).
Smoking materials--The dried inner bark was pulverized and
mixed with tobacco for smoking (6).

Other reports of Cree use:

Hudson's Bay Territory; "
••• fine scrapings of young bark

• • • is the form in which the bark is used as an emetic in
coughs and fevers. • • • The scraped wood is also smoked,
mixed with tobacco. Boiled with rust of iron it is used as

a black dye." (Listed as Cornus Sericea Herit, Holmes 1884,
p. 303).
Cumberland House, Sask.; "The inner bark is used as a

tobacco (kinikinik?) •••• It is smoked straight or mixed
with tobacco." (M. A. Welsh, unpublished notes).
La Ronge, Sask.; "The outer bark is soaked in water over

night and the· liquid used to color leather tan to brown."
(Ibid. ) •

Stoney Rapids, Sask.; "The outer bark of the red willow was

boiled in water and cooled, the decoction was used to color
Caribou hide giving it a wine color. The inner bark was

shredded, dried and used as a tobacco for smoking." (Ibi9-.,
1966).

Corylus cornuta Marsh., beaked hazelnut.

Common only in the southeastern boreal forest in Saskatchewan;
Meadow Lake Park, Pinehouse, La Ronge, Wapawekka Hills and
Sandy Lake are the northernmost records (Dr. V. L. Harms,
pers. comm.). Only two locations, one near Pelican Narrows
and one near La Ronge, were reported by respondents. In
neither of these locations were the bushes abundant.

Cree name: pakan�
Uses: Food--The nuts were eaten fresh as collected (1) or were

.

collected in quantity to use at a later time (1).

Other reports of Cree use:

Manouane, Que.; An infusion of the branch tips healed heart
troubles. (Raymond 1945).
Obedjiwan and Weymontaching, Que.; "This nut is generally
reported·as food•••• " (Black 1973, p. 132).
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Diervilla lonicera Mill., bush honeysuckle,

"Scarce in dry pine woods northward." (Brei tung 1957, p , 56).

Cree name: m�skoclpihk.
Uses: Healing--An infusion or decoction of the root or stem, was

cooled and put into the eyes to remedy soreness (3). A tea
made from the root was taken to ensure a good supply of breast
milk. For this the plant was used alone or mixed with other
herbs useful at the time of childbirth (3).

Other reports of Cree use:

Manouane, Que.; The leaves were a diuretic and were mixed with
those of Cornus canadensis. (Raymond 1945).

Empetrum nigrum L., crowberry.

"Rare, on north facing rock cliffs."

Cree name: asklminaslht.

Uses:- Food--The berries were eaten in the fall in the northern
parts of the study area where they are more ,abundant (2).
Healing--The leafy branches we�e used as a diuretic, especially
for children with a fever. For this purpose a branch was

a) chewed, b) ground and mixed. with grease or c) made into a

decoction•. In the last two cases it was applied externally.

Epilobium angustifolium L., fireweed.

"Common in all dry to moist forest types, becoming particularly
abundant and conspicuous after burning or other disturbance."

Cree name: athkapask (askapask)

Uses: Healing--The barked, macerated root was applied as a poultice
to a boil, abscess or other surface wound to draw out infec
tion (2). A plaster for treating bruises was made from the

. leaves (1).

Other aspects: Phenological indicator--Flowering coincided with
a time of moose fattening, and the appearance of coma (silky
seed hairs) with moose mating. .

Other reports 'of Cree use:

Manouane, Que.; The boiled roots were applied to unhealthy

�kift, (Rayme,\d 1945).
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La Ronge, Sask.; "The bark was removed from the stem and the
fibers in the stem were used for thread. The main or central
root was stripped of bark and chewed. The mass so obtained
was used as a dressing for wounds to stop bleeding." "The
root of this plant was stripped off and used as a dressing'
for sores and cuts. Cree name askapis." (M. A. Welsh,
unpublished notes).

Fragaria virginiana Duchesne, wild strawberry.

"Common in fresh aspen or mixed forests and especially along moist
shores. "

Cree name: otIhimin.

Uses: Food--The fresh berry (fleshy receptacle) was eaten on

sight as a nibble (2).

Other reports of Cree use I .

Manouane, Que.; The fruits are .collected and eaten. (Raymond
1945).
Muri el Lake, . Alta.; The roots "combined wi th the root of

. yarrow in the form of a cooled tea; us ed to cure insanity."
(Kerik and Fisher n.d.).
Obedjiwan, Que.; Planted and used as a fresh fruit. (Black
1973).

Geum allepicum Jacq. var. strictum (AitJ Fern., yellow avens.

"Frequent in fresh to moist, semi-open forests, wet open shores
and moist disturbance clearings."

Cree name: kakwIthltamowask. This and the next species were

named "j ealousy plant" (kakwlthltamowask). because the achenes
stick to the clothing of passers-by. One respondent explained
the basis for this as follows: "When that person is walking
by, and someone is jealous, (it's) just as if someone is try
ing to hurt you with those litUe spurs--they stick to your
clothing instead."

Uses: Healing--A decoction of the root alone or in combination
with other herbs was given to treat sickness associated with

teething (6). A decoction of the root was used to treat a

sore tooth or a sore throat (1). A decoction of the root and
other herbs was used to make a person sweat (1). The powdered
root was added to a many-herb remedy for treating various
ailments (1).
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Similar species: Geum macrophyllum was collected with only one

respondent who treated it as the same botanical entity as

G. allepicum. The two species are difficult to distinguish
from each other and hybridize creating intermediate forms.
The principal identifying characteristic used by respondents
was the presence of hooked achenes, a characteristic. common

to both species.

Geum macrophyllum Willd. var. perincisum (Rydb.) Raup, yellowavens.

"Occasional on wet open shores and moist disturbance clearings."

Cree name: kakmthltamowask.

Uses: Healing--A decoction of the root in combination with other
herbs was given to treat sickness associated with teething
(1) •

Heracleum lanatum Michx., cow parsnip.

"Common in moist woods and alluvial river flats" (Brei tung 1957,
p. 47). This species is not common in the study area.
Several sites where a few plants grew were known to

respondents both at Stanley Mission and Pelican Narrows,
including several locations where respondents had planted this
species.

Cree name: askIwfskatask, oskataskwistikwan. The name askIwIskatask
was used more often than oskataskwistikwan, especially in
Pelican Narrows where the name oskataskwistikwan, while
recognized as a synonym, was not the usual way people referred
to the plant.

Uses: Food--The leaf petiole was peeled and eaten fresh (1). The
main stem was split, roasted and the pith was scraped out and
eaten (4).
Healing--The ground root was mixed with other herbs, principally
Accrus calamus and Nuphar variegatum, to make a poultice
applied to painful limbs ()), or to the head in the case of
severe headache (1). In both cases the poultice could be
used in conjunction with a wash made from the same plants.
These three roots were also combined to make a poultice to treat
manchos (probably a reference to worms in the flesh) (1).

Other aspects: Propagation--It was reported that plants were easy
to establish from seeds and plants started from seed were

observed in Stanley Mission.
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other reports of Cree use:

Western Canada; "The roots and young stems of Heracleum lanatum
Michx. • • • is also used by the Crees of the eastern side
of the Rocky Mountains as a potherb." (R. Brown 1868,
p. 381).

Heuchera richardsonii R. Br .. , alum-root.

"Occasional, especially on rock outcrops in dry to fresh aspen,
mixed or pine forests."

Cree name: pithIkoclpIhk.
Uses: Healing-�The root, chewed or made into a decoction, was

taken to remedw diarrhea (4). An infusion was made from the
root to wash sore eyes (1).

Other reports of Cree use:

Western Canada; The root was chewed and applied as a vulnerary
to wounds and sores. Cree name--"pichequaow-utchepi".
(Richardson 1852).

Juniperus communis L., ground juniper.

"Fairly common in rather open, dry to fresh, aspen or jack pine
forests, especially on sandy slopes or rock outcrops."

Cree name: kakakiminatik (kakakIwiminahtik)

Uses: Healing--A decoction of a barked procumbent stem
at:' branch was used to treat diarrhea (2) and sore chest asso
ciated with lung infection (1). Other herbs in combination·
with the juniper branch or wood were used to make decoctions
to treat "woman's troubles" (1), sickness associated with
teething (2), sickness after giving birth (1), fever (1),
and a cough (2).

Other reports of Cree use:

Hudson's Bay Terri tory; "Wakinakim, the bark of Juniperus
communis L.--This is used to make a poultice for wounds."
(Holmes 1884, p. 302) Cf. Larix laricina as the plant likely
meant here.
Norway House, Manitoba; "Juniperus (Juniper) Nepewewutupe.
Part used: the berries or fruit, also the rhizome and root
proper according to the effect desired and also·the dried
leaves. Therapeutics: the berries ••• as a diuretic, the
leaves dried and powdered ••• in psoriasis and eczema, being
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dusted over the affected surfaces•••• and a very strong
fluid extract is made by infusing the scraped root in two
quarts and boiling it down to one pint and a dose of about
one tablespoonful given twice daily in calculus, cystitis and
Bright's disease." (Strath 1903, p. 739).
Entrance, Alta.; "Branches--for sore throat boil about 6" of
branch in three cups of water and gargle. II Cree name-
"Ka-ka-ke-men-a-tik". (Kerik and Fisher n.d.).
Cumberland House, Sask.; "The green berries but not the
dark purple berries are boiled and the infusion taken inter
nally for sore backs (kidney trouble). (M. A. Welsh,
unpublished notes).
La Ronge, Sask.; "

.•• his grandfather used to gather the
blue juniper berries, pound them up and smoke them in his
pipe for asthma." (Ibid. ) •

Buffalo Narrows, Sask.; "The Indians used the root of this
plant for medicine." (Ibid.) •

Similar species: Juniperus horizontalis was not seen growing in
the study area. According to Breitung (1957, p •.. 7) it
is "Common on dry river banks and sandy knolls." The two

respondents shown a dried specimen of � horizontalis knew
no name or use for the plant.

Larix laricina (DuRoi) K. Koch, tamarack, larch.

"Common in treed bogs, usually with black spruce, and in sedge
fens. "

Cr e e name: wakinakan.

Uses: Healing--The inner bark and according to some, the wood
also, were boiled to make a poultice to aid healing of frost-

.

bite (1) or deep cuts (3). In both cases, the decoction was

used to wash the wound. An unspecified part of the tree was

an ingredient in a treatment, involving 8 different kinds of

trees, to treat vomiting (1).
-

Craft and construction--The wood was used to make toboggans
( 1) •

Tanning agents, stains and dyes--Rotten wood was used for
smoke tanning leather, and gave the hide a yellow tint (1).

Other reports of Cree use:

Manouane, Que.; .Tea made from young branches is a laxative
(Raymond 1945).
Obedjiwan, Que.; "It is also used as medicine at Obedjiwan."
(Black 1973, p. 201).
La Ronge , Sask.; "The inner bark of the tamarack tree is
separated from the outer bark, boiled and the warm bark used
as a dressing for wounds to draw out infection." "Tamarack
bark was cut up finely then boiled and the resulting mass

[
plas8e. 8ft

W8b\�dS
to promote healing." (M. A. Welsh, unpub

lished notes).
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Ledum groenlandicum Oeder, common labrador tea.

"Common in all moist forest types; especially abundant in black
spruce forests and bogs."

Cree name: tImaskIk, kakIkIpak.

Uses: Beverage--The plant, with flower tops removed, was made
into a tea beverage (1).
Healing--The leaves were mixed with �rease or a grease and

pitch ointment and applied to burns (3). A decoction of the
plant was used to wash the burn before application of the
burn ointment (1), and also to wash itchy skin (1), sores on

the hands, and chapped skin including a cracked nipple, to
which a leaf was applied directly (1). A leaf with a little
fish oil on the underside was applied to the umbilical scab
to promote healing (1). The powdered leaves were applied
directly to a baby's skin to treat rashes in the skin folds
(2). The plant was used as a diuretic (1). A decoction of
the plant was used to treat pneumonia and with Acorus calamus,
whooping cough (1).

other reports of Cree use:

Hudson's Bay Territory; "The fresh leaves are chewed and
applied to wounds. The flowering tops are used as tea, and
should be gathered in full bloom." Cree name-i-Kar-kar=pukwa',
(listed as Ledum latifolium, Holmes 1884, p. 303) •.
Cumberland House, Sask.; "The dried leaves are infused and
used as a beverage." (M. A. Welsh unpublished notes).
Similar information was obtained from Timber Bay and Stoney
Rapids, Saskatchewan in 1966 by Mr. Welsh (Ibid.).
Weymontaching and Obedjiwan, Que.; The plant is used for tea.
The principal use at Weymontaching is as medicinal tea. "At
Obedjiwan it is used for headaches." (Black 1973, p. 332).
Muriel Lake, Alta.; "Leaves--dried, and made into herbal
tea for treating fever, colds, and other general ailments."
Cree name-s'Muakeko=pukwa? , (Kerik and Fisher n , d ; , p. 1.5).

Lilium philadelphicum L. var. andinum (NuttJ Ker, western wood

lily.

"Frequent in open woods and moist prairie." (Brei tung 19.57, p. 20) •.
The plant is common along the roads to La Ronge and Pelican
Narrows, but was not seen in the vicinity of Stanley Mission,
nor was it familiar to respondents there.

Cree name: wakican.

Uses: Food--The bulb, which consists of rice shaped segments, was

eaten fresh or dryas a nibble (1).
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other reports of Cree use:
Denare Beach, Sask.; "

••• the seeds forming in the flower
are excellent to eat. He called them prairie rice." (M. A.
Welsh unpublished notes, 1967).
Prince Albert, Sask.; "The small bulbs underground were eaten
by the Indians of the Prince Albert District." (Ibid.).

Lonicera dioica L. var. glaucescens (Rydb.) Butters, twining
honeysuckle.

"Common, especially in fresh aspen forests."

Cree name: sipaminakasIwa(h)tik •

.

f

Uses: Healing--An infusion of the inner bark either scraped from
or attached to the stem was used as a diuretic (5). The stem
was an ingredient in decoctions to treat blood clotting after
childbirth (1) and venereal disease (1).
Smoking materials--Stem internodes were used as pipe stems (2).
Toys--Stem internodes were used as pipestem for a rosehip
pipe (1).
Other--The hollow stem was a straw for children (1).

Other reports of Cree use:

La Ronge, Sask.; "the stems are cut into lengths between the
nodes and peeled. The sticks are-soaked in water and the
resulting liquid drunk in cases of urine retention and flu."
(M. A. Welsh unpublished notes, 1967).

Lycopodium annotinum L., stiff clubmoss.

"Frequent in fresh to moist, mostly coniferous woods, on moss

carpet."

Cree name: _Most respondents said that this plant did not have a

Cree name, but one person said it had a name that was diffi
cult to pronounce and she was unable to say it.

Uses: Food and beverage--Raw fish eggs were separated from the
membranes for use in fish egg bread by wringing the egg mass
and the plant together in the hands (3).

Similar species: Lycopodium obscurum L.--same use
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Lycopodium obscurum L., tree club moss.

"Fairly common but scattered in dry to mesic jack pine, aspen or

mixed forests."

Cree name: see Lycopodium annotinum.

Uses: Food and beverage--These plants were used to separate fish
eggs from their membranes in the same way as � annotinum.
This species was less easy to use because the stems are short
and the plants tend to separate in the hands (1).

Matteuccia struthiopteris (LI) Todaro var. pensylvanica (Willd.)
Fern.,Ostrich fern.

This species has not been reported previously from the study area.

It occurs along shaded streams and was collected with respon
dents at four different locations.

Cree name: kakaklwfkot.

Uses: Healing--The base of the stipe was an ingredient in a decoc
tion taken for back pain (3) and to s�eed expulsion of the
afterbirth (1).

Menth§. arvens�LI var . yillosa (Benth.) B. R. Stewart, wild mint.

"Frequent in wet but non-peaty places along shores, rock outcrops
and disturbance areas."

Cree name: amiskowlkask, wfkask. Amiskowlkask was the name most
often used in Stanley Mission.

Uses: Food and beverage--A few leaves were added to store-bought
tea to improve the flavor (4). Leaves were added to sturgeon
oil to sweeten its odor (1).
Healing--The ground flowers, mixed with those of yarrow, were

placed in a cloth, moistened and rubbed on infected gums to
remove pus (1) and the ground leaves or leafy stems were

applied to the gums to relieve toothache (1). To stop a

serious nosebleed the leafy stem and flower were wadded up to
fit the nostril and inserted (3). Tea made from the plant· was
taken to prevent the onset of a cold or to cure a prolonged
cold (2). The plant was an ingredient in an infusion given
to treat coughing up blood (1).

Other reports of Cree use:
&Ort'eJ B��rritory; "Among other drugs mentioned by
Haydon as leing in common use by the Cree Indians are--
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• •• Mentha canadensis L. in the form of tea, as a stomachic."
(Holmes 1884, p. 303).
Manouane, Que.; Much used against fever. (Listed as Mentha
canadensis, Raymond 1945).
Cumberland House, Sask.; "The dried and crumbled leaves are
made into a tea to be taken for headache and fever." "The
dried leaves are made into a tea for use in curing headaches
and colds." (M. A. Welsh, unpublished notes).
Muriel Lake, Alta.; "Entire plant--plant dried, chopped and
mixed with two other medicines to make a tea for treating
stomach disorders." Cree name--"A-mis-ko-we-ka-skwa". (Kerik
and Fisher, n.d.).
Wabamun Indian Reserve, Alta.; "Entire plant--tea used as

toni c. " (Kerik and Fi sher n, d. ) •

Mitella nuda L., bishop's cap.

"Frequent in all types of fresh to moist forest types on moss."

Cre� name:
- 'OJ -v--.oJ

amiskocawakayipak, ocawakeYlpak.

Uses: Healing--The leaf, crushed and wrapped in cloth, was

inserted in the ear to remedy earache (1).

Monotropa uniflora L., indian pipe.

"Relatively scarce in rich, fresh to moist, deciduous or mixed
forests. "

Cree name:
..... v v .... ....

mlpltahmasklhklh.

Uses: Healing--The flower was chewed to remedy a toothache (1).

Myrica gale L., sweet gale.

"Common and abundant in fens and shrub zones bordering shorelines."

Cree name: mwakopakwatik.
Uses: TrapPint lures--The pistillate catkins were an ingredient

in lures pasosan--Iure) ()o
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Nuphar variegatum Engelm., yellow pond lily.

"A common aquatic plant with floating leaves in 1-.3 m.of water
in sheltered bays, sluggish streams and deeper ponds."

Cree names waskatamo(h).' Leaf--oskItIpak (waskitipak).
Uses: Healing--The grated rhizome was mixed with grated Acorus

calamus rootstock and occasionally Heracleum lanatum root ,

as well, and made into a poultice with the addition of water
or grease to treat headache (1) and sore joints, swellings,
and painful limbs (6). The three roots together were made
into a poultice to treat manchos (probably a reference to
worms in the flesh) (1). A fresh or rehydrated dried
slice of the rhizome was applied to an infected skin lesion
to draw out the infection (2). The powdered rhizome was

added to a many-herb remedy to treat various ailments (1).
,

r

Other reports of Cree use:

Manouane, Que.; The seeds were eaten and the petioles were

sucked to slacken thirst. (Raymond 1945).
La Ronge, Sask.; "The roots are sliced like a cucumber,
strung on threads and dried. They are very bitter in taste
but are eaten dried or cooked." "Lily pad roots were cut
up into slices, dr-i.ed and stored. When an infected wound
required treatment they were soaked in water and placed on

the wound." (M. A. Welsh, unpublished notes).

•

Oxvcoccus microcarpus Turcz., (Vaccinium microcarpum (Turcz.)
Hook.; � oxycoccus L. var microphyllum (Lange) Rouss),
small bog cranberry.

"Common, usually on sphagnum moss in black spruce bogs, open bogs
and fens."

Cree name: maskekomin.

Uses: Food--The stewed berries were eaten with smoked fish (1).
Fresh berries were also eaten (4). Berries were collected
in fall and stored outside during winter or collected from
the plants in spring.
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Oxycoccus guadripetalus Gilib., (Vaccinium ovalifolius (Michx.)
Pors.,; � oxycoccus L. var oxycoccus), bog cranberry.

"Common, usually on sphagnum moss in black spruce bogs, open bogs_,
and fens."

Cree name:
v - -

.

maskekoml.n.

Uses: Food--used like o. microcarpus.

Othe� reports of Cree use:

Manouane, Que.; Eaten fresh or boiled with sugar. (Listed as
Vaccinium oxycoc·cus" Raymond 1945).
Obedjiwan and Weymontaching, Que.; The berry is used for food.
(Listed as Vaccinium oxycoccus .. L.,· Black 1973).
Pelican Narrows, Sask.; "Cranberries were picked in the fall
and stored in birch bark containers outside for winter use."
(M. A. Welsh, unpublished notes).-

Petasites sagittatus (Banks) Gray, arrow-leaved coltsfoot.

"Frequent in fens and marshy places."

Cree name: mosotawakayipak. Caltha oalustris leaf was given the
name mosotawakayipak by one respondent. Like the leaf of
Petasites sagittatus it resembles a moose ear and occurs in
a moist habitat. Since the respondent who identified Caltha
palustris leaf as mosotawakayipak was unfamiliar with how to
use it, this unusual identification may be a mistake.

Uses: Healing--The leaf was applied to worms eating the flesh
(mancos) (1) and to itchy skin (1).

Similar species: The flower of Petasites spp. called wapathaman
.

by two respondents was believed to cause a rash if touched.
The flower does not grow with the leaf which appears later
in the growing season. Whether respondents familiar with both
the leaf and flower consider them to be the same or distinct
plants was not determined.
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Picea glauca (Moench") Voss, white spruce.

"Common and abundant in fresh to moist, mixed or coniferous forests,
often representing a codominant or dominant species of the
tree canopy."

Cree name: minahik.

Uses: Healing--The pitch was mixed with grease to make an ointment
to treat skin rashes, scabies, persistent scabs and a growing
boil (4). Rotten spruce wood was dried, finely powdered and
used as baby powder and used to treat skin rashes (2). A decoc
tion of the inner bark was an ingredient in an arthritis
remedy (1).
Craft and construction--The wood was used to make canoe paddles,
floats for a fishing net, birch bark canoe ribs and gunwale,
the edging of a birch bark sewing basket base and lid, and

pegs used to fasten the tabs on the bottom and top piece to
the basket body during construction. The roots were used to
sew birch bark baskets and canoes (2) and the pitch used as a

sealant for birch bark canoes.(l). Dead standing trees were

used to make a moose hide stretcher (1). Sheets of thebark
were used for roofing on buildings and for tent flooring (1).
Tanning agents, stains and dyes--Dry rotten wood,often with
other ingredients such as jack pine cones,was burned to smoke
tan hides (3).
Masticatory--The gum was chewed for pleasure (1).
Other--A "spruce" log, probably white spruce because of its

large size, was split and hollowed out to make a dish to feed
fish broth to puppies (1).

Other reports of Cree use:

Manouane, Que.; The roots were used to stitch canoes, snow

shoes, and baskets. The gum was applied to wounds. (Raymond
1945) •

Obedjiwan and Weymontaching, Que.; The "gum is used as a

salve and is chewed like chewing gum for its laxative proper
ties." (Black 1973, p. 198).
Cumberland House, Sask.; "Spruce gum is melted with lard and

spread on a cloth to be used as a compress dressing in cases
of infection, blood poisoning etc. The gum, particularly the
pink gum is chewed as a confection. (M. A. Welsh, unpublished
notes) •

Stoney Rapids, Sask.; "Spruce gum was burned on a hot stove
when residents of the house suffered from colds. The gum was

also chewed by those who had colds." (Ibid. 1966).
Pelican Narrows, Sask.; "A rotted log ••• dried and reduced
to powder • • • is used as a dusting powder for skin rash in
babies. The powder if put in warm water will dye white goods
a yellow brown." (Ibid. 1967).
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Picea mariana (MiIIJ B.S.P., black spruce.

"Common and abundant tree in bogs and on moister, colder or poorer
forest sites where it often occurs in pure s tands ;"

Cree name: Ithina(h)tik (Itinatik)

Uses: Healing--The pitch was mixed with grease to make an oint
ment to treat skin rashes, scabies, persistent scabs and bad
burns (3). Several persons preferred to use black spruce for
this; others did not use this species but used Picea glauca
(white spruce) instead. A cone was chewed to relieve a

toothache (1) or a sore mouth (1). A decoction made from the
cones was gargled to remedy a sore throat (3) and imbibed to
cure diarrhea (2). The cones in combination with other herbs
were used to make a decoction imbibed to treat venereal
disease (1).
Craft and construction--Peeled black spruce poles were pre
ferred for tipi framing because of their straightness and lack
of taper (1), and were placed on top of the boughs on a pole
tipi to secure them (1). Small trees and boughs were used in
the construction of a shelter made of brush and a shelter for
storing moss (1). The boughs were placed on the ground in a

tipi for flooring (2) and in front of a tent door as a door
mat (1). The roots were used in sewing sheets of birch bark
together for a tipi cover (1), to stitch birch bark basket
and canoe seams and make designs on the ba.skets, to tie and
secure many .things such as the stick and bundle game made
from black spruce boughs, the arched roof trees of the shelter
for storing moss, and the ends of a birch bark dish. Pitch
was used to seal seams on a birch bark canoe (2). The wood
was made into canoe paddles (1).
Tanning agents, stains and dyes--The dry cones were mixed
with rotten white spruce wood to give smoke tanned hides a

golden brown color (1).
Masticatory--The gum was chewed for pleasure (1).
Toys--A stick and bundle game for children was made from bough
tips, roots and a �y stick (2).

Other reports of Cree use:

Manouane, Que.; The roots were used to stitch canoes, snow

shoes and baskets. The gum was applied to wounds. (Raymond
194.5.) •

Obedjiwan and Weymontaching, Que.; "At all locations in the

study the gum is used as a salve." (Black 1973, p. 200).
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Pinus banksiana Lamb., jack pine.

"Common and abundant tree occurring in mixed woods or in pure
stands, especially on well drained sandy or rocky sites."

Cree name: oskahtak.

Uses: Food--A paper thin layer of inner bark was peeled from the
bark and eaten. It was not eaten every year, nor was it
reserved only for emergenc;:y use (4). One person remembered
eating it at a temporary camp set up where a moose had been
killed and the meat processed.
Healing--The inner bark was used to make a poultice to aid
healing of a deep cut (2). It was used in a manner similar
to Larix laricina (tamarack) but was reported to be inferior
in quality (1).
Tanning agents. stains and dyes--The dry cones were mixed

.

with rotten white spruce wood to smoke tan hides (1).

other reports of Cree use:

Manouane, Que.; The Indians gash or cut the trees to extract
the gum which is used to caulk canoes. (Raymond 1945).

Polygala senega L., seneca-root.

"Common in rocky or sandy semi-wooded areas." (Brei tung 1957,
p. 43). This plant was observed only at one site known to

respondents on the southern edge of the study area near

Limestone Lake.

Cree name: sIkotakanlslkan, winslkIs.

Uses: Healing--The root was applied directly to a tooth to
remedy toothache (1). The root was used to treat sore mouths
(1). The powdered root was added to a many-herb remedy used
to treat various ailments (1).

Other reports of Cree use:

Denare Beach, Sask.; "
••• the Indians take the bloom,

cut it up, infuse it in water and drink this as a blood
medicine." (M. A. Welsh unpublished notes, 1967).
La Ronge, Sask.; "This plant is brought to La Ronge from
the south. It is used for treating sore throats, the roots

being chewed and the saliva swallowed. Cree name--weekees."
(Ibid. 1967).
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Polygonum amphibium L., water smartweed.

"Common aquatic plant in shallow water marshes, wet meadows and
wet shore fens."

Cree name: kamithkwacoahtik, kistotIwfcIpihk.

Uses: Healing--The fresh root was applied directly to blisters
in the mouth (1). The powdered root was added to a many-herb
remedy used to treat various ailments (1).

Polypodium vulgare L., common polypody.

"Common on rock outcrops in dry open forests, usually of jack
pine. "

Cree name: kakaklw{koc, ithlthlklhayaki (kathithikipakakI),
kinlpikotIthanlwlp�k.

Uses: Heali57--A decoction of the leaf was imbibed as a tuberculosis
cure ( 1 •

Other reports of Cree use:

Manouane, Que.; Used against kidney ailments' and neuralgic
pain. (Listed as Polypodium virginianum, Raymond 1945).

Populus balsamifera L., balsam poplar.
IICommon; especially abundant along well drained lake and stream

shores where it usually is the dominant tree species, but
also intermixed in aspen and mixed woods."

Cree name: mathamltos.

Uses: Healing--The sticky buds were applied directly to the
nostril to stop a nosebleed (3). Fresh leaves were applied
directly to a sore to draw out infection (1).
Trapping lures--The buds were mixed with other ingredients
to make a trap lure (1).

Other reports of Cree use:

Obedjiwan and Weymontaching" Que.; "
••• a salve is made

from the spring buds." (Black 1973, p. 233).
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Populus tremuloides Michx.,aspen, poplar

"Common and abundant, often in nearly pure stands on well-drained
land, or a codominant with other tree species in mixed woods."

Cree name: mitos.

Uses: Food--The cambium, which consists of a layer of sweet,
pulpy strands found between the bark and trunk in early summer
was scraped from the tree trunk with a knife and eaten fresh
(5). One person recalled eating this food on portages while
traveling. Dry rotting wood, such as that found in dead standing
trees, was used to make a fire to smoke cure whitefish and
moose meat (4).
Healing--The fresh leaf, crushed and applied directly to a bee

sting, reduced the irritation (1). The outer surface of the
bark was scraped to make a cure to treat venereal disease (1).
A white, powdery substance on the outer bark surface was scraped
off and used as a styptic (2).
Craft and construction--Poplar poles were placed upon the
birch bark cover of a tipi to secure it (1). The poles were

used to frame a tipi (1). Poplar trees were used to make a

deadfall trap for bear (1).
Toys--A toy whistle was made from a short section'of fresh
poplar branch (1).

Other reports of-Cree use:
Hudson's Bay Territory; "Metoos (Populus sp.?) Poplar Bark.--
• '0 • Another form of the bark consists of thinner pieces torn
into fine shredS. It is used in coughs, half an ounce, in the
form of a decoction, being the dose. • • • The inner bark of
the poplar is eaten in the spring by the Indians and is con

sidered to act as a mild purgative." (Holmes 1884, p. 303).
Manouane, Que.; Root scrapings are boiled and applied to
swollen or rheumatic joints. (Raymond 1945).
La Ronge, Sask.; "The inner bark taken from the side of the
tree on which the sun shines is used as a dressing for
wounds. Many people eat the inner bark in the spring.
Cree name metusk." (M.A. Welsh unpublished notes, 1967).
Similar information about eating the inner bark was obtained
in Pelican Narrows and about the wound dressing in Montreal
Lake.
La Ronge, Sask.; "The bark is boiled and the decoction
drunk as a cure for venereal disease." (Ibid. 1967).
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Prunus pensylvanica L.f., pin cherry.

"Frequent in sandy, open, dry pine or aspen forests especially on

rock outcrops and in dry sandy or rocky clearings of any
kind. "

Cree name: pasisawimin.

Uses: Food--The juice of the fruit was made into jelly (1).
Healing--The inner bark was used to make an infusion to treat
sore eyes (1).

�

Other reports of Cree use:

Manouane, Que.; The inner bark is grated and' the shavings are
boiled and applied to raw umbilical cords or those taking a

long time to heal. (Raymond 1945). .

Obedjiwan and Weymontaching, Que.; The fruit "is available
and eaten fresh." "

••• bark tea is used for coughs and
infections including blood poisoning." (Black 1973, p. 155,
p , 287).

Prunus virginiana L., choke cherry.

"Occasional in open fresh to moist aspen forests especially on

slopes near shores."

Cree name: takwahiminan.

Uses: Food--The fruit (including the pits) was crushed, mixed
.

\nth grease and eaten -(1). Fish eggs were sometimes added to
the crushed fruit and grease mixture (1). A pancake syru�
was made by cooking the fruit and removing the pits (1).
The drupes eaten raw in quantity without the admixture of

grease were believed to cause constipation.

Other reports of Cree use:

Western Canada; "Its fruit, termed Tawquoymeena, or choke
cherry, is not very edible in a recent state, but when dried
and bruised, forms an esteemed addi tion to pemican." (Listed
as Prunus Virginiana Willd. #176, Richardson's Botanical
Appendix, in Richardson 1823, p. 739).
Hudson's Bay Terri tory; "The bark is used fresh as a rule.
It is used as a cure for diarrhea. For this purpose a hand
ful of bark is scraped off a young bough and boiled in about
a pint of water and a wine glassful used as a dose."
(Holmes 1884, p. 303).
Cumberland House, Sask.; "The root is boiled in water and the
infusion drunk as a remedy for diarrhea." Similar information
was received in Prince Albert in 1967 by Mr. Welsh. (M. A.
Welsh, unpublished notes) 0
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Pyrola asarifolia Mlchx.,common pink wintergreen.

"Frequent in fresh to moist aspen or mixed forests."

Cree name: amiskotawakayipak, miskIsikomaskI(h)kI(h).
Uses: Healif7--An infusion of the leaf was used to treat sore

eyes (J. The plant was used to make a decoction taken to

stop coughing up blood (2)D

Similar species: Pyrola secunda L. was called pithiwipak (grouse
leaf) and was not used for healing.

Ribes glandulosum Grauer, skunk currant.

"Frequent in moist aspen, mixed or black spruce forests, and often
on rock outcrop s�ores."

Cree name: mithicImin.

Uses: Food and beverage--The fresh berries were eaten in consider
able quantity and with enjoyment (2). The stem was made into
a bitter tea beverage (1). .

Healing--The stem was used alone or with Rubus idaeus to
make a decoction given to prevent blood clotting after birth
(1) •

Other reports of Cree use:

Muriel Lake , Alta.; "Stems, Bark & Roots--a tea is made from

chopped wild black currant and skunk currant, and is used to

help a woman conceive." Cree name is "Mon-to-na-na-tik".
(Kerik and Fisher, n.d.).
Obedjiwan and Weymontaching, Que.; The fruit is eaten.
(Black 197J).

Similar species: Ribes triste Pall. has red berries like those
of R. glandulosum but they are not hairy, and � triste lacks
the distinctive musky odor of � glandulosum. The berries of

� triste are not eaten.
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Ribes hudsonianum Richards, wild black currant.

"Occasional in moist to wet deciduous forests, especially near

streams. "

Cree name: kaskitImin.

Uses: Food--The berries were made into jam eaten with fish,
meat or bannock (3).
Healing--Stem sections of this plant alone or with Ribes
oxycanthoides were made into a decoction to treat sickness
after childbirth (2).

Other reports of Cree use:

Muriel Lake� Alta.; "Stems, Bark & Roots--a tea is made from
chopped wild black currant and skunk currant, and is used to

. help a woman conceive." Cree name--"A-mis-ko-na-na-tik".
(Kerik and Fisher n.d., p. 10).
Wabamun Indian Reserve, Alta.; "fruit of most species of
Ribes used as food." (Kerik and Fisher n.d., p. 10).

Ribes oxycanthoides L., wild gooseberry.

"Frequent in fresh to moist aspen or spruce forests, and in moist
overgrown areas of former human disturbance."

Cree name: sapomin.
Uses: Food--The berries were eaten fresh (2).

Healing--A decoction was made from the stems of this plant and
Ribes hudsonianum to treat sickness after childbirth (1).

Rosa acicularis Lindl., prickly rose

"Common and often abundant in nearly all types of dry to moist
forests, and in moist disturbance vegetation."

Cree name: okinI.

Uses: Food--The ripe hips were eaten as a nibble but the seeds
were spit out because they were believed to irritate the
intestinal tract (3).
Healing--An infusion of the root was used to treat sore eyes
(1). The root was an ingredient in a decoction taken for

coughs (1).
Toys--A fresh rose hip was halved and hollowed out to make a

bowl for a toy pipe (3). A necklace was made by stringing the
tae

fir�.·
on a string (2).

(
.
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other aspects: Wisakechak storv--Wisakechak experiences the discom
forts of eating rosehips without spitting out the seeds.

Other reports of Cree use:

Entrance, Alta.; "Lower stems or roots--peeled and t" layer
of white inner bark (phloem) boiled in 3 Tbsp of water for
5 minutes. The yellow liquid is cooled and applied to sore

eyes." (Kerik and Fisher n.d., p. 22).

Rubus arcticus L. ssp. acaulis (Michx.) Focke, dwarf raspberry,.

"Frequent and often common in very moist deciduous and mixed
forests, especially bordering on streams and in fens."

Cree name: oskIsikomin.

Uses: Food--The fruit was eaten fresh when encountered (1).

Rubus chamaemorus L., cloudberry.

"Abundant in open and black spruce bogs."

Cree name: kwakwakacosimin, mistahimins. The name kwakwakacosimin
was preferred in stanley Mission and used exclusively in
La Ronge. In Pelican Narrows mistahImins was preferred.

Uses: Food--The fresh fruit was eaten (2).
HeaIIng--The root was an ingredient in a decoction called
"woman's medicine" (1). The root and lower stem were used to
make a decoction to remedy barrenness in women (1). A
decoction of the plant was used to aid a woman in hard labor
(1) •

Other reports of Cree use:

Muriel Lake , Alta.; "Entire plant--combined with labrador
tea to produce a herbal medicine for treating fevers, colds
and other general ailments." Cree name--"Ka-we-kway-ya-kway
we-ka-tak". (Kerik and Fisher n , d , , p. 9).
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Rubus idaeus L., wild red raspberry.

"Frequent in open and semi-open places in dry to moist aspen or

mixed forests becoming particularly abundant in moist dis
turbed areas."

Cree name: athoskan.

Uses: Food--The fruit was eaten with dried fish flesh and
fish oil (1). The young leafy shoots about 8 inches tall
were picked, peeled and the tender inner part eaten (2).
Healing--The stem and upper part of the root were ingredients
in decoctions to treat sickness associated with teething (1),
to help a woman recover after childbirth (4) and to slow
menstrual bleeding (1).

other reports of Cree use:

Norway House, Manitoba; "Part used: the leaves infused in
boiling water .••• Therapeutics: in cholera infantum and

dysentery, this infusion is given ad. lib. combined with a

strong decoction of willow bark with very good effect." Cree
name "Uskemina". (Listed as Rubus Strigosis, Strath 1903,
p , 740).
Manouane, Queo; The berries are eaten in abundance. The
roots are used in the case of bloody urine. (Raymond 1945).
Montreal Lake, Sask.; fl

••• some of the Cree people ate

raspberries in the belief that they were good heart medicine."
(M. A. Welsh unpublished notes, 1966).
Obedjiwan, Que.; The berries are used for food. (Black 1973).

Rubus pubescens Raf., dewberry.

"Common in fresh to moist aspen or mixed woods; also frequent in
white or black spruce forests and willow fen fringe."

Cree name: osklsikomin.

Uses: Food--The fresh fruit was eaten when encountered (2).

Rumex mexicanus Meisn., narrow-leaved dock.

"Occasional on moist, often rocky shores and moist clearings,
becoming rather weedy in human disturbed areas."

Cree name: pikwataskoplwahtik.
Uses: see � orbiculatus. Both species of Rumex have the

[ ".lee !�n��e respondent implied that the species
..

.,..�__....__.....�sed an the s ......

·f
manner.

1.58

same

were
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Rumex orbiculatus Gray, water-dock.

"Frequent in wet meadows, sedge fens, and peaty shores of streams
and lakes."

Cree name:
•

\J - or •

p�kwataskop�waht�k

Uses: Healing--A decoction was made from the whole plant and

applied externally to painful joints (1).

Salix spp., willow. (Species collected are � interior Rowlee
(sandbar willow), and possible � bebbiana Sarge (beaked
willow), and possible �'discolor Muhl. (pussy willow).)

Willows are common and widely distributed throughout the study
area.

Cree name:
.... • r

n�p�s�.

Uses: Healing--The root inner bark (of Salix bebbiana possibly)
was chewed and applied to a deep cut, such as an axe cut, to

stop bleeding and to promote healing without infection (3).
An infusion of inner bark (of � discolor possibly) was taken
to cure diarrhea (1).
Craft and construction--The stem was used to rim birch·bark
baskets (1), to make bows and arrows (1), to make a bead

weaving loom (1), to make a stopper for a sturgeon skin jar
(1) and a fish roasting stick (3)., Willow bark was made into

netting to clean pitch used in sealing birch bark canoes (1)
and to catch fish (1). It was also used to tie or fasten many
things, such as the fish roasting stick, rock fish net weights
(1), birch bark moose call (1), snowshoe frames, which are

tied together before they are bent (1), as well as bundles
to be carried by hand (3).
Toys--A whistle was made from a willow branch (1).

Other reports of Cree use: .

Manouane, Que.; The inner bark (of Salix discolor) is powdered
and put into boiling water to make a paste to apply to a sore

throat. The young branches, infused, bring about lactation
in young mothers. (Raymond 1945).
La Ronge, Sask.; "The bark of the common pussy willow was

used to make rope." (M. A. Welsh, unpublished notes).
Obedjiwan, Que.; "Willow bark is used as a tea substitute
for aspirin." (Black 1973, p. 228).
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Sarracenia purpurea L., pitcher-plant.

"Occasional in bogs northward." (Breitung 19.57, p. )7).

Cree name: athIkacas

Uses: Healing--A decoction of the root was given to a woman to

prevent sickness after childbirth (1), and with other herbs,
was taken as a decoction to help expel the afterbirth (1).
The root was an ingredient in a decoction imbibed for treat
ment of venereal disease (1). A decoction or infusion of the
leaf was taken to remedy sickness associated with absence of
menstrual period (1). An unspecified part of the plant
was an ingredient in a decoction taken for pain in the
lower back (1).
Toys--Children used the leaf as a toy kettle, and cooked
meat inside it over an open fire ().

Other reports of Cree use:

Manouane, Que.; The root is a diuretic. Mixed with beaver
kidneys it heals urinary tract maladies. The dried leaves
are found in all the houses of Manouane. (Raymond 194.5).
Alberta; An extract of the leaves and stems is drunk for
menstrual disorders and pregnancy. The Cree name is "frog
pants.

" (Kerik and Fisher n, d. ) •

Obedjiwan and Weymontaching, Que.; "The top of the root is
boiled to make a tea used to treat urinary difficulties."
(Black 197), p. 269).

Scirpus acutus Muhl., great bulrush.

"This species was noted and is likely quite common in the study
area; • • ."

'II - - .... - -\I

Cree name: mwaskosiwan, Oklhcikamiwask. The name ocean plant
(oklcikamIwask) signifies that the plants grow everywhere,
even the ocean.

Uses: Food--The stem base and tender leaf bases were eaten fresh
as they were collected from a boat (4).

Other reports of Cree use:

La Ronge, Sask.; "When the plants are young the plant is
pulled and will break loose from the roots. The bottom
several inches is tender and is eaten raw out of hand."
(M. A. Welsh unpublished notes, refers to the genus Scirpus).
Cumberland House, Sask.; "The pith from the stem is used as

a compress under a dressing to stop bleeding." (Ibid., refers
. to the genus Scirpus).
Prince Albert, Sask.; "The roots of this plant were eaten by
the. Indians of Prince Albert." (Ibi d , , ref ers to the genus

� r=» .. ).
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Similar species: Scirpus validus and Scirpus acutus are virtually
indistinguishable from each other.

Scirpus validus Vahl., common great bulrush.

"Common and abundant emergent aquatic plants in deep to shallow
water marshes in lakes, sluggish rivers and ponds."

Cree name:
v - - - - - v

mwaskosiwan, okihcikamiwask.

Uses: See Scirpus acutus--use the same.

Other reports of Cree use:
See Scirpus acutus.

Shepherdia canadensis (L.) Nutt., Canadian buffalo-berry.

"Frequent in fresh, aap en fore,sts and shrubby areas near shores."

Cree name: kinIpikomina(h)tik.

Uses: Healing--A decoction of the plant was a�plied externally
to treat aching limbs, arthritis, etc. (4), and to treat sores

on the head and face (1). The stem was an ingredient in a

decoction taken for venereal disease (1). The root was an

ingredient in an infusion taken for coughing up blood (1).
An infusion of the inner bark, scraped from the stem with a

downward motion, was used as a laxative (2). The most recent
year

I
s growth of the twigs was used to make a decoction taken

to prevent miscarriage (1).

Other reports of Cree use:

Entrance, Alberta; "Frui t--whipped wi th sugar for dessert
dish, fresh or dried. Too many causes diarrhea." Cree names

"ice cream berry", "snake berry". (Kerik and Fisher n , d. ,

p. 5).



Sium suave Walt., water parsnip •

. "Frequent to sometimes abundant along marshy shores in 0 to i meter
water depths, in wet meadows and fens."

Cree name: oSkatask.

Uses: Food--The roots, collected in early spring or late fall,
were roasted, fried or eaten raw (7). It was widely believed
that only those roots collected from the Churchill River were
edible and those collected in other locations were poisonous.

Similar species: Cicuta maculata, whose Cree name is bad oskatask
was known to be poisonous and therefore collection of Sium
roots was done with great care. The fact that the plants
grow in the same kind of habitat required knowledge of the
plants involved to utilize the edible one. Respondents knew
the distinguishing characteristics between these two species,
but feared that cr�ldren, if they saw their parent collecting
the roots, might imitate them and inadvertantly pick and eat
the poisonous root instead of the edible one.

Sorbus decora (Sarg.) Schneid., mountain ash.

"In woods; central eastern part of the area." (Brei tung 1957.
p. 40). This plant was not observed growing in the study
area, . except where it was planted, but was seen at Denare
Beach (southern edge of the study area).

Cree name: maskominanatik. In Stanley Mission this name is
applied to Actaea rubra.

Uses: Healing--A decoction of the peeled sticks was imbibed for
the treatment of back pain (1).

Other aspects: Propagation--A �t from south of the study area
was planted near Pelican Narrows. The respondent who planted
it said that the tree must be protected from moose in order
to survive.

Other reports of Cree use:

Denare Beach, Sask.; "
••• the inner bark of the mountain

ash (author gives the scientific name as Sorbus scopulina
Greene) taken from plants that are not producing berries and
from the part just above the roots is boiled and the decoction
taken for backache and rheumatism. It is taken as tea morning
and night at bed time. It tastes like cherry wine. II (M. A.
Welsh, unpublished notes, 1967).



Symphoricarpos a Ibus (L.) Blake, snowberry.

"Frequent on exposed, semi-open slopes in fresh aspen forests."

Cree name: mahIkanimin.

Uses: Healing--The berry was made into an infusion to treat
sore eyes (5). The root and stem were ingredients in a decoc
tion taken to treat fever associated with teething sickness
(1), and to treat ve�eal disease (1). An infusion of the
whole plant was imbibed as well as applied externally to
treat a skin rash (1).

Other reports of Cree use:

For similar species, Symphoricarpos occidentalis, Muriel Lake,
Alta; "Bark--inner bark steeped for eyewash; small amounts
of sugar and alum can also be used in this mixture." Cree
name "Ma-he-kum-na-na-che-kus". (Kerik and Fisher n. d. ,

p. 5).

Thuja occidentalis L., white cedar, Arbor Vitae.

This plant does not grow in the study area. The closest native
population is at Cedar Lake, Manitoba, but the. species has
been planted west of this locatio�.

Cree name: masikIskaslht.

Uses: Healing--The needle covered branches were made into a

decoction or chewed to extract the juice and taken internally
to treat urine retention (4), or a sore bladder (1). The
branches were an ingredient in a decoction �aken for pneu
monia (1). The powdered branches were an ingredient in a

many-herb remedy used to treat various ailments (1).

Typha latifolia L., common cattail.

"Sporadically occurring but locally often very abundant in shallow
water and marshes of lake margins, sluggish streams, ponds
and fens or wet meadow pools."

Cree name: otaw.ask. Flower spike--paslkan.
Uses: Food--The fresh stem base and young shoots were eaten in

Jury-T3). The peeled roots were dried over a fire for winter
stora�e (1) or were eaten raw, any time of the year obtain-
able (2). .
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Other reports of Cree use:

Mano�ane, Que.; The Indians collect the wool ("laine") from
the tails to make mattresses. (Raymond 1945).
Denare Beach, Sask.; "

••• the roots are good to eat just
before the plant blooms. They may be eaten raw or dipped in
boiling water." (M. A. Welsh, unpublished notes, 1967).
Prince Albert, Sask.; "The roots of this plant were eaten
by the Indians around Prince Albert." (Ibid. 1967).
Wabamun Indian Reserve, Alta.; "Stems--Iower portion of stem
is edible in spring only." (Kerik and Fisher n , d., p. 6).

Urtica dioica L., common nettle.

"Fairly frequent naturally on wet alluvial soil along shores but

greatly increasing in abundance often forming large colonies
in wet disturbance vegetation."

Cree name:
w

masan.

Uses: Healing--A decoction made from the plant was imbibed to
keep blood flowing after childbirth (1).

,Vaccinium myrtilloides Michx., blueberry.

"Frequent to often common in dry to fresh, pine, aspen, mixed or

spruce forests."

Cree name: Ithinimin, sIpIko(h)min.
Uses: Food--The berries were eaten raw (3) or made into jam to

be eaten with fish, bannock, etc. (1).
Healing--The plant or leafy stems were ingredients in decoc
tions used as "woman's medicine" (1), taken to prevent mis
carriage (2), to bring blood after childbirth (1), to bring
menstruation (1), to slow excessive menstrual bleeding (1),
and to make a person sweat (1). A decoction of the stems
was used to prevent pregnancy (1).

Other reports of Cree use:

Manouane, Que.; The berries play an important role
diet. Some are eaten fresh. Others are cooked to

paste which solidifies. They will keep two years.
1945) •

Stoney Rapids, Sask.; "Blueberries were picked in the fall
and frozen in birch bark baskets and stored for winter use."
(M. A. Welsh, unpublished notes, 1966, listed as � angusti
folium Ait. var. hypoplasium Fern.).
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Pelican Narrows, Sask.; "His grandmother used to dry blue
berries in the hot sun and store them for winter use in
birch bark baskets. "The berries were prepared for use by
boiling or (were) pounded into pemican." (Ibid. 1967,
listed as � angustifolium Ait. var. hypoplasium Fern.).
La Ronge, Sask.; "Blueberries were used to colour porcupine
quills. She thinks that they were boiled with the quills.
Color blue." (Ibid., listed as L.. angustifolium Ait. var.

hypoplasium Fern.).
Obedjiwan and Weymontaching, Que.; "This is one of the
species of blueberries commonly used by the bands in my
study area. • • • Blueberries are probably the most highly
regarded wild plant foods in the study area." (Black 1973: 166) •

Similar species: There is a plant called niskamin (goose berry)
in Cree which,based on the descriptions given by respondents,
could be Vaccinium uliginosum L. Several locations where
this plant grows in the study area were known to respondents,
but it is most common north of the study area. Because of
its scarcity in the study area it was not used habitually.
A synopsis of the descriptions of this plant follows:
the berries, like blueberries, are edible and blue, but the
plant grows lower to the ground than the regular blueberry
plant and is found in muskegs unlike the regular blueberry.

Vaccinium vitis-idaea L. var. minus Lodd., mountain cranberry,
cow-berry.

"Frequent to often common in dry to usually wetter forests of all
types and in bogs of all type s."

Cree name: w{saki(h)min.

Uses: Food--The berries were eaten raw as a nibble, were stewed
and served with fish or meat (4), or were mixed with boiled
fish eggs, livers, air bladders and fat and eaten (2). The
berries were stored during winter by freezing outside (1).
Toys--Firm, ripe berries were strung on a string to make a

necklace (1).

Other reports of Cree use:
.

Stoney Rapids, Sask.; "Cranberries were gathered in the fall
and frozen in birch bark baskets and thus preserved for winter
consumption." (M. A. Welsh, unpublished notes, 1966).
La Ronge, Sask.; "These berries were used to colour porcupine
quills red. She thinks that the quills were boiled with the
berries." (Ibid. 1967).
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Valeriana septentrionalis Rydb., valerian.

"Frequent in moist swampy thickets northward." (Brei tung 1957,
p. 58). The plant was not observed to grow in the study
area. It was generally known to respondents as a plant with
a southerly distribution, e.g. Tweedsmuir, but one respondent
knew of a location north of Sandy Bay where this plant was

said to grow.

Cree name: apiscIsakwIwaskwos.
Uses: Healing--The root was chewed, put into a cloth and placed

in the ear to treat an earache (2), and rubbed on the head
and temples to treat headache (1). The root was applied
externally in the case of a seisure, especially in babies
(1). The powdered root was an ingredient in a many-herb
remedy to treat various ailments (1) and to treat menstrual
troubles (1). An infusion of the root was an all purpose
medicine (1). The root was an ingredient in a decoction
to treat pneumonia (1) and in a smoking mixture for colds
(1) •

Love medicine--The root was said to be an ingredient in love
medicine (1).

Viburnum edule (Michx.) Raf., low bush cranberry.

"Common to abundant in fresh to moist aspen, mixed, white spruce
and black spruce woods."

Cree name: mosomina(h)tik.

Uses: Food--The berries were eaten raw as a nibble (1). Jam or

jelly was made from the berries (2). The berries were

collected in fall and frozen, or were left to freeze on the
bush (1).
Healing--The unopened flower buds were chewed and applied to
sores on the lips (1) and the twig tips were chewed and
swallowed for a sore throat (2). The root was an ingredient
in a decoction taken for sickness associated with teething
(1). The plant was an ingredient in a gargle taken for sore

throat (1), and an infusion of the leaves and stems was

taken for sore throat (1).
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APPENDIX 4.

Vocabulary of Cree Plant Names and Botanical Terms

Pronunciation guide: Consonants are pronounced for the most

part as in English. The following should be noted. P, t, and k

are usually voiceless unaspirated stops; occasionally in the middle

of a word p is voiced as b, and k as g. C is pronounced ts as in

cats or ch as in cheese, not as c in £ease or £ut. Ts and ch are

interchangeable sounds but as one respondent noted, ts tends to

be typical of Pelican Narrows and ch of Stanley Mission. Aspira

tion, symbolized by "h", e.g. wask;atamoh and wihkis, was difficult
,

to hear consistently in normal speech, especially that of persons

from Pelican Narrows. Aspiration heard in the speech of some but

not all respondents appears in parentheses. The vowels are pro

nounced as follows: a as in father, a as in bat, a as in luck,

r as in beet, i as in bit, 0 as in bQQt or pgt, 0 as in b�t, e as

in b_gt.
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are usually voiceless unaspirated stops; occasionally in the middle

of a word p is voiced as b, and k as g. C is pronounced ts as in

cats or ch as in cheese, not as c in cease or �ut. Ts and ch are

interchangeable sounds but as one respondent noted, ts tends to

be typical of Pelican Narrows and ch of Stanley Mission. Aspira

tion, symbolized by "h", e.g. was�atamoh and wihkis, was difficult
,

to hear consistently in normal speech, especially that of persons

from Pelican Narrows. Aspiration heard in the speech of some but

not all respondents appears in parentheses. The vowels are pro

nounced as follows: a as in father, a as in b�t, a as in luck,

r as in beet, i as in bit, 0 as in boot or put, 0 as in b�t, e as

in bet.
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Vocabulary of Cree plant names and botanical terms.

1. akamaskIwr wI(h)kIs: wi(�kIs from across the ocean. cf. wi(h)kis.
Refers to store�bought ginger in Stanley Mission.

2.

3.

akwawkopI: algae which form a green film on the surface of
still water.

amiskominatik, -wak: beaver (amisk) berry (-min) bush (-atik).
Refers to a bush which resembles "gooseberry" but lacks thorns.

amiskocaw�ka¥ipak: beaver (amisk) ear,diminutive (cawakay)
leaf (-pak). Refers to Mitella nuda leaf.

amiskotawakayipak, -osa: beaver (amisk) ear (tawakay) leaf (-pak).
Refers to Pyrola asarifolia leaf.

6. amiskowikask, -wa: beaver (amisk) wIkask, cf. wIkask. Refers
to Mentha arvensis.

4.

5·

amiskwathowipak, -wa: beaver (amisk) tail (?-thow-) leaf

(-pak). Refers to Chimaphila umbellata.

amowask, -wa: bee (ama) plant (-wask). Refers to Achillea
sibirica, Aster puniceus. The application of this name to
Aster puniceus may be erroneous. It probably refers most
correctly to Achillea spp.

9. anikwacasimin: squirrel (anikwacas) berry (-min). Refers to
Geocaulon lividum berry.

7.

8.

10. anskawask, -wa:. jointed stem? (anska-) plant (-wask). Refers
to Phragmites communis.

11. apiscInipisis: small (apiscI) willow (nipisis). Refers to
a.small "willow" which grows in muskegs.

12. apiscI§akw1waskwos, a: Meaning unclear. apisci means small,
sakwiwask may signify the strong smell of the plant. Refers
to Valeriana septentrionalis root. Also heard: apiscisakwI
waskos.

13. asinlwakon,. akl rock (asinI) egg? (wakon). Refers to
Actinogyra muhlenbergii and Umbilicaria vellea. Also heard:
asinlwakwan.

14. asisIya, plural: Refers to aquatic plants, such as Potamogeton
spp., which grow in shallow water.

15. askapask, wa: see athkapask.

16. askiminasiht, -ak: ground (aski-) berry (min) bough (-sIht).
Refers to Empetrum nigrum. Berry: asklmin.
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17. asklwicipihk: ground? (asklwi) root (chipihk). Refers to
Corydalis sempervirens basal rosette.

19·

askIwIskatask, -wak: ground (asklwi-) carrot (oskatask).
Refers to Heracleum lanatum.

askIya, plural only: Meaning unclear, translated as "moss."
One respondent implied that askIya is related to the word
for muskeg, i.e.·�skik or maskehk. Refers to Sphagnum fuscum,
� nemoreum and probably other Sphagnum species.

18.

20. astakanask,
communis.

..,

-wa: meaning unknown. Refers to Phragmites

21. ,astaskamik, -wa: stuck to the ground or close to the ground.
Refers to Pleurozium schreberi, Stereocaulon tomentosum
and possibly other low lying non-vascular plants of the forest
floor. .

r

22. athikacas, -ak: frog (athikas) stomach, diminutive (cas).
Refers to Sarracenia purpurea leaf.

23. athIkimin, -a: frog (athlkas) berry (-min). Refers to Ribes
triste berry.

24. athItImina, plural:
peas. Also heard:

meaning unknown. Refers to store bought
athIcImina.

25. athkapask, wa:
angustifolium.

meaning unknown. Refers to Epilobium
Also heard in Stanley Mission: askapask.

26. athoskan: Meaning unknown, translated as "raspberry: Refers
to Rubus idaeus fruit.

27. atimokot: dog (atim) nose (kot). Refers to a plant described
as resembling moss and found on trees growing in burned over

birch stands.

28. atikomiciwin: caribou (atik) food (miciwin). Refers to
Cladina alpestris.

29. atospI, ya: Meaning unknown. Refers to Alnus rugosa, but on

occasion was used as follows: "there are two atospls, mithkotospi
(A..!. rugosa). and mathatospl (A.:. crispa). • ."

30. i-mithkwaki askIya: red (i-mithkwaki) moss (asklya). Refers
to a red form of Sphagnum nemoreum.

31. iskwiwatik: woman (iskwiw) plant (-atik). Refers to basal
rosettes of Sarracenia purpurea, Achillea sp. and Rubus
chamaemorus.

32. Ithina(h)tik, -wak: people (Ithiniw) tree (-a(h)tik). Refers
to Picea mariana. Also heard:- Itinatik. Bough: Ithinasiht,
Itinasiht, or itinatikwasiht.
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33. Ithinimin, -a: people (Ithiniw) berry (-min). Refers to
Vaccinium myrtilloides berry.

34. ithIthIklhayaki: Meaning unclear, but "the name signifies a

zigzagged leaf margin. Refers to Polypodium vulgare. Also
heard: kathithiklpakakI.

35. kakakiminatik,-w�: raven (kakakiw) berry (min) plant (-atik).
Refers to Juniperus communis. This form of the_name was used
by three respondents in Pelican Narrows. Kakakiwiminahtik
was heard in Stanley Mission. Bough: kakakiminasiht, and
kakaklwaslht in Stanley Mission.

36. kakaklwIkot, -a: raven (kakaklw) beak (kot). Refers to
Matteuccia struthiopteris stipe base.

37. kakaklwfkoc: raven (kakakiw) beak, diminutive (koc). Refers
to Polypodium vulgare.

38. kakaklwiminahtik: See kakakiminatik.

39. kaklklpak, -wa: Meaning unclear; the word signifies leaves that
stay on the plant for a long time. Refers to Ledum
groenlandicum leaves.

40. kakwIthItamo�sk, -wa: jealous (he or she is jealous =

kakwfthItahk) plant (-wask). Refers to Geum allepicum·and
Geum macrophyllum.

41. kamithkwacoahtik: Meaning unknown. Refers to Polygonum
amphibium.

42. kamithkwawakasihk:
kamiskwawakasihk.

red (mithkwaw) sand (waka-). Also heard:
Refers to store-bought cinnamon.

43. kapwlpoclpathisit: Meaning unclear; the word signifies that
smoke (spores) comes out of the puffball. Refers to Lycoperdon
spp. Also heard: kapipoclpathisihk.

44. kaslsIkwanIpathisihk, i: Meaning unclear; the word signifies
that the seed PQds make a sound like a rattle (sIsIkwan).
Refers to Astragalus americanus.

45. kaskitlmin, -ak: black (kaskitI-) berry (-min). Refers to
Ribes hudsonianum berry. Plant: kaskitlminahtik, wake

46. kathithikipakakI: See ithlthlklhayakl.

47. kawapistikwanIkapawik, i: white (-wap-) head (wistikwan)
standing (-kapawik). Refers to Achillea lanulosa, A.
millefolium, A. sibirica. Also heard: kawapistikwanlyak,
kawapistikwanikapat.

48. ka-wIkIpakahk, I: Meaning unclear; the word signifies that
the plant has a nice fragrance (I-wIklmakwak means "it has a

nice fragrance"). Refers to Agastache foeniculum •

..-s i1i1i alli'La i
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.50.

kawiscowimin, -a.: Meaning unclear. The word signifies the
bristling feeling when the leaves are touched. Refers to
Cornus canadensis berry. Also heard: kithakiscowimin.

kinIpikomina{h)tik, -wak: snake (kinlpiko) berry (min) plant
(-a(h)tik). Refers to Shepherdia canadensis. Berries:
kinIpikomina.

.51. kinipikotithanIwIpak, -wa: snake (kiriipiko) tongue (-tithani-)
leaf (pak). Refers to Polypodium vulgareo

.52. kiscikansa: garden plants •

.53. kistotIwIclpihk, -a: twin? (kistotiw-) root (ocipihk). Refers
to Polygonum amphibium root •

.54. kithakiscowimin: See kawiscowimin •

.5.5. kokoslwathaman, ak: pig (kokos) wathaman. Wathaman may mean

"paint" here, but is also a plant name, cf.· wathaman. Refers
to Lycoperdon spp. Also heard: kOkosthiwath8.man and kOkoscllvathaman •

.56. kotawask: See otawask.

.57. kwakwakacosimin, -8.: meaning unknown. Refers to Rubus
chamaemorus fruit. Also heard: kwakwacosimin and kwakocosimin.

58. macipakwa: bad (maci-) leaves (-pakwa). Refers to weeds,
useless plants or on some occasions harmful plants •

.59. maciskatask, -wak: bad (maci� carrot (oskatask). Refers to
Cicuta maculata.

60. mahIkanimin, -�: wolf·{mahIkan) berry (-min). Refers to

Symphori carpos a.Ibus berry. Bush: mahIkaniminatik or mahikanimin-
acikos.

----

61. mahtaminak: Meaning unknown. Refers to store-bought corn.

62. masan, -ak: Meaning unclear; the word signifies stinging.
Refers to Urtica dioica.

63. masiklskasiht, ak: Meaning unknown. Refers to Thuja
occidentalis boughs. Also heard: masakiskasIht and
maskakiskasiht.

64. maskasina: mocassins? Refers to Cypripedium acaule.

6.5. maskekomin, -ana: muskeg (maskek) berry (-min). Refers to

Oxycoccus microcarpus and Oxycoccus quadripetalus berries.

66. maskocIpihk, -a: bear (masko-), root (-clpihk). Refers to
Diervilla lonicera.

67. maskocisk: See maskominanatik.
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68. maskominanatik: bear (masko-) berry (minan) bush (-atik).
Refers to a) Sorbus decora in Pelican Narrows and b) Actaea
rubra in Stanley Mission. A respondent from Pelican Narrows
also used the term maskocisk for Sorbus decora.

69. maskosI, -ya: grass, reed or grass-like plant. Refers to

Calamagrostis canadensis and other graminoid species.

maskosiminak: grass (maskosi) berries (-minak). Refers to
Zizania sp , grains (wild rice).

mathamltos, -ak: ugly (matha) poplar (mitos). Refers to

Populus balsamifera.

72. mathato(h)spI, -ya.: ugly (matha) atospl. cf. atospl. Refers
to Alnus crispao

70.

71.

mawikanimas�I(h)kI(h), -ya: back or spine (mawikan) medicine
(maski(h)ki(h). Identity undetermined.

74. mihkwaplmak: See mithkwaplmako

75. mihkwatospI: See mithkwatospl.

73·

minahik, -wak: Meaning unknown.
Bough: minahikwaslht.

77. minsa (plural): berries.

76. Refers to Picea glauca.

78. mipi tahmaskl,hklh: teeth (mlpi ta h) medicine (maskfhklh) �
Refers to Monotropa uniflora.

79. misaskwatominatik, -a: Meaning unknown. Refers to Amelanchier
alnifolia. Also heard: misaskwatawtik,misaskwatwatik.
Diminutive of bush: misaskwacos or misaskwacominacikos.
Berry: misaskwatomin.

80. miskIsj,koma_§kI(h)kI(h), -ya.: eye (misklsiko) medicine
(maski(h)ki(h). Refers to plants used to treat eye ailments,
i.e. Pyrola asarifolia and Cornus stolonifera.

81. miskwaplmak: See mithkwaplmak.
82. miskwaskamikwa: red (miskw-) stuck-to-the-ground?(askamik =

contraction of astaskamik?). Refers to a red form of
Sphagnum nemoreum.

83. miskwatospI: See mithkwatospf.
84. mistahlmlns, -a: big (mistahl) berry (-mins). Refers to

Rubus chamaemorus fruit.

85. mistahlsakwlwask, -wa: Meaning unclear. Mistahl means big
or powerful, sakwI�sk cf. apiscIsakwIwaskwos. Refers to
Aster puniceus.
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l,--__..)
mistan: edible cambium of Populus tremuloides and Betula
papyrifera. Also used by one person to mean the brown coat

ing on the inner surface of sheets of birch bark.

mithapak�an, -a: Meaning unclear. The word means hairy
(mithawi) something--"branch"possibly. Refers to Usnea spp.

mIthicimin, -akl hairy (mIthi-) berry (-min)._ Refers to
Ribes glandulosum berry. Also heard: mIthitimin.

mi thkwapimak, -wa.: Meaning unclear. The name signifies the
red (mithkwa-, miskwa-, or mihkwa-) color of the bark. Refers
to Cornus stolonifera. Also heard: miskwapimak in Stanley
Mission and mihkwapimak·in Pelican Narrows.

90. mistik: tree trunk, tree.

mit�k�to(h)spi! -¥a: red (mithkwaw, miskwaw, or mihkwaw)
atosp1, cf. a�osp1. Refers to Alnus rugosa. AI§o heard:
miskwato(h)spi in Stanley Mission and mihkwatospi in Pelican
Narrows, and mithkotospt.

mitIhimasklhkIh: heart (mitlhi) medicine (m�sklhk1h). Refers
to Alisma plantago-aguatica and less frequently to Campanula
rotundifolia.

mitlhimas�rhklocrpi4k: heart (mitlhi) medicine (maskIhki)
root (ocipihk). Refers to Campanula rotundifolia.

94. mItos, -aka poplar. Refers to Populus tremuloides.

86.

87.

88.

91.

92.

93.

- - 'I'"

mosom1: moose dropping. Refers to store-bought nutmeg.

96. mosomina(h)tik, -wak: moose (moso-) berry (min) bush (a(h)tik).
Refers to Viburnum edule. Berry: mosomin.

97. mosotawakayipak, -wa: moose (moso) ear (tawakay) leaf (-pak).
Refers to Petasites sagittatus leaf. May also mean Caltha
palustris leaf.

98. mostosomici: co� (mostos) navel (mici). Refers to Anemone
patens flower. Mostas probably originally meant wood buffalo.

99. mostosowIkask, -wa: cow (mostos) Wikask, cf. wikask. Refers
to Artemisia frigida.

100. mwakokot, -a: loon (mwako) beak (kot). Refers to Myriosclero
tinia caricis-ampullaceae sclerotium.

101. mwakopakwatik, -wa: loon (mwako) leaf �pak) bush (�tik).
Refers to Myrica gale primarily, less often Chamaedaphne
calyculata.

102. mwaskosiwan, -8:: Meaning unclear; "grass that is eaten"'?"
Refers to Scirpus acutus and Scirpus validus. Also heard:
maskosiwan and mawskosiwan •

...J imi:iiii
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103. napaka(h)siht, -ak: flat (napaka-) bough (-siht). Refers to
Abies balsamea.

104. napewatik: man plant. Refers to the flowering stage of
several species,"woman plant"being the non-flowering plants.
cf . iskwiwatik.

105·

106.

107.

108.

109.

110.

........ \J

rupl, -ya: leaf.

nIplmina�tik:
bush (-atik).
red berries.

nIpisl, -ya: willow. Refers to Salix bebbiana, S. discolor,
� interior, and probably other species of Salix-.-

Meaning unclear. water? (nIpi-) berry (minan)
Refers to a shr�b or small tree with edible'

niskamin: goose (niska) berry (-min). Identity undetermined,
but by description, it may be Vaccinium uliginosum.

ecawakeyipak, -esa: ear, diminutive (ecawakey) leaf (-pak).
Refers to Mitella nuda leaf

ecicakekatask, -wa: Meaning unclear. The word signifies
that the plant is poisonous. Refers to Calla palustris
primarily. On one occasion the name was applied to Caltha
palustris (similar leaf, same habitat), and on another
occasion to Potentilla palustris (different morphology, same

habitat) •

111. ocikawawinapoy: sap collected from birch trees.

oclkomis�akwa (plural): lousy bird (oclkomisis) leaves
(-pakwa). Refers to the male catkins of Alnus crispa.

113. ocipihk: root.

112.

114. okawiminakaslwak (plural): rose thorns.

115. okihcikamlwask, -wa: ocean (klhclkamI) plant (-wask). Refers
to Scirpus acutus and � \ali dus.

116. okinI, -yak: Meaning unknown. Refers to ,fruit of Rosa
acicularis (and no doubt other Rosaspecies). Plant: 5kinIwatik.

117. ekecakanaskos, -a: Meaning uncertain; diminutive form of
throat (6k5takan) grass (-ask)? Refers to Eguisetum
fluviatile and � sylvaticum.

.

118. okotakanask, -wa: Meaning uncertain; throat (okotakan)
grass (-ask)? Refers to Equisetum fluviatile.

119. opiciwawikanan: The word comes from spine (mawikanis or

wawikanis). Refers to the pith of Cornus stolonifera. Also
heard: opicawawkinan.
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120. osImisk,
'"

-wa: bud, twig end.

121. oskahtak, -wak: Meaning unknown. Refers to Pinus banksiana.

oskatask,
....

-wa: Translated as "carrot." Refers to Sium suave.122.

123·

124.

oskataskwistikwan, -a: carrot (oskatask) head (wistikwan).
Refers to Heracleum lanatum.

oskIsikomin, -a: eye (oskIsik) berry (-min). Refers to the
fruit of Rubus arcticus spp. acaulis and � pubescens.

oskItIpak, -wa: Meaning unclear; round leaf? Refers to
Nuphar variegatum leaf. Also heard: waskrtIp�k.

126. osowask: Meaning unclear; tail (oso) plant (wask)? Refers
to Hordeum jubatum.

127. otawask, -wa: from otina, "pick it up." Refers to Typha
latifolia rootstock. One respondent in La Ronge pronounced
the word kotawask.

128. otIhimin, -a: heart (otIhi) berr� (-min). Refers to Fragaria
virginiana berry. Also heard: ocIhiminis which is the
diminqtive of otIhimin.

129. otIhipakwa: heart (otIhi) leaves (-pakwa). Refers to culti
vated cabbage.

130. otisIkahna: Meaning unknown. Refers to cultivated turnips.

131. pakan, -ak: Meaning unknown. Refers to Corylus cornuta nut.
Plant: pakanatik.

132. pasisawimin, -a: burning or fire? (pasisaw-) berry (-min)�
Refers to Prunus pensylvanica fruit. Shrub: pasisawiminatik.

133. pasIkan, -ak: Meaning unknown. Refers to flower and seed
spike of Typha latifolia (cattail).

134. pawistiko(hlmaskIhkIh, -ya: rapids (pawistik) medicine
(m�skI(h)k1(h». Refers to Aster punicaus.

135. piko, -a: pitch of Picea spp. and.Abies balsamea.

136. pikwaci ocisis, -ak: wild (pikwaci-) fly larvae or rice (ocisis).
Refers to wild rice, the grain of Zizania app , Also heard:
pikwaocisis.

137. pikwaciwIcik�skosi, -a: wild (pikwaci-) stinking -grass or

onion (wIcikaskosI). Refers to Allium schoenoprasum. Also
heard: pikwacimaskosi, pikwataskos1, pikwaciwaskosi,
pikwaciwikaskosI.
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138. pikwataskopIwahtik, -wa: Meaning unknown. Refers to Rumex
orbiculatus and Rumex mexicanus.

pithIkocIpIhk, -a: thick, reo consistency, (pithIko-) root

(ocIpIhk). Refers to Heuchera richardsonii.

pithlkomin, -�: thick, reo consistency (pithlko-) berry (-min).
Refers to Arctostaphylos uva-ursi berry. Leaf: pithrkominip�k,
Plant: pithrkominahtik.

141. pithlwipak: grouse (pithlw) Leaf (-pak). Refers to .pyrola
secunda leaf and Galium triflorum leaf.

posakam touchwood?· No plural ending. Refers to the.
sterile form of Inonotus obliguus and to Fomes fomentarius
fruit body.

potaclklwask: Meaning unknown; potaclklsls is a pralrle
animal that whistles, and the plant is an unidentified prairie
plant named after the animal.

sapomin, -ak: Meaning unclear. translucent? (sapo-) berry
(-min). Refers to Ribes oxycanthoides berry. Bush:
sapominatik. Also heard: sasapominatik.

sasakominan, -a: Meaning unclear; crunchy? (sasako) berry
(-minan). Refers to Cornus canadensis berry.

146. sicisis, -ak: conifer needle. Refers to Carum carvi mericarp.

139.

140.

142.

143.

144.

147. sIkotakanIslkan: Meaning unclear--possibly "swollen throat."
Refers to Polygala senega.

148. sIpaminakaslwa(h)tik: Meaning unknown. Refers to Lonicera
dioica.

149. sIpIko(h)min, -a: blue (sIpIko-) berry (-min). Refers to
Vaccinium myrtilloides berry. Plant: siplkominahtik.

150. slta(h), -k: conifer bough.

151. sokawa(h)tik, -wak: sugar (sokaw) tree (a(h)tik). Refers to
Acer negundo.

152.

153.

154.

155.

takwahiminan, -a: Meaning unclear. The name signifies that
the berries were pounded. Refers to Prunus virginiana fruit.

timasklk: Meaning unclear; possibly muskeg (maskik) tea (ti).
Refers to Ledum groenlandicum. Also heard: tImaskehk.
Leaves: maskIkopakwa.

- or..J. v
•

thathlkaskwa.: Meamng unclear. Refers to a "grass" with
very sharp leaf blades. Also heard: thathikaskosi.
- woo �

thoskltak: spongy rotten wood of trees.
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156. totosapowask: milk (totosapo-) plant (-wask)� Refers to

Apocynum androsaemifolium.

157. wacaskomIcowin, �ak: muskrat (wacask) food (mIcowin). Refers
to Acorus calamus rootstock.

wacaskopIwis cikanis: Meaning unclear J muskrat (wacask)
head, diminutive? (wiscikanis). Refers to Sparganium
chlorocarpum fruiting head.

wacaskwatapI, -yak: muskrat (wacask) root (watapI). Refers
to an uni.derrtd.f'Led aquatic plant with long, thin roots used
in basketry. Also heard: wacaskwac�pIs, aka

160. wakican: Meaning unknown. Refers to Lilium philadelphicum.

158.

159·

161. wakinakan, -ak: The word means that the tree bends easily.
Refers to Larix laricina.

wapa thaman: Meaning unclear.
plant is poisonous to touch.
and Petasites Spa flower.

163. wapikwani, -ya: flower.

162. The word signifies that the
Refers to Corydalis sempervirens

164. wapiskastaskamihk, -wa: white (wapisk-) stuck-to-the-ground
(astaskamihk). Refers to Cladina alpestris. Also heard:
wapastaskamik.

165. waposocIpihk, �a: rabbit (wapos) root (ocIpihk). Refers to
Aralia nudicaulis.

166. wasaskwltoy, -ak: Means mushroom, and conifer cone. Refers
to Fornes fomentarius and other "mushrooms," such as boletes.
Diminutive: was�skwicos.

167. waskacamin: seed or pit. Also heard: oskacamin.

168.

170.

171-

172.

waskatamo(h), -ak: Meaning unclear; the plant was often called
"beaver food" by respondents. Refers to Nuphar variegatum
rhizome.

waskway, -ak: a) outer, papery bark of birch, b) Betula

papyrifera, the pap�r birch tree. A piece of a tree, or a

dead tree: waskwayatik, -wake A small birch tree: waskwasis.
A young birch tree: oskayiwaskwiy.

wathaman: a) red ochre-type paint, b) plants considered
poisonous, i.e. Corydalis sp., c) an alternate name for
kokosIwa thaman.
v.... 'Ii

watapl, -ya: root.

wathakisk: bark excepting birch bark (�skway) and willow
bark (wikopr).
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173. wati(h)kwan: branch.

174. wawaskisrtak: Meaning unclear. The word signifies wood that
glows in the dark. Refers to green colored rotten wood that

glows in the dark. Also heard: wiwaskicicak.

175. wawipak, -osa: round, or egg? (wawi-) leaf �pak). Refers to
Pyrola asarifolia.

176.

177.

178.

179.

180.

wlcipoyaniyimin, -a: Chipewyan (wfcipoyan) berry (-min).
Refers to an unidentified northern shrub resembling blueberry.

wfcipowanIwistikwan: Chipewyan (wrcipowan) head (wistikwan).
Refers to Achillea lanulosa and � sibirica.

wf(h)kIs: ginger. Refers to store-bought ginger in Stanley
Mission and Acorus calamus in Pelican Narrows.

wIhtikowakonak (plural): wihtiko (wIhtiko) eggs? (wakonak).
Refers to Peltigera aphthosa and � canina.

wfkask: The word is derived from wikasin, "pleasant tasting."
Refers to Mentha arvensis •

..."

wfkopI, -ya: bark of Salix spp •.used as twine.

wimistikowIkls: white man's{wimistiko-) wI{h)kis. Refers to

store-bought ginger.in Pelican Narrows.

183. winslkls: Meaning unknown. Refers to Polygala senega.
Also heard: wincikis.

181.

182.

184.

186.

187.

wisakecak omikih: wisakechak� (wfsakecak) scab (omikih).
Refers to the sterile form. of Inonotus obliguus.

wisaki (h)min, -a: bitter (wisak-) berry (min). Refers to
Vaccinium vitis-idaea berry. Also heard: wisakamin.

wiskacanimin, -a: grey jay (wiskacan-) berry (-min).' Refers
to Maianthemum canadense berry.

withiniwpakwatikl Meaning unclear, fat? (wIthiniw) leaf
(-pak) bush (-atik). Refers to Chenopodium album.
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